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the joseph hyrum smith
funeral sermon

richard van wagoner and steven C walker

As the hearse bearing the bodies of joseph and hyrum smith
actually sandbaggedsandbaggersand bagged coffins passed the nauvoo meeting ground the

afternoon of saturday 29 june 1844 william W phelps was
preaching the funeral sermon I11 the choice of phelps as eulogist to
the prophet and the patriarch is strange the content of his sermon
stranger the tone of that sermon strangest of all

mormon feelings were running high and vengeance for the mur-
der of the prophet seemed imminent gentiles desperately feared
that vengeance the carthage mob had retreated in panic from the
jail site when they heard the shout the mormonscormons are coming
mormon leaders equally feared the possibility of violence from their
people and with good reason atoning for the blood of the proph-
ets became a mormon watchword following the martyrdom alienallenailen
joseph stouts journal entry typifies the feeling of the time

I1 there and then resolved in my mind that I1 would never let an oppor-
tunity slip unimproved of avenging their blood upon the enemies of the
church ofjesusofjesus christ I1 felt as though I1 could not live I1 knew not how
to contain myself and when I1 see one of the men who persuaded them
to give up to be tried I1 feel like cutting their throats and I1 hope to live
to avenge their blood 2

by the monday following the martyrdom determination to
avenge the prophets had reached such a pitch as to prompt a state-
ment signed by W W phelps willard richards and john taylor
beseeching the latter day saints in nauvoo to be peaceable quiet
citizens that monday morning plea for peaceableness makes all

richard van wagoner isis an audiologist inin salt lake city utah
steven C walker is15 an associateassociate professor of english at brigham young university provo
van wagoner and walker are coauthors ofaof A book qfmormonsof Morkonuoncormonsmormonsmonrmons a compilation of biographical sketches on imim-
portant mormon historical figures
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the more remarkable phelpssphelphsPhelpss saturday evening sermon in the midst
of extraordinary precautions by nauvoo authorities who were striving
to calm the troubled waters of nauvoo grief W W phelps seems in
his funeral sermon before ten thousand angry saints more intent
upon inciting riot than upon preventing it

A look at the character of the man himself may provide some
understanding of the surprisingly incendiary tone of phelpssphelphsPhelp ss funeral
sermon william W phelps a prominent mormon poet editor and
personal friend and scribe to joseph smith was born in hanover
newjerseynew jersey 17 february 1792 three days after the organization of
the church in 1830 he bought a copy of the book of mormon from
parley P pratt an all night reading session left him with the impres-
sion he must join with the mormonscormonsMormons he left the security of his
editorship with the ontario phoenix 3 and moved his family to
kirtland ohio to do the will of the lord three days after his
baptism he left for missouri with the prophet and others to seek the
land of zion 4

joseph smith quickly took advantage of phelpssphelphsPhelpss editorial skills
appointing the new convert church printer in jackson county mis-
souri he was given the responsibility not only to edit and publish
the church newspaper the evening and morning star but also to
publish three thousand copies of the book of commandments plus
an edition of the churchschurche first hymnal ajulyA july 1833 edition of the
star contained a phelps editorial intended to prevent any misunder-
standing among the churches abroad respecting free people of
color 5 the editorial was viewed by old settlers in jackson coun-
ty as an invitation to free people of color to settle in jackson county 6

phelpssphelphsPhelpss apology an extra edition of the paper explaining that our
intention was not only to stop free people of color from emigrating to
this state but to prevent them from being admitted as members of
the church 7 came too late A committee of local citizens had
already drawn up a secret constitution wherein they had voted to
raze the printing office to the ground 8 in less than one hour
they pulled down the printing office and destroyed the press

this newspaper was an antimasonicanti masonic publication W W phelps previously had edited two other antiantlanti-
masonicmasomcmasoma papers the western courier and lake light

andrew jenson lutterlatternutter day saints biograbiogiabiographicalphihalphical encyclopediaencyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson
history company 1901 36 369256923 692 history odtheoftheof the church 11841 184 86 188

5eveningeveningdevening and morning stafstarsfarjuyjuly 1833 p 109 history odtheoftheof rhethe church 137715771 377577
6eveningeveningdevening and morning star extra 16 july 1833 history odtheof rhethe church 13751 375575 378 79 note

7historyihistory ofodthefhethefae church 137815781 378578 79
john whitmerswhittersWhitmers manuscript history archives of the reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter

day saints the auditorium independence mo microfilm inm church archives p 43
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joseph smith perhaps regretting his choice of editor selected
oliver cowdery to reissue the star in kirtland apostle george A
smith cousin to the prophet later provided some interesting insight
regarding phelpssphelphsPhelpss editorializing

joseph asked my opinion ofofwwW W phelps as an editor I1 told him that
I1 considered phelps the sixth part of an editor and that was the satirist
when it came to the cool direction necessarily entrusted to an editor in
the control of public opinion the soothing of enmity he was deficient
and would always make more enemies than friends but for my part if I1

were able I1 would be willing to pay phelps for editing a paper pro-
viding no body else should have the privilege of reading it but myself
joseph laughed heartily said I1 had the thing just right said he

brother phelps makes such a severe use of language as to make
enemies all the time 9

though W W phelps did not serve again as a church editor he
continued to serve the church with other talents he was a member
ofofzionszions camp and personal scribe to tojosephjoseph smith during the trans-
lation of the book of abraham he even served as a member of the
presidency of the church of christ in missouri with david and
john whitmer phelps s poem for the dedication of the kirtland
temple the spirit of god like a fire Is burning so impressed
joseph smith that he requested it be printed on white satin for the
dedication ceremonies in addition to this popular anthem W W
phelps penned the lyrics for twenty nine of the ninety one hymns
emma smith selected for the churchschurche first hymnbook it was phelps
as toastmaster who first proclaimed brigham young the lion of the
lord and parley P pratt the archer of paradise 10

in 1849 brother phelps assisted in drafting the constitution of
the state ofofdeseretdeseret two years later he served as topographic
engineer with parley P pratts exploring expedition to the south to
I1 I1 study the land for the site of possible settlements and for a road
toward the sea 11 that same year he was sworn into office as

councillor and attorney at law and solicitor in chauncerychauncery 12

became superintendent of meteorological observations of the terr-
itory of deseret began furnishing the deseret news with weather
and astronomical information and was named speaker of the house
of representatives of deseret territory

history of the church 539055905 390590 9911

deseret news 8 march 185118 5 1 p 22122 1 times andandseasonsseasons 55765765
juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the diary ofhosea stout 1844 1861 salt lake city

university of utah utah state historical society 1964 23652 365565 n 34
ibid121bid ppap 406 7 see also walter dean bowen the versatile W W phelps mormon writer

educator and pioneer masters thesis brigham young university 1958 p 160



despite his church prominence W W phelps was excommuni-
cated by both presidents brigham young andjosephand joseph smith prior to
official church acceptance of plural marriage in 1852 phelps while
in the eastern united states to obtain a printing press got some
new ideas into three young women and they consented to become
his wives apparently he had not previously cleared these marriages
with church officials and by the vote of the quorum of the twelve
on 6 december 1847 he was cut off from the church for violating the
laws of the priesthood in having women that do not belong to him
and committing adultery with them 13

he had previously been excommunicated by joseph smith in
1838 for going against the prophet s counsel by selling land in mis-
souri the prophet attempted to draw him back into the church
through a revelation which entreated verily thus said the lord in
consequence of their14 transgression their former standing has been
taken away from them and now if they will be saved let them be or-
dained as elders in my church to preach my gospel and travel abroad
from land to land and from place to place to gather mine elect unto
me saith the lord and let this be their labors from henceforth 15

however W W phelps ignored the revelation making no overtures
to the prophet for nearly two years in 1840 he finally wrote to
joseph requesting that he be accepted back into the church joseph
replied

come on dear brother
since the war is past
for friends at first
are friends again at last 16

the depth of that friendship can perhaps be seen not only in
phelpssPhelpphelphsss having been chosen to preach the funeral sermon but also in
the nature of that sermon

when in the church archives we came upon phelpssphelphsPhelpss 1855
recollection of the funeral sermon and realized it had never before
been published we thought it best to present it in its entirety both
for its dramatization of the ambivalence of feelings in nauvoo toward
avenging the martyrdom and for its intrinsic interest whether or not
this sermon he wrote in 1855 was made from a copy of his original
speech or whether he rewrote it from notes or memory is not possible

33minutesminutes of the quorum of twelve meeting 6 december 1847 church archives
this revelation was also addressed to frederick G williams former member of the first presidency
5revelationrevelation given 8 july 1838 history odtheof fhethe church 3463 46
history oftleoftbeof toethefoe church 41644 164
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to determine at this time we have retained phelpssphelphsPhelpss original capital-
ization insofar as we could detect it phelps tended to hedge his bets
on potential capital letters Gs Ss Js and ICsKs so that it is
impossible to tell from his handwritten manuscript whether he in-
tended to capitalize such words as god and kingdom or not we
have also maintained the original punctuation and spelling despite
such obvious problems as persistent omission of hyphens and cavalier
word divisions because phelps used punctuation to shape his
meaning

As he points out in an explanatory headnote this sermon is a
copy of the original made public again in salt lake city eleven years
after the initial delivery in nauvoo on 29 july 1844
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the funeral sermon

for the occasion of the martyrdom of joseph smith the prophet and
hyrum smith the patriarch who were shot by by sic a christian mob in

c carthage jail june 27 1844 delivered in nauvoo on saturday the 29
following by W W phelps

n
revelations chap 14 v 13 corrected from the greek and I1

u heard a voice from heaven saying unto me write congratulate the dead
i that die in the lord from this time verily says the spirit for they can rest

js from their labors and their works shall follow them
saints and sinners thus said john on the isle of patmos and thus

C who have lived on the earth
z say I1 in nauvoo two of the greatest and best men A since the jews
azbz crucified the savior have fallen victims to the popular will of mobocracy
g in this boasted asylum of the oppressed the only far famed realms of
S V liberty or freedom on the globe and the sword of justice that ought

jaj3 to glitter with vengeance to repel such an insult to humanity and the
luS c rich boon of life and the free pursuit of happiness hangs inm the closet

and the stately robes of judgment that might clothe the sons of freetttej J stS taljflj 0
14

men with brief authority to wipe off the stain of innocent blood shed
a 0 by a philistine clergy and hypocritical people from our national
0S 1M there
S c escutcheon hhangsalsnls there too and A they will hangtillhang till jehovah comes
5 pliVLI out kofloflof his hiding place and vexes the nations with a sore vexation for

XJ righteously speaking this people are lingering with the consumption like
Q v with the scurvy a cruiser 7 years out demogoguedemagogueDemogogue

3 c seamen A on board of a longiong5 ereisercruiserselser and the indecipherable
A

0 jaj3 sharks are gliding afterapter in the wake to swallow their victims as soon as

asfs in
3 they drop from the plank to the sea so passes the world Ay wickedness

S joseph smith was the first aapostlepostleostie and seer that held the priesthood
Q of god and promulgated the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel since this

church was driven into the wilderness after the old apostles fell a sleep

0
g and the seed of the wicked one schooled in corruption and led by

kiskli u the spirits of the damned in this instance before us has done to our
n w brethren what cain did to abel killed the body to stop the power of the
asi 0 holy priesthood on earth showing the wise that satan and his followers
J c 480 fearsfead and dread a channel of communication between god and man0

1 these holy men like abel like the ancient prophets like jesus have nota told the truth
y been slain for any evil done oh no but because they A chastenedchasteneychastened the
J ungodly in their sins and offered salvation free with works meet for the

tat310 however
g 6 03 kingdom of god we can rejoice at this savage affliction Ay and con

Q gratulate our prophet and patriarch that they have died in the lord and

E
0 n the spirit says they can rest from their labors and their works will follow
S g their
c3ca G them while A persecutors and this nation and the ungodly of every

9



nationnation will wax worse and worse till their cup of iniquity runs over and they meet
the full blaze of jehovahsJehovahs zeal and melt and burn up like pitch in the fire

if I1 mistake not joseph smith has been dragged into courts to answer christian
hold

convenience and country custom and satisfy the demands of the elect who wearawearweata a
he these A

little brief authority about fifty times and AalwaysASSaas came out of A gentile
furnaces without the smell of fire from his garments and what isis most lovely and
jesus like he never returned the compliment to fret the gizzard of this whole cain
spirited race in fact the priests and deacons in wayne county NY tried their best
to have him indicted for blasphemy when he commenced the translation of the
book of mormon where some of the sacerdotal highligh way men actually swore that
joseph was a conjurer and was engaged inm writing 4a religious book to revive the
house of israel acaccordingcordin to the prophets as it was inin old times and not a few of the
order of saint satan after a bill of indictment was refused by the better sense of some
wellwishingwellwishing unbelievers in the then christian arts declared publicklypublickly that jo smith
would have to stop his calculations about gathering israel that pestered the world too
much in old timestimes and as to any more revelation or visits from angels neither were
needed as the present generation were so much enlightened itit was nonsense to sup-
pose god would have to teach a college bred clergy false prophets were to arise
beware

well the rule is by their fruits ye shall know them do men gather grapes
or

from thorns A figs from thistlesthistlwhistleses what good deeds have followed the christian
exertions over the globe with their bible societies mite societies missionary

a
societies and A wealthy well divided retinue of doctors of divinity to go with purse
and lcscript shoyiosiccj from sea to sea and from land to land judge a righteous judgment
and open the doors of refinement in this secret of hypocrisy debauchery and luxury and
open the curtaincurtain aside from the heathen in their blindness degradation and misery

jehovah
and with A you may say there isis none that does good no not one but when
this gospel which our elders preach goes god goes with itit and the hireling clergy
of the present generation like a jack 0 lanterns is only visible at a distance
hurrying or hovering over marshes and fens inin the dark men and women believe
obey the ordinances speak with tongues gather and begin to walk by faith waiting
for a more perfect day of glory and come from where they may and be they of what
tongue kindred or people that isis they all believe inin one faith one baptism one
god and father and more still inin one prophet one kingdom and one unionunion which

a part of
so wonderfully causes A all both great landand small to seek and find knock and the
door of heaven opens and pray and the gifts and blessings as they ever were where
the righteousness of the saints exceeded the false pretenses of much religion are
showered down like the dew upon grass and the latter day saint has only to raise his
hands in the fulnessfalness of his eyes seeing and heartfelt gratitude and exclaim 0 god
thou art merciful to me a sinnersinner keep me from evil and help me to do thy will

gone
joseph has A to his royal kindred in paradise from whom the keys the power

and the mystery came for the use and benefit of mortal and immortal beings and
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remember beloved friends that while he lived here upon the earth he conferred all
upon the apostles and others

the keys and blessings of the priesthood and endowments A that are needed for
the gathering of israel for our washings and anointingsanointings and ssealingsealingseatingssealings and adoptions
and for sanctification and exaltation or for bringing up our dead from among the
spirits in prison so when the temple is made ready for the holy work so we can go
on from birth to age from life to death and from life to lives and from world to
heaven and from heaven to eternity and from eternity to ceaseless progression and
in the midst of all these changes we can pass from scene to scene from joy to joy
from glory to glory from wisdom to wisdom from system to system from god to
god and from one perfection to another while eternities go and eternities commercornercomei
and yet there is room for the curtains of endless progression are stretched out
still and a god is there to go ahead with improvements

be assured brethren and sisters this desperate smite of our foes to stop the
onward course of mormonism will increase its spread and rapidity an hundred fold
the bodies of our brethren are marred by physical force because the flesh was
weak anndand the but the priesthood remains unharmed that is eternal without
benginingbengining sic of days or end of years and the twelve mostly now absent are
clothed with it as well as others and when they return they will wear the mantle
and step into the shoes of the prophet priest and king of israel and then

the the same
with A same power the same god and A spirit that caused joseph to move the
cause of zion with mighty power will qualify them to roll on the work until all israel

the
is gathered and A wicked swept from the earth the same spirit lights the saints

adipicadiiicsame
the same truth magnifies the promises the A virtue exalts the meek and the same
cases hastens the same events for joy so that I1 may say with the poet mormonism

warms in the sun refreshes in the breeze
glows in the stars and blossoms in the trees
lives through all life extends through all extent
spreads undivided and operates unspent

anciently as well as now weak minded persons supposed that prophets and saints
suffered death or trouble for their sins I1 wish to correct this notion the righteous

u
are undoubtedly removed from evils to come by death and chastenedchasteneychastened to learn the
love of their father for their eternal welfare but with a few questions and answers I1

think friendship and punishment and good and evil will exhibit their own
of

characters so let me ask was joseph smith the friend A gamblers drunkards
robbers fornicatorsfornica tors adulterers liars and hypocrites no read his life from vermont
to carthage jail and every line and every act shines with virtuous principles and
words of wisdom that warms this heart with a god like sensation that he labored like
the angels with soddomroddom and gomorrah to save this generation from the fire
shower of rain

the
did joseph ever grind the face of the poor or intermingle with A wicked to

rites
ridicule the worship of god whether it related to the highest or heathen dtttiesdutiesdetlesditties
religion as practiced in america europe asia or africa not he the revelations
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he brought forth are everlasting witnesses that he like the savior came not to
fifeasefeastt and eat drink and be merry for tomorrow we die but to point out the way of
life and call upon all men to repent and be saved

can the political pioneers of the day who are exploring every state nook river
mountain plain and ravine for the elects sake and may be for the loloavesloalvesloallesalvesaives and
gishfishfishese s where with all to satisfy the cravingsclavingscravings of nature can one of them point to the
time and place when he sought powers for political purposes for self aggran-
dizementdizement never as lieutenant general of the nauvoo legion he was a saint in
epaulettesepaulettedEpaulettes and prayed as devoutly to the captain of his salvation as the captain and
great high priest of this whole world prayed to his father in the garden of
gethsemane where he sweat blood for the folly of jerusalem As mayor of nauvoo
he magnified the law and made it honorable for saint and sinner he knew what
was right and did it independent of consequences with a thus saith the lord
vision V 1171.17I1

like the sun in his meridian splendor joseph smith shown sic a full man at
home among his friends in the field on the bench or before the world a pattern
parent a worthy friend a model general a righteous judge and the wisest man of
the age sustained by truth and god was his right hand man surely as one of
the holy ones commissioned by his father among the royal seventy when the high
council of heaven set them apart to come down and multiply and replenish this
earth he was the last and who knows but the greatest for he
declared we knew not who he was so I1 may say as the last is to be first and the
first last in eternal rotation that joseph smith who was Gazgazelam18gazelamselams in the spirit

the
world was and is and will be in A endless progress of eternity the prince off lihtlight

ever
tis so and who can dispute it where A he reasoned on the old prophets his

of existence
words lit up a sacred flame in the heart of the saint that showed an ocean A unexanex

out
ploredelored by the vain philosophy of the world when he poured A his eloquence the

rights
gentile on the reserved A of all fools declared I1 would rather go to hell than believe

go
that imposter and who cannot but say amen A and when he spoke of men he
read their history and secrets from their own hearts without trying the patience of
job or wasting the life time ofofmethuselehmethuselehmethuselah to hunt excuses to cover their sins what

stand
he knew came natural without going to solomon to under A wisdom or plodding
through blackstone19Blackstone19 to learn what constituted the first principle of right or reading
a half a world full of indecipherable ious novels to arrive at the purity of virtue he
quoted the finer sentiments of morals divinity legislation and laws with the strictest

of
rules A society and etiquette as if he had learned them in his mothers lap and
though they were original with him they were always correct he was a man of god

were
nor A these the only gems that shined from his celestialized mind he seemed

to have been educated among the sons of god where the morning stars sang

this reference including the brackets are in the original manuscript
see alma 2733 and doctrine and covenants 789 8211 10426 43

19sirsir william blackstone 1723 80 was a noted english jurist
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could or describe
together and A weigh A consequences materiality kingdoms atuaruand and their
inhabitants with a familiarity as simple as a farmers boy would describe his fathers

said he
orchard the present light of the sun A came from the clouds of heaven which

n
surrounded it when they came away with the savior to fulfill his second coming the

will will
sun would be darkened and all flesh that remains I1 would dsseesce it and the viel sic

A will
which is now spread on all nations being removed we the saints would1 1 see as we
are seen and know as we are known and zion being gathered as tthee bestest of saints
from many creationscreations will hold a grand jubilee of prophets priests and kings with
their wives and children for the purpose of crowning the faithful to enter into the
joys of their lord preparatory to their going into eternity to multiply and replenish
new worlds for as jehovah says his name is endless and eternal so the increase
and government of his kingdoms have no end amazing thought but who has
numbered the gods or their kingdoms who has been up to the highest to behold
his perfection improvement and ceaseless progression or who has surveyed the
cosmonamcosmonarncosmcosmoonamnarn where matter generates and space swells into room for everything
aye who I1 will give the life time of the almighty for the answer to come and time

gone
again to the prophet and patriarch who have A to paradise to help the holy one
wind up the wickedness of this world

and what shall I1 say of the prophet the prince of light he that pointed out the
faults in the wisdom of men and demonstrated af6fU the folly of the philosophy of
ages he that cut the chain cable of christian convenience with the sword of the
spirit as if it had been a silken thread in the blaze of a candle he that cut the

its
with Ay same scissorsscissors

gordian of knot of bastard matrimony A that peter used to clip the gentile locks and
and flourished in families

jewish curls that grew into being by order of nimrod nebuchadnezzar and
of mail

caesar he that took truth for his pruning knife virtue for his coat A and god for
his guide and undertook to prune the vineyard of the lord for the last time what
in this ageosageofage of inventions flying intelligence and self shining glory what shall I1 say of
joseph the seer whose innocent blood stains the land of freedom stains the halls of
legislation stains the judges bench stains the priests pulpit and stains the

say
nations panoply yet what shall I1 say of this patriot of purity I1 will A he was all
he was the agent of jehovah to call on all flesh to settle the trespass committed

and call for
upon the word of the lord and4.4 renderffaf1 defder ssatisfactionatisfaction for the forcible expulsion by the

A A and to make men render
powers of church and state of the holy priesthood tpto elvegiveelye an account of the deeds
done in the body whereby the sacred order of matrimony had been corrupted
and he came not from the hot beds of college arts and university science to invent
new creeds and enlarge the breach of division but he came without the stolen

of this world to wake aamatmadmirationirationaration
thunder of some petty prince A yes he came self made and fired his own earth-
quakes to summon the world to judgment he came not in a tempest of wrath but
in the still small voice of jehovah with full power to restore the holy priesthood he
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the
came not in the whirlwindwhirl wind of public opinion but in A simple name of jesus
christ with a love that surpasses understanding to form a union that astonishes
all the powers that be and sets this the priesthood of baal at defiance and all

a host of
hell howk with Ay hired servants to kick up for them

he came to reveal the ancient history of ephraim and manasseh mixed among
the nations the tribes of american indian unaccounted for by thibthinthis the surplus
notion of the learned and in their unlettered degradation to report them as the

heirs apparent for the benefit of morality and eternal lives of that almighty
power which the world can neither give nor take he came to bring the book of

the
mormon to light from its angel guarded home in A hill cumorah and to translate
it byy the common sense of inspiration and hurl this boasted wisdom of the
19gin century he came in what is termed the age of light and reason to stamp in let-
ters of blood the splendid religionreligionssj of the day as a spiritual delusion leaving as
a frock fitted clergy and stall fed philosophy to keep it from tumbling into the

of and
slime pit A magnetism masonerismmasoner ism socialism A debauchery and he came

with the keys to unlock pandoraspangorasPandoras box of free thinking and popular fury and hes
done itit

heifeioeloe came to give the commandments and law of the lord to build temples and
teach men to improve in love and grace that the wise among men might gather out of
spiritual babylon which is temporal and spiritual wickedness untill sic instead of

burned
church and state that saints might tithe to save themselves from Ebeingeing A in
the great day of god almighty if jesus came to die and rise to lead captivity
captive so did joseph come to die and increase the power to bind satan that eternal

might
lives and eternal progressioninarprogression inayinar search the eternal round with out impidementimpidement sic

came A

he A to feel after the purses and consciences of this money loving generation and to
in

push A the golden age so that the wealthy may waste their millions in extravagance
while the poor starve unnoticed unless they trust in the lord and flee to zion and
there prepare for the great day of battle & war he came to establish our church
upon earth upon the pure and eternal principles of revelation prophets and
apostles for the holy reason that god never acknowledges and accepts a church
upon earth as his without there is a prophet in it to tell of it

he came fully posted to meet the devil or any of his clerks bowing as
gentlemen or fluttering as ladies gilded to attract attention or cloaked to

escape notice and the devil knew itit for said he in one his great sermons where
verever I1 am the lidevilevil isis to watch my progress but he is a gentleman by this you
may know the saint from the sinner the mormon is a man the christian a gentle

his
man so the hypocrite magnifies A neighbors faults the mormon minds his own
business
allaliail f there is a small hole in the manuscript at this point to settle the hoinkboinkink blot

ouiOUT

0oerourf priesthoodf 414 1
1
I1

A generationculcuuILI on
eamcamean rethe repren ink blot theehe word of gedgod and prepare for the day of judgmejudgmentledgmentjudgiet

punish AA

NENOA pl ft the
A he came to atrptrpenishpunishish vice and praise virtue he came to darkenadardarcenakenA dungeons
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up
of lust and light A the mansionsmansions of love he came to expel the errors of ages and
teach men to walk in the light of the lord and he came to war against the devil and
eternalize his privilege of dripping vengeance mixed with venom round the fire
of the damnddamand

from us but
he is dead but he lives he is absent hefeherehese but at home in heaven he is where he

A
can use the treasury of snow and hail he can now direct the lion from the thicket to
lay the gentile cities waste and cause the young lion to go forth among the herds and
tread down and tear in pieces and none can deliver wo to the drunkards with
ephraim and the great whore of babylon for their destruction is sure and their end
near pestilence famine fire and the sword will no longer lay backed up in
the magazine of plagues reserved for superior occasion but the still small voice
of mighty angels whiwhispersperd waste on ye scampsscalps for the wicked waste on by sea

waste on
and land A touch the high and the low the bond and the free the rich and
waste on waste on by the supreme court of heaven all

the poor A till the consumption decreed A has made a full end of A the
actions that forget god and have pleasure in unrighteousness and all eternity

waste on till
responds so let it be great babylon sinks like a mill stone cast into the sea to rise

Ano more
governor ford20 said when moses rose up in egypt with a new religion against

stir
what the priests were then practicing there was a mighty A among the people and
all israel had to leave and so when jesus came among thejewsthe jews with a new religion
they crucified him and can the mormonscormons hope for anything less from our higher

free
order of society in these A united states can mr smith with his phalanx of
elders right in the broad face of all the wisdom philosophy improvement and
morality and above all of long established churches where religion like education is

liberally patronized and made popular can he hope to pass the scrutiny of public
opinion without encountering the same destiny that has attended all new religions
then whirling on his heel observed in a low tone to one of his aids the trial must
come and so it has

but brethren and sisters tom ford is supposed to be one of those beings that
believes when a child is born that some person has died and that the spirit of the
dead one then enters the living child but unfortunately we must come to the con-
clusion from analogy that when tom ford was born no body died

perhaps this governor like pharoah had his heart hardened to test the faith
of the saints that israel might flee from the terrible enjoyment of freedom
where the constitution allows all men to worship god according to the dictates of
conscience if there is no new revelation to expose the sins of this people in case
there is hush

and yet the spirit whispers what shall I1 say of joseph the seer cut off from his
useful life in the midst of his years why I1 will say that he has done more in fifteen
years to make the truth plain open the way of life and carry glad tidings to the

2thomas1cnomasbthomas ford 1800 1850 elected governor of illinois in 1842 assumed personal responsibility for
joseph smiths safety in carthage jail
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the
meek whereby israel or more properly the sons of joseph mixed with A gentiles
can hear the long expected call come home mmy children for the day ofaf your release

years
isis near than all christendom has done in fifteen hundred A with money press and
a hired clergy joseph smith as the savior predicted has sent the gospel to the poor
without purse or script sioslosicsic without the right reverend D D of yale oxford
gotham or nicholas of russia to lend a helping hand as prime minister of the
church militant no none of these lambskin sacerdotals not even the archbishop of
canterbury or pope of rome have so much as nodded good luck to the boy that
hunts for the lost sheep of the house of israel and yet glory to god 41ttheto-the highest
the very dust has spoken the meek have heard the wise have come and the
everlasting gospel is being preached to all nations as a testimony that the last days are
here and the wicked must perish

tell the world and let eternity bare record that the great name of joseph smith
will go down to unborn worlds and up to sanctified heavens and gods with all his

as stars in his crown can only
shining honors and endless fame A while the infamy of his persecutors will only be

echoed Av

written in their ashes well may it be waittewfittewritten congratulate the dead that die in the
lord for in this time verily says the spirit for they can rest from their labors and

sad
their works shall follow them all hail the A triumphant deed the souls under the
altar that john saw hail it as the harbinger of jehovahsJehovahs vengeance the little
season whentheirwhen their fellowfilow servants and brethren should be slain for the truths
sake as they had beenabeenbeehnbeehbegh in past ages has come while the delilah of the gentiles is
kissing her paramour and clipping his locks singing softly

ly pl
hush my dear sittitsiesrm still and slumber
ladies always Ax

anangelsanelseisels neafrguardneary guard thy bed
A

all thy blessing with out number
we have

14I am takinatakinjtaken from thy head
A

joseph has escaped through blood to bliss to fire the indignation of the holy ones
ever

who wrote the destinies of men and he is an angel now and if dif there was a time
A

when the vials of wrath ought to be poured out upon the wicked it is cowandnowandnow and
ening

hence and who can do itit better than joseph the earth is riparipA and hell is merry with
misery so rejoice ye saints for the triumph of the wicked is short they can kill

in
the body as we have A this sample but mormonism is a celestial medicine and

for all sin
must be applied as the sovereign remedyaremedyxremediaremedyA after the lawyers and judges and juries
and doctors and priests and statesmen and people have spent their judgment upon
the case and squandered their means and mites to cover up crimecrime and set the
murderers free then yes my friends then the union of prayers the long suffering of
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patience the quellings of virtue the diligence of sincerity the widow s mourn and
the orphans tears will most certainly move jehovah to vex this nation and all
nations that have rejected and slain his prophets and apostles then comes the day
of calamity then passes this bitter cup then brethren and sisters we can laugh at
distress and

their trouble and mock when their fear comes to witness how severely easy the
lord can sprinkle the hot drops of heaven upon the gentiles to consume their pro-
ud flesh and fit their impure souls for an apprenticeship in hell where their worm
dieth not and the fire is not quenched

our god you know has parts and passions and when he enters into judgment
with our persecutors and tormentors and has sufficiently troubled them on earth I1

mean such pseudo gentlemen as cain nimrod korah judas herod boggs 21 ford
and their associates I1 have an idea that the resurrected saints who have come up
through great tribulations will give them in return for their practiced science of
satan a turn or two of even handed justjusticesiced when they bind them in fetters of brass
and iron and bid them an everlasting farewell and a faithful execution of the judg-
ment writtenwritten for this honor have all the saints praise ye the lord

the prophet and partriarchpartriarch have gone to paradise to bear testimony of the
wickedness of the world and help hasten the deliverance of the saints joseph goes
back among his old associates of the other world who have waded through like
scenes of affliction in the several ages past and being beyond the power of death as
he was mighty for life liberty and the pursuit of happiness among good men to
raise and exalt them for eternal lives how much more almighty will he be with the
spirits of just men made perfect and the holy ones to prune the vineyard remove
the bitter branches and give room for the speedy fulfillment of his great and last
revelation and how long as daniel said to the end of these wonders how long till
the children of israel gathered from the four quarters of the earth will begin to
multiply according to the promises made to abraham isaac and jacob and endorsed
by the savior with an hundred fold of wives and children verily how long till the
israel of god becomes as numerous as the sands upon the sea shore as the stars of the
heaven for numbers and death and the devil have no power to steal sheep trouble
the saints upon the earth and the spirits echo how ionlonlongiong

to close I1 will say the blood of all the prophets shed from abel to tojosephjoseph must
be atoned for the debts must be paid whether in blood for blood or life for life
matters not when man takes what he cannot restore let him die the second death
when there is weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth and learn our perfect
rule of right that no murderer inherit eternal life it is all one to us what the mob
does with their work hands the great day is at hand the master trump sounds wake

the
the world for the conflict of power let the spirits of A damned enter their comrades

the
as the legion did A swine bring out the foes of all good from cain to the flood
from ham to babel from nimrod to sodom from abimelechavimelechAbimelech to to sic egypt from

a
pharoah to to sic the 185000 spirits that met the angel of war and all the spostateaspostateaspostaapostatete

A

21 lilburnlllburn W boggs 1792 1860 elected lieutenant governor of missouri in 1832 became governor
upon resignation of daniel dunklin in 1836 he issued the infamous mormon extermination order in
october 1838
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them
vagabonds from the angel of wars glorious night till now and let A help
their fellow sinnerssinners soar away a few more daring deeds a few more
desperate cases and fate will wllwihwib call home his little haven of

sinsin emmnerrunner
the- a blaekblack A while the trumps sound that unexpected sentence itit isis
finished itit isis finished the saints are free jehovahsJehovahs won the victorvictory
and not a righteous man isis lost amen

it is clear in the handwritten manuscript that the original
version ended at this point the final more conciliatory
paragraph written in slightly smaller handwriting than the
rest of the sermon was apparently added as an afterthought
by phelps

to the real mourners and all saints are such let me say mourn not
these sons of god are safe dry up your tears confess the hand of the lord

comfort the
in all things and soothe each other with A sweet hope that their lives

A1 l damning this Yblastast of satan
6 were precious inin the sight of all heaven andanda that the fighters are

c leaving the summer is nearnearl 1 urge not the gentiles to punish their
00 Eaf7f 3 criminals neither seek revenge but soothe one another with the promise
ZS 1

irliti1111 1 1 vengeance
S 313u 1 that the harvest of the earth is nigh and that ledgmentjudgmentjudgten belongs to the
2 3 lord and he will repay our savior said pray for thinetheine enemies so when

1 sas& they rage pray when they revel fast when they kill watch when na-
u

i
0 tion wars with nation hark when judgments sweep die and when

c 1

0 jehovah speaks do that in the hour of wo every saint may live by faith
and be ready to enter into that joy and resrest which eye hath not seen ear

endless
hath not heard nor a heart of flesh thought of the AA peacepeacneacedeac of god
amen
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between revivalism and the social gospel
the latter day saint

social advisory committee 1916 1922

thomas G alexander

in the nineteenth century the united states experienced rapid
and at times wrenching change sociologists and historians have
categorized these shifts as modernization and have recognized
that most urban industrial societies have undergone similar changes
to one degree or another the characteristics of modernization in-
clude such things as the development of cities occupational special-
ization and industrialization the adoption of secular and rational
norms an increased democratization of the political process a decline
in agrarianism and an increased diversity of ideas and lifestyleslife styles 1

to many these changes seemed to challenge the existing social
order and ideals and those who felt threatened tried to correct the
problems they saw as most pressing we already know a great deal
about the ways in which american protestantism responded to mod-
ernization but we know little beyond some impressions about the
way in which the mormonscormons attempted to meet these changes

what follows is a case study of some of the ways in which
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints responded in order
to provide a context a discussion of the developments within protes-
tantism and the ways in which the two principal protestant factions
tried to deal with these changes precedes a consideration of the
response of the latter day saints to the same challenges currently
available evidence indicates that while mormonscormons interacted to some

thomas G alexander isis a professor of history and the director of the charles redd center for western
studies at brigham young university the author expresses appreciation to the historical department of the
IDSLDSils church for a fellowship which assisted inm the research for this article

for a discussion of modernization inin the united states see richard D brown modernization the
transformation ofofamericanamerican life 160018651600 1865 new york hill and wang 1976 and thomas bender
community and social change inin america new brunswick NJN J rutgers university press 1978 because
the concept has not been organized intointo a coherent and unified theory there are some problems inin applying
itit to the united states see walter nugent structures ofamericanof american socialhirtorysocial history bloomington indiana
university press 1981 ppap 3 15
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degree with protestants they did not follow the protestant lead
rather they attempted to develop programs suited to their own
needs in practice the LDS programs contained elements similar to
those found among protestants but these seem to have come from
common responses to similar problems rather than from a conscious
attempt to copy the protestants

during the nineteenth century two movements developed in
american protestantism in the late 1820s principally in response to
the needs of the industrial city revivalistsRevivalists began to promote middle
class evangelical protestantism as a means of social control and
justification of an individualistic industrial order revivalism grew
also in the late nineteenth century with the work of such proponents
as dwight moody A C dixon and reuben torrey also in the late
nineteenth century a second movement developed in protestantism
emphasizing the need to reform the social order as well as to pro-
mote individual morality its champions were social christians like
washington gladden walter rauschenbusch andandjosiahjosiah strong in
essence protestant christianity had developed a two party system
one individualistic the other social 2

the revivalist party emphasized individual salvation the need
for a moral personal life here on earth and the attainment of rewards
and punishments in the world to come one form of this movement
christian fundamentalism stressed belief in the inerrancy of the
bible the literal resurrection of christ the virgin birth the second
coming and premillennialism the belief that christ would come to
usher in a thousand years of peace revivalistsRevivalists also opposed active
church participation in reform politics but they worked to deal with
what they considered moral issues such as dancing drinking pro-
fanity sabbath breaking and gambling 3

the social christian movement however emphasized the need
for nothing less than the regeneration of humanity social christians
called for the establishment of the kingdom of god on earth to create
a community worthy of christs presence thus the emphasis was
postmillennial they expected christs second coming after the
earth had been regenerated they too supported reforms on moral
questions but unlike most revivalistsRevivalists were quite willing to enter
politics on a broad range of social issues as well above all they re-
jected revivalisms emphasis on individual conversion as a means of

2paulapaulaul E johnson A shopkeepers millennium society andrevivalsundand revivals inin rochester new york 1815 18318377
new york hill and wang 1978 ppap 136 41 and martin E martymany righteous empire the protestant

experience inin america new york dial press 1970 ppap 180 82
3martymanysmarty righteousempirerighteous empire ppap 178 79 216 226 andjohnsonand johnson shopkeeper s millennium ppap 109 11
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improving the condition of manmar in particular and men in general all
society not just committed individuals needed to be cleansed and
changed into a kingdom of god on earth As walter rauschenbusch
put it to the individual christianity offers victory over sin and
death and the consummation of all good in the life to come to
mankind it offers a perfect social life victory over all the evil that
wounds and mars human intercourse and satisfaction for the hunger
and thirst after justice equality and love 4

it was undoubtedly in the attempt to reform society that social
christianity distinguished itself most from revivalism at base
social christians tried to implement the principles of the new testa-
ment in late nineteenth and early twentieth century america work-
ing through organizations like the civic federation of chicago and
urban social settlements they were bolstered by the writings of
clergymen likeilkelikejosiahjosiah strong and walter rauschenbusch and popular
writers like jacob riis and W T stead in addition to clergymen
social christians included socially active women like frances willard
whose womens christian temperance union opposed liquor and
championed the rights of labor and progressive politicians like
theodore roosevelt who thought the churches must battle for social
justice in the academic field economists likilklikejohnlikeilkejohneJohn R commons and
richard T ely called for an amalgamation of social responsibility with
economic analysis many of the social christians supported reforms
of the progressive era designed to make the industrial system more
humane such as minimum wage and maximum hour laws as well as
legislation designed to improve the conditions in slums 5

although revivalistsRevivalists and social christians disagreed on method
of solution they were both responding to problems caused by mod-
ernization and its attendant stresses each confronted issues such as
urban development immigration industrialization threats to the
family secularization and challenges to the moral order both
thought people could be sinful but the social christians thought
society as well as individuals could sin

walterfaltermaiternalterwaiter rauschenbusch christianity andraeand rhethe social crisis new york macmillan co 1920 ppap 106 7

and chap 13 andandjosiahjosiah strong oarour country ed jurgen herbst cambridge mass harvard university
press belknap press 1963 chap 1

henry F may protestant churches and industrial america new york octagon books 1977
ppap 117 19 122 128 29 138 39 204 62 see also ronald C white jr and C howard hopkins the
social gospel religion andreformand reform inin changing america philadelphia temple university press 1976
mays discussion and that of charles H hopkins inin the rise odtheof rhetherge social gospel inin american protestantism
186519151865 1915 new haven conn yale university press 1940 suffer from a failure to discuss doctrinal
development outside the social context rauschenbuschsRauschenbuschs christianity and the social crisis and his later A
theology for the social gospel new york macmillan co 1917 provide some correctivecorrective for this deficiency
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As protestantism became even more fragmented during the
nineteenth century did mormonism which stood apart from the
various parties find itself in agreement with either revivalistsReviva lists or
social christians on any of these questions what ideas in other
words did it share and what did it reject from the beliefs of the two
protestant groups in the first place it should be clear that neither
movement expressed much sympathy for the latter day saints 6

nevertheless as part of a larger christianity mormonism did share a
number of things with protestants

perhaps the most clearly shared emphasis with the revivalistsReviva lists was
the belief in the need for personal purity and personal regeneration
mormonscormons also shared the ideas of the literal resurrection of christ the
virgin birth and a belief in rewards and punishments in the here-
after the mormon concept of salvation however with its insistence
that all except a select few sons of perdition will achieve some
degree of glory was closer to that of the universalists than the
revivalistsRevivalists in addition mormonscormons did not share a belief in the iner-
rancy of the bible even though they did regard it as the word of
the lord as joseph smith himself undertook a revision of the holy
writ

for most commentators it has been much easier to see the em-
phasis on personal purity which mormonscormons shared with both revival
istsests and social christians than to see the emphasis on the regeneration
of the entire society which differentiates social christianity most from
revivalism this is in part because until recently we have failed to
recognize that mormon millennialism though different in significant
respects from both the revivalistsRevivalists and the social christians shares
elements of both the one area in which it is closer to that of the
social christians is its emphasis on building the kingdom of god on
earth in preparation for the second coming of christ 7

unlike the social christians however mormonscormons have not gener-
ally conceived the kingdom of god to be an abstract concept destined
to encompass all society for mormonscormonsMormons the kingdom of god on earth

ongon the opposition of protestants to mormonscormonsMormons see T edgar lyon evangelical protestant missionary
activities inin mormon dominated areas 1865 1900 phdph D diss university of utah 1962 and strong
our country chap 7 there were some exceptions notably richard T ely inin economic aspects of mor-
monismmonism harpersHarperj monthly magazine april 1903 ppap 667 78

ernest lee tuveson redeemer nation the idea ofofamericaamerica s millennial role chicago university of
chicago press 1968 ppap 33 34 175 86 leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience
new york alfred knopf 1979 ppap 36 37 louis G Reinward an interpretive study of mormon millen-

nialism during the nineteenth century with emphasis on millennial developments inin utah MAM A thesis
brigham young university 1971 p 30 and chaps 6 and 7 for another viewview of mormonofmormon millennialism see
grant underwood early mormon millennialism another look MAM A thesis brigham young university
19811981 especially chap 1 strong our country isis essentially an analysis of the realms of evil which need to
be overcome inm the establishment of the kingdom of god on earth
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rests both in discrete time and space during the nineteenth century
those closest to the church leadership generally thought that the
kingdom of god had been set up on the earth to prepare for the sec-
ond coming the general church membership however has for the
most part interpreted the term with a dual meaning of both the
church on earth today and the kingdom over which christ will reign
during the millennium this meaning was essentially canonized
in 1899 with the publication of james E talmage s quasi official
articles ofoffaithseaithfaithFaithsealta

though the concept of building the kingdom here and now an
essential feature of both mormon premillennialism and social chris-
tian postmillennialism appears in joseph smiths revelations as
early as march 18183118513 1 the emphasis in mormonism then was on the im-
minence of the second coming the kirtland endowment with its
immediate contact between spiritual and temporal beings also sup-
ported the view of the millenniums imminence 9 doctrines and
practices at nauvoo however emphasized the concept of building
the kingdom of god on earth these included not only the establish-
ment of the council of fifty but also the idea of the kingdoms being
a place of refuge perhaps most importantly this idea was inculcated
through the nauvoo temple ceremony which was carried to utah and
which still forms the basis for temple ritual within the church unlike
the kirtland ceremony which stressed immediate contact with spiri-
tual beings and unlike the masonic ritual the scenario of which is
based upon traditions relating to the construction of the temple of
solomon the central theme of the nauvoo ceremony is the redemp-
tion of mankind through christs work and the commitment of all
members to building the kingdom of god on earth 10

since the mormon conception of building the kingdom differs
from that of social christians who also want to build the kingdom on
earth and since the general image of the LDS church seems to be that
of a conservative denomination closer to evangelicalsEvange licals and interested

klausa8kiausjklausj hansen questquestforfor empire the political kingdom ofofgodandthegofgod undand fhethe councilcounciloffiftyof fifty inin mormon
history east lansing michigan state university press 1967 ppap 45 46 and passim james E talmage
the articles of faith 42d ed salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latlatterter day saints 1975
ppap 365 66 for some reason though balmagestalmagesTalmages introduction makes clear that the first edition appeared inin
april 1899 the copyright date listed inin the volumes isis 1890 p ii11 iii111illlil

see joseph smithasmithjsmith A book of commandments for the government of the church of caristchristcarlst zion
mo W W phelps 1833 p 103 and thomas G alexander wilford woodruff and the changing
nature of mormon religious experience church history 45 march 1976 62

oMmarvinarvin S hill quest for refuge an hypothesis as to the social origins and nature of the mormon
political kingdom journal of mormon history 2 19719755 3 20 william morgan freemasonry exposed
chicago ezra cook 1904 ppap 24 56 58 59 76 89 james E talmage the house odtheof fhethe lord A study

of holy sanctuaries ancient and modemmodern salt lake city bookcraft 1962 ppap 99 100 and david 0
mckay the temple ceremony inin joseph C muren comp the temple and its significance ogden
utah temple publications 1973 pt 3 irregular pagination
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in preserving the status quo it is important to realize that church
leaders have at various times tried both to effect internal social reform
and to influence the social course of society outside the church this
is much easier to see in the nineteenth century when measures were
taken by the church to regulate wages and prices and to promote and
regulate various businesses and labor organizations 11

the work of members and leaders of the LDS church in promot-
ing measures in the twentieth century similar to those proposed by
social christians is not as readily evident there are a number of
reasons for this lapse one is the failure of historians to ask questions
which would reveal the efforts of church members in regenerating
society A second is that writers often were more interested in fer-
reting out the examples to prove that the church leaders were all
anti progressive and inhumane 12

many examples of efforts by church leaders to influence the
larger society and to promote programs consonant with those of both
social gospel and revivalist christianity could be cited most useful
as a means of seeing the general pattern in the early twentieth century
will be a study of the efforts of a single group of church leaders as
they attempted to deal with problems caused by aspects of modern-
izationization such as social change and urbanization

between 1916 and 1922 church leaders attempted to coordinate
efforts to promote both social reform and moral retrenchment
through an organization called the social advisory committee which
consisted of representatives of the council of the twelve and each of
the churchschurche auxiliaries after the demise of the social advisory
committee in 1922 efforts to influence the larger society in ways
which seem in part consonant with the spirit of the social christians

dean M kelley inin why conservative churches are growing A study inin sociology of ofreligionreligion new
york harper and row 1972 defines conservativeconservative churches as those which make strong doctrinal and other
demands upon their members and thus defines the mormonscormons as conservativeconservative ppap 26 37 45 47 54 58 and
passim by this definition the social gospel would also be conservativeconservative see leonard J arrington great
basin kingdom an ecoFcoeconomicnomic history odtheoftheof rhetherge lutterlatterlurter duyday saints 183019001830 1900 cambridge mass harvard
university press 1958 passim

most seriousserious have been books like frank J cannon and harvey J ohigginss under the prophet inin
utah the nationalnationalmenacemenagemenace ovaofaof a politicalpoliticalpriestcraftpriestcraft boston the C M clarkdarkoark publishing co 1911 whose
viewview isis that mormonism was reactionary and monopolistic some historians have broached the subject of the
saints involvement inin promoting social reform but not discussed itit inin depth james B allenalienailen and glen M
leonard inin the story odtheof teethefee larterlatter vayday saints salt lake city deseret book co 1976 comment for inin-
stance thatthai the church too was concerned with the social ills of society inin the changing world of the early
twentieth century in general however itit did not counsel itsits members to become involved with the activeactive
reform groups that were attracting national followingsfallowings though some prominent members did participate
p451p 451 they mentionmention the establishment of the relief society social welfare department and several other

programs of the church but mentionmention the social advisory committee only inin passing because itit was com-
bined with the correlation committee p 498 leonard J arrington and davis bitton min the mormon ex
periperlpencencepenenceperienceenoeence mention some of the activities of the relief society primary and YLMIA inin connectionconnection with
womens movements min the church p 223323525533 some more recent examples of cooperation with groups out-
side mormon society are discussed inin chap 16 but no mentionmention isis made of the social advisory committee
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and in part similar to revivalist christians were carried on by various
auxiliary organizations particularly the relief society and the mutual
improvement association and most recently by the first presidency
and the twelve thus it will prove instructive to review the activities
of the social advisory committee to see its impact upon the church
and the larger society to compare its functions with the types of pro-
grams promoted by revivalist christians and the social gospel move-
ment and to consider its legacy to twentieth century mormonismMormontmormonism

the social advisory committee had its genesis in a letter of
22 september 1916 from the first presidency to the primary presi-
dency the first presidency asked the primary association to cooper-
ate with the young ladies mutual improvement association and the
relief society in promoting modesty of dress among young women
something whichbothwhich both revivalistsRevivalists and social christians could have
supported revealing modern styles which were to become even more
extreme in the 1920s were already developing during world war 1I
and a number of church leaders were concerned about the effect on
the moral tone of the community on 1 november 1916 representa-
tives of the three auxiliaries met and agreed to propose a program in-
cluding strict chaperonage of girls at parties and dances moderation
in dress rather than the short skirts and extreme styles then appear-
ing censorship of movies depicting crime and prohibition of what
were then considered extreme forms of dancing based on jazz aandnd
popular music on 8 november the first presidency informed stake
presidents that the womens auxiliaries would be working systemati-
cally on these problems A week later moroni snow general secre-
tary of the young mens mutual improvement association wrote
that the young mens organization would support these efforts and
three weeks later the deseret sunday school union general board
asked stephen L richards and board members george D pyper and
EEGG gowans to coordinate sunday school support for the program
at the same time they asked elder richards to meet with represen-
tatives of the other auxiliaries to try to coordinate efforts 13

also on 8 november the womens committee adopted the name
social advisory committee and by mid december the sunday
school representatives along with john henry evans of the religion
classes general board proposed a joint meeting of the representatives
of the six church auxiliaries sunday school young mens mutual
improvement association YMMIA relief society primary young

minutes and records of the social advisory committee SAC library archives historical depart-
ment of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives
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ladies mutual improvement association YLMIA and religion
classes to coordinate the various efforts in response the first
presidency disbanded the womens committee and appointed a joint
committee under the name social advisory committee

this proved to be only the beginning of a broad expansion of
social advisory committee functions on recommendation of now
apostle stephen L richards presidentjosephpresident joseph F smith approved the
organization of stake and ward level social advisory committees to
coordinate social work and retrenchment activities on the local level
As on the general church level these committees served to coordi-
nate organize and encourage the auxiliaries the auxiliaries them-
selves carried out the actual implementation of programs 14

beyond the efforts to change church patterns the committee
and its members tried to influence the larger society the promotion
of change included attempts to influence standards at public dances
and city recreation activities in the salt lake valley on a recom-
mendationmendation of the committee elder richards met the manager of
saltairsultair resort in an effort to get him to abolish moonlight dancing and
to see that the trains going from salt lake to the resort were properly
lighted both for moral and physical safety similar efforts were
undertaken with resorts such as wandamere south of salt lake city
and lagoon near farmington in davis county elder richards re-
ported some success though these efforts seem to have lacked long
range effectiveness since the moonlight dances and dimly lighted
trains soon returned injulyinjuryin july 1918 the committee met with charlotte
stewart YLMIA general board member and supervisor of salt lakes
playgrounds to work on promoting a better environment including
cleanliness and proper supervision in city playgrounds 15

the committee began holding daylongday long workshops with repre-
sentativessenta tives of stakes and wards throughout utah idaho and arizona
during the early part of 1918 to determine how the efforts at moral
retrenchment had worked after a year of operation results were
uneven and seem largely to have depended upon the enthusiasm of
the stake officers rather than the suggestions of the allchurchall church com-
mittee the weber and north davis stakes had hired dancing teach-
ers and in the cache stake each ward had a dance director and the
stake published a pamphlet on proper dance techniques some stakes
seemed to be doing practically nothing but others had undertaken
extensive programs the committee found that many wards and

SAC minutes 29 january 1917
ibid151bid 23 april 7 may 16 july 1918 27 july and 3 august 1920
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stakes had difficulty in implementing the program because meeting
houses were not constructed with amusement halls now called cul-
tural halls where social programs could be carried out 16

the committeecommittee began to expand its efforts to include not only
moral retrenchment which could have fit into a revivalist program
but also social reform which was consonant with social christianity
this new emphasis had begun with a december 1916 proposal by
john henry evans that the committee begin a study of the practice of
the case work system of social work at about the same time elder
evans and rachel grant taylor of the YLMIA board tried to get the
utah education association to promote social work in utahs schools
after the UEA rejected the proposal the committee decided to de-
velop a volunteer system of social work through the church organiza-
tion these programs were aimed principally at helping the poor and
improving the quality of life for all this effort predated by four
years the establishment of a social welfare commission in the state of
utah and indeed influenced the later state action 17

in may 1918 the committee reemphasized its efforts to promote
the development of professional social work in the church stephen L
richards and amy brown lyman spearheadedspearheaded this program the
council of the twelve and the first presidency approved a committee
proposal to send delegates to the national conference on social work at
kansas city on 14 may 1918 and authorized elder richards and sister
lyman to attend 18

attendance at this meeting seems to have had an enormous im-
pact not only on the thinking of those who attended but also on the
entire committee elder richards and his wife headed the utah dele-
gation and the apostle reported on returning that he had been most
impressed by the efforts of social workers throughout the nation to
promote measures to prevent problems before they became too seri-
ous it would be of great advantage he said if those who labor
in priesthood and auxiliary organizations could understand the op-
portunitiesportunities presenting themselves for preventive work 19 elder
richards thought this could be achieved best by holding a regional
convention in salt lake city arranging for representatives of the na-
tional organization to attend and inducing our people to attend
the conference he wanted the social advisory committee to take
the lead in promoting such a convention and he had spoken with

ibid161bid 28 january and 6 march 1918
ibid171bid 18 december 19191616 and 11 january 1917
see SAC minutes of 9 july 1918 for summary of the convention
ibid
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elwood mead then head of the california land settlement board
who was interested in attending in addition sister lyman had been
invited to join the membership committee of the national social
work association

on further consideration the regional social work conference
seemed impractical but on the suggestion of william A morton of
the religion classes general board a convention of church social
workers from the wards and stakes was held in connection with the
october 1918 conference elder richards secured approval for the
meeting and a committee consisting of william A morton john H
taylor of the YMMIA board and frances K thomassen primary
general secretary arranged the program sessions were outlined on
such matters as the progress of social work social centers the home
playgrounds amusement halls home parties one act plays and
social dancing 20

reports indicate that the convention was reasonably successful
elder richards spoke on the work of the parents class in sunday
school amy brown lyman emphasized the role of the home in pro-
moting socialization through home evenings birthday parties and
family dinners ann nebeker of the primary general board dealt
with playgrounds and social activities discussing the benefit of play
for young and old alike oscar A kirkham of the YMMIA board led
a session on amusement halls and urged their more extensive use

owing to the influenza epidemic the committee did not meet
from october 1918 until march 1919 when it was reorganized under
president heberheberjheberdJ grants administration stephen L richards con-
tinued as chairman with oscar A kirkham and amy brown lyman as
vice chairmen and frances thomassen as secretary 21

efforts to promote professional social work standards within the
church were redoubled on kirkhamsKirkhams suggestion in early 1919 the
committee began sending out a bulletin on social work the bulletin
was designed to include such matters as the suggestion by ruth may
fox YLMIA first counselor that the attention of the stakes be called
to social work being done by various governmental agencies amy
brown lyman and john henry evans suggested expanding and divid-
ing the committee into subcommittees to investigate the various
phases of social work

the committee also promoted attendance at the national social
work conference at atlantic city 1 8 june 1919 committee members

201bidibid 16 july and 24 september 1918 see 4 october 1918 for outline of the sessions held
ibid 5 march 1919
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thought that the representatives would come back with the feeling
that our problems could be attacked in a more scientific way than we
had previously had any knowledge of that the visit would result in a
breadth of view and a more intimate acquaintance with up to date
methods of procedure appointed to attend were amy brown
lyman oscar A kirkham and william A morton 22

when the three returned they reported to a joint meeting of the
social advisory committee and members of the auxiliary boards
stephen L richards conducted the meeting and emphasized the pro-
motion of the weekly half holiday on saturday and an anti cigarette
campaign to discourage the use of tobacco elder kirkham spoke on
the need to deal with juvenile delinquency conditions of sexual
immorality venereal diseases dancing censorship of commercial
amusements vegetable gardens community singing and commu-
nity cooperation apostle rudger clawson expressed his gratitude for
the work of the committee and suggested that the members consider
the problems suggested and report with plans to deal with these mat-
ters 23

from this point the scope of the activities and interests of the
social advisory committee seems to have expanded considerably
though stephen L richards cautioned that it was not advisable for
the church organizations to lose their identity while cooperating with
other relief organizations in helping families he encouraged efforts
to expand the work oscar A kirkham hoped to strengthen the pre-
ventive work of the organization and amy brown lyman expressed
the need for more trained social workers a point which may anderson
of the primary supported on 5 august william A morton pre-
sented a report on juvenile delinquency george D pyper discussed
public welfare agencies and institutions and may anderson con-
sidered child welfare 24

one of the major problems with which the committee had to
grapple was the scope of the church s interest in such matters as
social work As plans were being laid for a social advisory commit-
tee conference in connection with the june conferences of the aux-
iliariesiliaries in 1919 stephen L richards pointed out that a number of
problems some of which are mentioned later had been called to his
attention he believed that some of these problems might fall out-
side the church s realm of interest but he thought that they at least
ought to be considered william A morton suggested that the way to

ibid 20 may 1919
ibid231bid 1 july 1919

241bidibid 15 july and 5 august 1919
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determine whether they fell within the church s interest would be to
conduct a survey of social conditions thus an empirical rather than
dogmatic approach was taken to the problem of scope and a commit-
tee consisting of george D pyper amy brown lyman oscar A
kirkham clarissa A beesley of the YLMIA general board ann
nebeker and william A morton was appointed to conduct a social
survey 25

in its report the social survey committee recommended activities
to promote church involvement in the solution of a broad range of
social problems they suggested that the social advisory committee
have authority to advise on all phases of welfare work the survey
committee proposed the collection of all facts relevant to juvenile
delinquency including betterment societies juvenile courts indus-
trial schools homes for delinquents and prisons they recom-
mended the social advisory committee assist in the drafting of laws
on these matters and that the church employment bureau cooperate
with the state penitentiary to assist in finding jobs for men ready for
release they proposed also that the church expand an already
existing domestic science or home economics training program and
that the church appoint chaplains to be in attendance at juvenile
court they pointed to the smith hughes act and the benefits of
the appropriations from the act to utah under the law new stan-
dards of education were to be promoted for students students were
also to be instructed in health and vocational activities as well as civic
and patriotic service in addition they proposed that the social ad-
visory committee help to promote the expansion of housing regula-
tions in the state and that the city construct public restrooms in the
downtown area they proposed the expansion of girls camp facilities
they noted that family service work done within the church ought to
be done according to recognized social work standards and that pro-
fessionalfess ional social workers ought to be hired 26

after reviewing this report the first presidency and the council
of the twelve approved appropriation of 5000 for the social advi-
sory committee to expand its office capability and hire an executive
secretary arthur L beeley of the university of utah department of
sociology and of the YMMIA board was hired stephen L richards
proposed that 150 per month be used to hire a professional social
worker amy brown lyman had already applied to the first presidency

ibid 6 may 1919
261bid261ibidbid 19 august 1919
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to hire a part time professional social worker for relief society case
work and money was given to her for the purpose 27

it should be evident that committee members did not recognize
a division between moral and social questions nor did they shun coop-
eration with groups outside the church secular or religious like
many social christians they viewed the moral and social aspects as
phases of the same problem and for them concern for one implied
concern for the others

for the october 1919 conference for instance the principal topic
of consideration seems to have been dancing styles in a planning
meeting before the program elder richards said that he was of the
opinion that the shimmiephimmieShimmie one of the new dance crazes was
the most fearful thing ever introduced and that the problems of
dancing were never quite so great amy brown lyman proposed
and the committee agreed to take a stand against jazz music and in
november the church school system in cooperation with the social
advisory committee held a clinic at the deseret gym on dancing
dancing instruction was given and lessons on chaperonage dancing
positions and community cooperation were presented other gen-
eral authorities cooperating included elders david 0 mckay and
john A widtsoeWidtsoe 28

in february 1920 E G gowans amy brown lyman and
arthur L beeley proposed to utilize the church summer school pro-
gram particularly at brigham young university to train social
workers and leaders in cooperation with the churchschurche correlation
committee headed by david 0 mckay brigham young university
set up a special session in the early summer of 1920 the first
presidency asked that each stake send three persons one each for a
course in teacher training social and recreational leadership and
charity and relief work 29

to implement social advisory committee proposals elders
richards beeley and kirkham suggested that the ward organization
use the meetinghouse as a recreational and social center for the
members almost on the pattern of a settlement house or institutional

ibid 29 september and 7 october 1919
211bidibid 29 september 1919 see also the material inserted between the end of 1919 and the beginning of

1920 in the nineteenth century and first decade of the twentieth this controversy had dealt with the
introduction of the waltz after 191019 10 the same issuesissues were raised about the fox trot and jazz dances on
the nineteenth century controversy see davis bitton those licentious days dancing among the
mormonscormonsMormons sunstone 2 spring 1977 16 27

esacSAC9sac minutes 17 february 1920 and james R clarkdarkoark ed messages of the first presidency of
thetye church ofofjesusjesus cantchrist ofoflatterlatter enydaykny saints 5 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1966 71 51705 170
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church this effort which apparently originated with the social ad-
visory committee was promoted particularly during the 1920s by
the first presidency as new meetinghousesmeetinghouses were constructed or old
ones renovated 30

the committee also concerned itself with a broad range of other
problems A subcommittee consisting of edward H anderson of the
YMMIA general board clarissa beesley the YLMIA secretary and
rachel grant taylor was appointed to consider the coordination sy-
stematizing and enlargement of adult education george D pyper
and william A morton proposed church sponsored motion picture
evenings at meetinghousesmeeting houses where wholesome movies were to be
shown under church auspices arthur L beeley completed a study
of urban and rural adolescent activity in the church stephen L

richards served as liaison with the salt lake city social welfare
league and each of the six general boards agreed to provide 10 per
month to support the work of the league 31

arthur L beeley s report on adolescent problems was of particu-
lar interest perhaps the first time modern techniques of social sam-
pling had been used by the church the study showed that a great
number of teenage boys and girls were not being reached by church
programs particularly in the larger urban centers such as salt lake
city there was a great amount of inactivity the report also indicated
problems in rural areas and in fact some seemed in deeper trouble
than salt lake city elder beeley later completed a study which
showed the decline of temple marriage among church members 32

equally important were the proposals in the area of sex edu-
cation the committee members recognized the need for broad
sex education programs within the church reports presented to the
committee revealed a general lack of information on sexual behavior
and maturation and committee members were convinced that an
adequate church promoted sex education program would reduce the
number of cases of delinquency among boys and girls committees
were appointed to attack the problem from the theological physical
educational and psychological standpoints with a charge to construct
a program of sexual and moral education for the church schools aux-
iliariesiliaries and priesthood quorumsquorums already in the ensign stake C B
stewart had been appointed by the stake presidency to proceed with a

3ospecialspecial meeting of the social advisory committee with stake and ward representatives SAC minutes
5 april 1920

ibid 16 december 1919 17 february 8 and 23 march 1920
31ibidibid 8 march and 5 april 1920 arthur L beeley studies inin church work no 2 preliminary

study of oftempletempletempie and non temple marriages SAC records beeley seems to have had a pro rural bias sincesince
many of the rural areas inm his study were inin worse condition than the citiescities yet he singled the citiescities out for
special comment
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sex education program and stephen L richards urged the stake to go
ahead with its plans A subcommittee from the social advisory com-
mittee made up of arthur L beeley adam S bennion of the sun-
day school general board clarissa B beesley rachel grant taylor
and E G gowans was to propose a church wide program available
evidence indicates that the program was never adopted church wide 33

one of the important activities of the social advisory committee
during 1920 and 1921 was its support of an antitobaccoanti tobacco campaign
in may 1920 john henry evans sarah eddington of the relief soci-
ety board newell K young of the religion class board and ann
nebeker were appointed to propose a broad ranging anti cigarette
campaign their suggestions were quite comprehensive and included
a political action program pamphleteeringpamphleteering and an antitobaccoanti tobacco
week 34

shortly after the begininng of the legislative session in 1921
edward southwick of utah county introduced a bill to accomplish
the goals of the committee and members of the committee were
asked to support it adam S bennion edward H anderson and
george E pyper met with the first presidency to seek permission to
have petitions circulated in each ward in utah on sunday 2233 january
endorsing the southwick bill arthur beeley urged committee mem-
bers to counteract pressure brought to bear against the legislation by
business interests and urged the individual members of the commit-
tee to use their influence to promote support for the bill the bill
eventually passed but difficulties occurred in its enforcement and it
was repealed by the 1923 legislature

another important activity of the committee was the coordina-
tion of various charitable homes established by the auxiliaries one
of these was the lund home for boys which was operated by zions
aid society in cooperation with the religion classes board and
granite stake by 1919 the home cared for between twentyfivetwenty five and
thirty boys and it was virtually self supporting as the church appro-
priated only 500 per year for its operation resident boys raised
vegetables and produced many other items to help support them-
selves and the lund home the granite stake facility became too
small however and the first presidency approved the purchase of a
farm in centervilleCenterville for the home 35

SAC13sac minutes 17 february 27 april and 4 may 1920
54on the cigarette campaign see ibid 4 may 1920 and passim through early 19211921 john S H smith

cicigarettegarette prohibition inm utah 1921 23 utah historical quarterly 41 autumn 1973 358 72
SAC minutes 21 october and 19 december 1919 anthon H lund journal 18 march and

22 september 1920 church archives
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another effort was the YLMIAs beehive house for single
women by march 1920 the YLMIA general board had given serious
consideration to providing a home for girls who were going to school
or working in salt lake city they recommended to the social advi-
sory committee that the beehive house formerly the residence of
church presidents be used for the purpose and at the suggestion of
william A morton the use was expanded to make the house a social
center as well letters were sent to bishops and stake presidents
throughout the church advising them of the facility by 1 october
1920 thirty girls lived at the beehive house paying a modest rental
the beehive house also operated a referral service to find rooms for
girls that could not be housed there because of lack of space the
YLMIA also operated a travelers aid station at the interurban
railway station in salt lake city to direct girls to suitable places of
lodging the travelers aid service was later taken over and expanded
by the relief society 36

another problem was day care for children from LDS homes
where the mother was gone during the day in september 1920 it
was reported that 90 percent of the children being cared for by a non
mormon day nursery on salt lakes west side were LDS the primary
association accepted the responsibility of trying to provide day care
and sent a sister to denver to take a special twelve week course in
social welfare work to help train her in care in the home thereafter
most of the help seems to have been given on the ward level 37

through the newsletter edited in 1920 by arthur beeley the
committee announced support for a wide range of programs these
included the presbyterian campaign against prostitution and venereal
disease promotion of the work of the social service society of salt
lake city against lotteries and cooperation with the social welfare
league of salt lake city on which a number of social advisory com-
mittee members such as stephen L richards and arthur L beeley
served 38

owing in part to efforts of amy brown lyman in the legislature
the state of utah established a state welfare commission in april
1921 milton bennion of the university of utah and the salt lake
social welfare league as well as the sunday school general board
was appointed chairman amy brown lyman became vice chairman

gruthruth M fox rachel grant taylor and clarissa A beesley to social advisory committee 9 march
1920 william A mononmorton to SAC 15 march 1920 financial report of the beehive house 17 june to
31 december 1920 all in SAC records SAC minutes 16 23 and 30 march heberdheberj grant diary 1 october
1920 church archives

37sacSAC minutes 28 september 19 october 1920 and entry following 9 october 1920
38 38socialsocial advisory committee newsletter 1 and 23 march 1920 SAC records
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and arthur L beeley served as a member later sister lyman intro-
duced enabling legislation to provide for state cooperation in child
and mother care under the sheppard towner act 39 the committee
worked to expand these efforts to the local level meetings were held
in connection with the april june and october 1921 conferences
surveys were taken of the work being done in the various areas of the
church and attempts were made to coordinate the work and encour-
age stepped up activity in dealing with moral and social problems

in late 1920 a change took place in the social advisory commit-
tee which sounded its death knell in november the first presidency
consolidated the committee with the correlation committee under
david 0 mckay the correlation committee having been organized
in 1913 to design lessons activities and teacher training for the
priesthood quorums and auxiliaries the consolidation apparently
came about in a move to unify all efforts at interorganizationalorganizationalinter coor-
dinationdination now instead of coordinating activities of the various auxil-
iaries and recommending courses of action the social advisory corre-
lation committee intruded into programs and proposed divisions of
responsibility among the various auxiliaries and quorumsquorums the com-
mittee made its recommendation inin a report to the first presidency on
29 march 1921 this apparent attempt to avoid duplication seems to
have backfiredbackfired because it simply stepped on too many toes the first
presidency rejected the report and the social advisory correlation
committee was abolished in 1922 40 thereafter the work which had
previously been done by the various auxiliaries under the coordina-
tion of the social advisory committee was continued by the auxilia-
ries and coordinated by the first presidency and the twelve

many of the previous programs were continued and expanded
the relief society for instance thanks largely to amy brown lyman
who served as its general secretary later as counselor in the presi-
dency and then as its president continued to promote social work
in fact the term welfare work came to be used in the church in
place of helping the poor largely because of the new emphasis
the YMMIA and YLMIA continued to emphasize recreational and
social programs and to some extent a social perspective on christianity

39statestate of utah laws of utah 19211921 p 148 loretta L hefner amy brown lyman raising the
quality of life for all in vicky burgess olsonoison0 isonlson ed sister saints provo utah brigham young university
press 1978 ppap 106 7

SAC minutes 9 november 1920 report of the social advisory and correlation committee
29 march 1921 first presidency to social advisory correlation committee 5 october 1922 SAC minutes
9 december 1922
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largely because of the efforts of board members like ephraim E
ericksen 41

this emphasis was evident beyond the auxiliaries at the 1927
aspen grove BYU summer school walter rauschenbuschsRauschenbuschs chris-
tianity and the social crisis was the text for one course of study 42 A
number of young men from the seminary and institute system went
to the university of chicago to study under scholarly proponents of
social christianity like shailer mathews 43 these efforts continued
in part because of sympathetic general authorities like stephen L

richards of the council of the twelve and anthony W ivins in the
first presidency

in retrospect one can see much that the social advisory com-
mittee accomplished perhaps most important was the role of social
catalyst the committee and its constituent organizations are a proso
pographer s dream its membership interlocked with the important
social service governmental and educational institutions in the state
of utah thus during its existence the committee became a focus
for social and retrenchment work afterward that function was
played by the presiding quorums and general auxiliary boards still in
cooperation with state agencies and reform groups where the state
was derelict in its duty of providing social services the church set up
its own social work system and then used these interlocking associa-
tions to get the state to catch up with the times though the church
had already begun to use statistical measures of activity long before
the social advisory committee came into existence the systematic use
and interpretation of such information for social purposes seems to
have originated with the committee and to have owed most to arthur
beeley in addition the work of moral retrenchment had been a
longtimelong time central theme in the thought of church leaders and this
emphasis was reinforced by the social advisory committee

it is also possible to see the direction in which the church moved
after the demise of the social advisory committee some in the
church particularly those who emphasized the individualistic and
premillennial felt that the social emphasis promoted by the social
advisory committee and supported by the officers of such auxiliaries
as the relief society and YMMIA was destructive of spirituality in

411hefnerleffier amy brown lyman ppap 105 19 for a general viewview of welfare serviceservice during this period see
betty L barton mormon poor relief A social welfare interlude brigham young university studies 18

fall 1977 77 82 scottscon kenney E E ericksen loyal heretic sunstone 3 july august 1978 16 27
the copy of rauschenbuschsRauschenbuschs christianity andraeand the social crisis mentioned inin the text isis inin the harold B

lee library at BYU and isis inscribed george H brimhall BYU aspen grove 1927
43 russellrusseli B swenson mormonscormonsMormons at the university of chicago divinity school A personal
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february 1928 annie wells cannon a member of the relief society
general board came to see president heber J grant with the com-
plaint that relief society president clarissa S williams ignored her
counselors and that amy brown lyman was actually running the
relief society in sister cannons view the spirit of the gospel and
religion seem to have disappeared and it seems to be a social welfare
organization 44 this concerned president grant but in october
1928 when louise yates robinson became president sister lyman
was called as first counselor

after 1933 the social outreach beyond the church organization
which had characterized the late teens and early 1920s seems to have
declined in part this may have been due to the influence ofjofa reuben
clarksdarks clearly conservative emphasis it may have resulted in part
from the estrangement some latter day saints felt to the unlinking of
moral from social and economic reform which characterized the new
deal but which had been foreign to moderate progressivesProgress ives in part it
may have been influenced by the antagonism exhibited by president
grant and some other general authorities to the new deal social
programs the death of anthony W ivins who as a member of the
first presidency had been a strong supporter of social programs also
may have been responsible in part 45 perhaps most important was the
desire to meet spiritual as well as social needs of members needs
which seemed only partially met under the old emphasis

and yet a number of the social programs promoted under the
auspices of the social advisory committee have had many long
lasting effects the emphasis on the ward as a social as well as a
religious unit which the committee promoted was in a sense a
twentieth century and urban reinterpretation of the nineteenth
century view of the church and kingdom as a focal point for all
aspects of life including those which others might have considered
secular henceforth the church was to fill within a religious con-
text those needs not being met in a satisfactory way by the secular
society thus the mormon ward provided recreational activities like
dances and movies competing with those seen as unwholesome such
as the ones supplied by saltairsultair and the local cinema various types of
social services developed to fill the same vacuum and continued to
develop during the 1930s with the introduction of the welfare program

it is also possible to assess the meaning of this social experiment
in comparison with early twentieth century protestant christianity

heberd44heberjheberj grant diary 24 and 27 february 1928 church archives
4kenneykenney E E ericksen p 25
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like the revivalist churches the LDS church continued to emphasize
the literality of the new testament message of the birth ministry
and resurrection of christ and moral regeneration like moderate
social christians mormonscormons were willing to go beyond normal moral
issues in their attempt to influence legislation and public policy and
to order the lives of church members the crucial difdlfdifferencdifferencedifferentference however
lay in the mormon interpretation of the nature of the kingdom of
god A definition of the kingdom of god as the church rather than
as all christianity or all of society allowed church members to set
limited and immediately realizable goals efforts to influence the
legislature and the larger society outside the church were often based
upon programs such as social work which were already developed and
functioning successfully within the church the church itself then
became the testing ground for social programs much like the social
settlements or institutional churches of social christianity though for
a differently defined kingdom in general one may say that mor-
monism in its social aspect while not connected with protestantism
fell somewhere between the two protestant wings

it fell between social and revivalist christianity in other ways as
well refusing to take a dogmatic stand on evolution during the first
three decades of the twentieth century members of the first presi-
dency also questioned the literality of certain old testament passages
such as the story of jonah 46 at the same time church leaders in-
sisted on the historicity of the book of mormon which was in some
ways analogous to the revivalistsRevivalists emphasis on the literality of the
bible

if the church leaders rejected the ideas of the right wing of the
revivalist movement they also rejected those of the left wing of
social christianity there was little to be seen of the general attack
on wealth support of the labor movement or the class consciousness
of the sort found in the left wing of the social gospel movement 47

in mormonism there were theoretically no classes and both the need
for brotherhood in building the kingdom of god on earth and the
generally sympathetic attitude which church leaders had for the busi-
ness community made such attacks on wealth unlikely

46charlescharies W penrose and anthony W ivins for the first presidency to joseph W mcmurrin
31october31 october 19211921 first presidency letterpress copybooks church archives on the question of evolution see
duane jeffrey seers savantssavanisSavants and evolution the uncomfortable interface dialogue 9 autumn
winter 1973 41 75 heberjheberd grant diary 25 january25january 1931 church archives

47forfor a discussion of the various groups within the social gospel see may protestant churches and
jndustrialamenaindustrial america ppap 163 262 members of the social advisory committee certainly do not fit into the
group may labels conservative social christianity since they were willing to support and promote positive
social reform yet they stopped short of the group he labels radical social christianity since they generally
opposed socialism and were divided on governmental ownership of utilities
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after 1933 the LDS church differentiated itself even more from
protestantism the internal social emphasis and the idea of building
the kingdom of god continued among the mormonscormons with the devel-
opment of a comprehensive welfare program church leaders how-
ever began increasingly to insist on defining any public questions as
moral so that social questions such as the development of public
welfare have in recent years been generally excluded from consider-
ation within the church 48 still the emphasis on building the king-
dom on earth preparatory to the second coming and the rejection of
revivalism continues to separate the latter day saints from conser-
vative revivalistsRevivalists

in part the changes in attitude toward social reform reflect a
traditional LDS aversion to secularization and thus to the secular-
ization of the reform movement since the 1930s where social
christians acknowledge their inspiration in the message of the new
testament recent reformers have often ignored or downplayed the
religious content of their program for social justice beyond this the
development of a broad and rather extensive federal and state welfare
and social service apparatus with the coordinate intrusion into the
lives and personal affairs of citizens has seemed to many too great a
price to pay for social justice outside the church As a result the
church has tended to focus its attention on internal concerns perhaps
more than ever before since the nineteenth century it is however a
peculiar sort of inward focusing which includes an enormous prose
lytinglating effort designed to convert others to a kingdom encompassing
both a religious movement and a new social order whereas in the
context of social questions during the 1920s the LDS church offered
a middle way between revivalist protestantism and social christianity
today by contrast it offers an alternative outside of and apart from
american protestantism 49

411148 am referring here to official pronouncements over the signature of the first presidency rather than
unofficial positions which might be taken by particular general authorities

49forfor an attempt to argue that inin fact christian churches have moved closer to mormonism on a number
of positions see truman G madsen are christians mormon bigghambnghambiigham young university studies 15

autumn 1974 73 94 A discussion orsomeofsomeof some differences isis found injohnmjohnajohn dillenberger grace and works
inin martin luther and joseph smith sunstone 3 may june 1978 18 2211 on the outward reach of the
church see SpencespencerrjJ palmer vethe expanding church salt lake city deseret book co 1978
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my body allaffaliailann in stars

this wide wide open night I1 stand miles high
within the starlight cradling air
and in my covering of clay awaken little embryonic stars
infant suns and moons are kindled on my tongue
whole galaxies revolve upon the tips of my bright fingers

I1 loom higher melting outward in the drifting air of space
until arcturus pulses as my bright and spindled heart
until my loins become the rowdy red aldebaran of fecund taurus
my mind the quick blue flame of rigel

0 chant those holy holy words
that bind my triangle of sacramental self
upon the altars of the sky
in reverence to those lordly stars
that are the kindred brothers to the throne of god

randall L hall

randall L hall is a curriculum writer for the LDSIDSins church education system church office building salt
lake city utah this poem was published in a volume of poems entitled mosaic for which he was named
poet of the year for utah in 1979 by the utah state poetry society
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huttonssuttonsHuttons uniformitarianism

jess R bushman

uniformitarianism or cause and effect is a very important and
basic concept in geology the heart of the concept is that there is

order and regularity in the operation or functioning of natural laws
this consistency is what gives significance to cause and effect pat-
terns what we see happening today helps us to identify the results
of natural processes which were active millions of years ago we
observe ripple marks being formed by wave action on beaches today
when we see similar ripple marks in ancient sandstone we use cause
and effect or uniformitarianism to suggest that the ripple marked
sandstones were once part of an ancient beach

the geologist as he studies natural processes at work and sees
how long it takes to produce soil from solid rock or for a glacier to
carve a U shaped valley is convinced that most of the changes which
take place on the earths surface must develop gradually and thus
over a long period of time

violent events such as volcanic eruptions which are convincing
evidence that not all change occurs slowly are still part of unifor-
mitarianmitarian change so long as there is a pattern of cause and effect that
reflects the orderly function of natural laws by studying such pro-
cesses and by assuming that these processes follow constant and con-
sistent laws geologists have even been able to predict certain violent
events including the eruption of mount st helens 1

although the term uniformitarianism has been abused and mis-
used and severely criticized 2 the form in which it is accepted and
related to the practical application of geology today is essentially the

jess R bushman vsis a professor of geology at brigham young university
information from the united states geological survey hazard evaluation report published inin

1978 two years before the eruption enabled authorities to respond quickly to the volcanos preliminary
activity and undoubtedly saved many lives see dwight R crandell and donal R mullineauxmullneaux potential
hazardsftomhazards from future eruptions ofmountof mount st helens volcano USU S geological survey bulletin no 1383 c

washington DC US government printing office 1978
foror a recent discussion of the errors inin the definition and use of uniformitarianism see james H shea

twelve fallacies of uniformitarianism geology 10 september 1982 455 60 the major value of this
paper isis the very extensiveextensive bibliography on the problems and criticismcriticism of uniformitarianism see also my
comments inin geology forthcoming on sheas article
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same as that proposed by scottish geologistjamesgeologist jamespames hutton nearly 200
years ago though hutton 1726 97 did not use the term unifor-
mitarianismmitmitamirmikaarianism he was the one who developed the concept he referred
to cause andas effect relationships as the means by which he gained
understanding and was able to make geological interpretations 3

hutton was opposed by geologists of his day because they sup-
ported catastrophic events as the cause for most geologic change
hutton who was convinced of the great age of the earth emphasized
that these changes could be more effectively accounted for by having
slower processes act over longer periods of time to produce the results
the catastrophic point of view gradually lost ground to unifor-
mitarianismmitarianism as convincing evidence from field studies gave more and
more support to uniformitarianism

let me use a well known example to show how this change in
viewpoint has taken place the catastrophists identified anomalous
deposits of coarse heterogeneous sediments and large erratic boulders
as having been deposited by the biblical flood these deposits were
scattered throughout europe careful field studies of glaciers and the
effects ofofglaciationglaciation by such men as venetz 1829 and agassiz 18404
proved that this type of deposit was associated with modern glaciers
A restudy of the flood deposits showed that striations and pol-
ished surfaces such as are produced by moving ice were also present
an additional convincing piece of evidence against catastrophism was
that the flood deposits were not universal in their distribution but
were limited to areas known to have been covered by continental gla-
ciers the catastrophic explanation of the flood deposits was
finally considered to be erroneous and was abandoned the use of
this example is not intended to prove that the biblical flood did not
occur but only to suggest that the use of the flood to account for the
distribution of these peculiar deposits was not supported by factual
evidence the glacial interpretation on the other hand was convinc-
ing because it was supported by substantial field evidence

catastrophists support the idea that the earth is just a few thou-
sand years old and they are determined to discredit the evidence of
slow gradual change they insist that rates of erosion for example
were much more rapid or violent in the past than they are today

huttonbutton s theories were firstfastmast presented inin 1785 and published as an essay inin 1788 and then later as a two
volume work inin 17917955 entitled theory of the earth with proofs and illustrations edinburgh printed for
messers cadellcadeli junior and davis london and william creech edinburgh 1795 he also wrote a third
volume part of which was lost the remaining portion was published inin 1899 more than a century after
huttonhuttonssuttonsHut tonss death

4foriforor a brief summary of the work ofoflgnatzignatz venetz 1788 1859 and jean louis agassiz 1807 73 see
william lee stokes essentials onearthofearthof earth history 4thath ed englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1982
ppap 4004400 4
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catastrophists ignore the cause and effect relationship which indi-
cates that if you change the rate you also change the result for exam-
ple if the rate or energy of stream erosion is increased to that which
occurs with a destructive flood it produces thicker and coarser
deposits with numerous erosion channels within the deposits on the
other hand very fine grained evenly laminated sedimentary deposits
indicate that deposition occurred in low energy quiet water the rock
record contains evidence of not just the type of process but also the
rate at which it occurred

sir charles lyell 1797 1875 was an ardent supporter ofofhuttonshuttonssuttonsHuttons
uniformitarianism and did much to convince the scientific world of its
validity 5 unfortunately lyell perverted the concept by suggesting
that the rates at which natural processes operate have not varied
through time and that only those processes seen operating today can
be used to explain geologic features found in the rock record

lyellismLyellism has caused considerable controversy and misorienta
tion in the use of the term uniformitarianism modern day catastrocalastro
phists have seized upon this error of lyells as a means to discredit
uniformitarianism most geologists today however do not follow
lyell and consider his error just an aberration of the past unifor-
mitarianismmitarianism as it is followed today is basically what was first proposed
by hutton

HUTTONS EMPHASIS ON uniformitarianism

it is important that we carefully consider what hutton said so
that we can get a clear picture of uniformitarianism hutton as is
evident from the few quotations included in this paper had an amaz-
ing sense of what the earth was like and what his limitations were in
denningdefiningdehning and interpreting what had happened

hutton accepted god as the creator and saw a master design in
what he had studied as a geologist

when we trace the parts of which this terrestrial system is com-
posed and when we view the general connection of those several parts
the whole presents a machine of peculiar construction by which it is

adapted to a certain end we perceive a fabric erected in wisdom to
obtain a purpose worthy of the power that is apparent in the production
of it 6

it is not only by seeing those general operations of the globe
which depend upon its peculiar construction as a machine but also by

lyells chief contributions were his monumental work principles of geology 3 vols london john
murray 1830 33 and his later addresses to the geological society of london

hutton theory odtheoftheof rhethe earth 13
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perceiving how far the particulars in the construction of that machine
depend upon the general operations of the globe that we are enabled
to understand the constitution of this earth as a thing formed by design
we shall thus also be led to acknowledge an order not unworthy of
divine wisdom in a subject which in another view has appeared as the
work of chance or as absolute disorder and confusion 7

the term uniformitarianism was not used by hutton but the
concept follows from what hutton wrote on the orderly function of
natural laws and the evidence of cause and effect patterns

lastly there sic are operations proper to the suacesubuacesurfaceace of this globe
by which the form of the habitable earth may be affected operations of
which we understand both the causes and the effects and therefore of
which we may form principles for judging of the past as well as of the
future such are the operations of the sun and atmosphere of the wind
and water of the rivers and the tides 8

hutton felt that by studying the processes of nature today we can
see cause and effect patterns which enable us to interpret the past

in examining things present we have data from which to reason
with regard to what has been and from what has actually been we
have data for concluding with regard to that which is to happen here-
after 9

hutton recognized that most change is brought about a step at a
time some steps may be very violent but most are very gradual
altogether the steps required to erode away a mountain or to raise a
mountain from the bottom of the sea give evidence of extremely long
intervals of time

from the top of those decaying pyramids to the sea we have a chain
of facts which clearly demonstrate this proposition that slojiosicsic the
materials of the wasted mountains have traveled through the rivers for
in every step of this progress we may see the effect and thus ac-
knowledge the proper cause we may often even be witness to the ac-
tion but it is only a small part of the whole progress that we may thus
perceive nevertheless it is equally satisfactory as if we saw the whole
for throughout the whole of this long course we may see some part of
the mountain moving some part of the way what more can we re-
quire nothing but time 10

the raising up of a continent of land from the bottom of the sea is

an idea that is too great to be conceived easily in all the parts of its
operations many of which are perhaps unknown to us and without

71bidnbidabid 15 6

ibid 24 5

ibid 111919
oIibidbid 2329
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being properly understood so great an idea may appear like a thing that
is imaginary in like manner the relativecorelativeco or corresponding opera-
tion the destruction of the land is an idea that does not easily enter in-
to the mind of man in its totality although he is daily witness to part of
the operation we never see a river in a flood but we must acknowl-
edge the carrying away of part of our land to be sunk at the bottom of
the sea we never see a storm upon the coast but we are informed of a
hostile attack of the sea upon our country attacks which must in time
wear away the bulwarksbulwa rks of our soil and sap the foundations of our
dwellings thus great things are not understood without the analysinganalyzingana lysing
of many operations and the combination of time with many events
happening in succession

hutton differed sharply with catastrophists in the area of preter-
naturalism or the practice of appealing to supernatural unique orof
extraordinary processes to explain past events

not only are no powers to be employed that arenotagrenotare not natural to the
globe no action to be admitted of except those of which we know the
principle and no extraordinary events to be alledged in order to explain
a common appearance the powers of nature are not to be employed in
order to destroy the very object of those powers we are not to make
nature act in violation to that order which we actually observe and in
subversion of that end which is to be perceived in the system of created
things in whatever manner therefore we are to employ the great
agents fire and water for producing those things which appear it
ought to be in such a way as is consistent with the propagation of plants
and life of animals upon the surface of the earth chaos and confusion
are not to be introduced into the order of nature because certain things
appear to our partial views as being in some disorder nor are we to pro-
ceed in feigning causes when those seem insufficient which occur in our
experience 12

it is in the philosophy of nature that the natural history of this earth
is to be studied and we must not allow ourselves ever to reason without
proper data or to fabricate a system of apparent wisdom in the folly of a
hypothetical delusion 13

hutton indicated that things could have happened in the past
for which we have nothing to compare with today he accepted the
fact that rates could have been different in the past he did not
discredit catastrophic changes but insisted that changes must follow
patterns that are consistent with the laws of nature

so many must have been those alterations upon the surface of
the earth which we inhabit and so short the period of history by
which from the experience of man we have to judge that we must be

ibid 1184 85
ibid 2547
ibid 2564
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persuaded we see but little of those operations which make any sensible
change upon the earth and we should be cautious not to form a history
of nature from our narrow views of things views which comprehend so
little of the effects of time that they may be considered as nothing in
the scale by which we are to calculate what has passed in the works of
nature 14

if we knew all the powers of nature and all the different conditions
in which those powers may have their action varied that is to say if we
were acquainted with every physical cause then every natural effect or
all appearances upon the surface of this earth might be explained in a
theory that were just but seeing that this is far from being the case
and that there may be many causes of which we are as yet ignorant as
well as certain conditions in which the known action of powers may be
varied it must be evident that a theory of the earth is not to be con-
futed by this argument alone that sic there are among natural
bodies certain appearances which are not explained by the theory we
must admit that not having all the data which natural philosophy re-
quires we cannot pretend to explain everything which appears and
that our theories which necessarily are imperfect are not to be con-
sidered as erroneous when not explaining every thing which is in nature
but only when they are found contrary to or inconsistent with the laws
of nature which are known and with which the case in question may be
properly compared 15

it must not be imagined that this undertaking is a thing unreason-
able in its nature or that it is a work necessarily beset with any
unsurmountable difficulty for however imperfectly we may fulfill this
end proposed yet so far as it is to natural causes that are to be ascribed
the operations of former time and so far as from the present state of
things or knowledge of natural history we have it in our power to
reason from effect to cause there are in the constitution of the world
which we now examine certain means to read the annals of a former
earth 1611

it is quite possible that events about which we have no present
knowledge could have happened in the past and might happen in the
future and perhaps we even lack the scientific capability at this time
to interpret them correctly

PARALLELS TO LDSLIDS THEOLOGY

uniformitarianism is a philosophy which asserts that there is

order and consistency in the functioning of natural laws this same
idea emerges in mormon theology like james hutton the mormon
theologian apostle john A widtsoe rejected preternatural explana-
tions of the universe in favor of a uniformitarian view

ibidaibidaigid 2149
ibid151bid 1298 99
ibid 1169
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every process of nature is orderly chance disorder chaos are ruled out
of the physical universe if every condition involved in a system isis

precisely the same the result anywhere everywhere today or at any
other timetime will be the same the sun does not rise in the east today and
in the west tomorrow the phenomena of nature are the products
of law the infinitely large or the infinitely small move in obedience to
law 17

elder bruce R mcconkie has commented on the lawful nature of
not only the physical but also the spiritual universe

all things are governed by dawlawaw nothing is exempt in the eternal
perspective there is no such thing as chance in the divine economy the
same unvarying result always flows from the same cause these prin-
ciples are immutable eternal everlasting they apply to all things both
temporal and spiritual 18

the naturalistic view of a universe operating by cause and effect
was also espoused by president brigham young who said

the providencesprovidences of god are all a miracle to the human family until they
understand them there are no miracles only to those who are ignorant
A miracle is supposed to be a result without a cause but there is no such
thing there is a cause for every result we see and if we see a result
without understanding the cause we call it a miracle 19

the constancy in the functioning of gods laws is indicated in
doctrine and covenants 13020 21 there is a law irrevocably
decreed in heaven before the foundations of the world upon which
all blessings are predicated and when we obtain any blessing from
god it is by obedience to that law upon which it is predicated

conclusion

because of its great geological significance the concept ofofuniforuniformunifor
mitarianismarianismmit has been widely used and like many other impor-
tant concepts it has been subjected to improper definition and
application

this paper has attempted to clarify the meaning of uniformitar-
ianism and to refocus our attention on the original presentation by
james hutton very little needs to be changed in the meaning and
emphasis given by him

17johnjohn A widtsoeWidt soe evidences Reconciliationsandreconciliationsand vols 121 2 3 ed G homer durham salt lake city
bookcraft 1960 p 19

bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1966 p 433
discourse by brigham young 9 april 18711871 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 26 vols london latterutter day saints

book depot 1854 86 reprint ed 1967 147914 79 see also discourse by brigham young 11july11 july 1869journalls69jouma1869 journal
of discourses 131401514013 140 41
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uniformitarianism as used in geology is part of a much broader
use of cause and effect relationships indicated in mormon theology

it is evident that there is a unity in the design of the creator a unity
which is all inclusive the constancy in the operation of both tem-
poral and spiritual laws gives us a view of the universe that reflects

this unity one in which we can reasonably expect that effects follow

causes and that there are important consequences for our actions
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the dead sea scrolls
A mormon perspective

S kent brown

extraordinary interest has been generated in all quartersquartets by the
dead sea scrolls this enthusiasm has most certainly touched latter
day saints since the first remarkable materials were discovered
shortly before or during 1947 these texts have received considerable
publicity and have been widely studied 1 although rather lightly by
IDS writers

many LDS readers are aware of the general outlines of the prob-
able account of their uncovering how a bedouin lad while climbing
in the rugged hills that ring the northwest sector of the dead sea
threw a rock into a small opening about three feet in diameter one
of the hundreds of caves and depressions in that area and heard the
crash of breaking pottery his curiosity led him to investigate what
he discovered inside were amphora jars containing the first of the

S kent brown isis a professor of ancientancient scripture at brigham young university
dependable english translations of the scrolls can be found inin two paperback editions theodor H

gaster the dead sea scriptures 3dad ed garden city NYN Y doubleday and co anchor books 1976
hereafter cited as gaster scriptures and geza vermes the dead sea scrolls inin english baltimore penguin
press pelican books 1962 hereafter cited as vermes scrolls the best allaroundall around introduction to the scrolls
inin addition to a superbly reliable translation of the texts isis to be found inin two studies by millar burrows the
dead sea scrolls new york viking press 1955 and more light on the dead sea scrolls new york
viking press 1958now1958 now inin paperback both volumes are printed inin one paperback volume entitled burrows
on the dead sea scrolls grand rapids mich baker book house 1978

among a host of other reliable studies are a few which are standards inin the field frank M cross jr
the ancient library ofqumranofquaranqumran andandmodemModemmodern biblicalbiblicalstudiesstudies rev ed garden city doubleday and co
anchor books 1961 jean DandameloudanilouramelouDamelouilou the dead sea scrolls and primitive christianity trans salvator
attanasio baltimore helicon press 1958 william sanford lasor the deadreadeadseadead sfasea scrolls andtheand rhethe new testa
ment grand rapids eerdmans 1972 paperback harold henry rowley the dead sea scrolls and the
new testament london SPCKS P C K 1957 krister stendahl ed the scrolls andtheand rhetherge new testament new
york harper & brothers 1957 geza vermes the dead sea scrolls quaranqumran inin perspective rev ed
philadelphia fortress press 1981 paperback yigael yadinbadin the message odtheoftheof rhetherge scrolls new york

simon and schuster 1957

it might be interesting to note that there have remained enough unknown details that john trever the
first american scholar to see the scrolls was still trying to confirm particulars until recently his earlier book
the untolduntoldstorystory of quaranqumranofqumran westwood NJN J revell 1965 was updated with newly gleaned information
inin the dead sea scrolls A personalpersonalaccountaccount rev ed grand rapids eerdmans 1977
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photographs courtesy ofauthorof amthorauthor

my daughters ilynnekarilynnemarilynneKar andandjuliannejulianne stand at the rear of cave 1 the photograph
being taken from the entrance it is not more than a few meters deep
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known scrolls 2 although archaeologists subsequently made a sys-
tematic investigation of all the caves in the vicinity they made only
six original discoveries of scrolls it was the bedouinsBedou ins who found the
caves with the most extensive and important caches of texts more
than two hundred caves were examined only eleven yielded scrolls
consequently it is possible that other scrolls may exist which have
not yet come to public attention this was certainly the case with the
so called temple scroll 3

for students and scholars of the scriptures the discovery of the
scrolls offered new horizons in the first place biblical texts that were
at least one thousand years older than the oldest extant hebrew text
could be studied the ben asher texts copied from a manuscript
dated to AD 895 were among the earliest known to that date 4 in
addition students ofjudaism unexpectedly found themselves look-
ing through a clear window into the two hundred year period before
ADA D 70 the date the romans destroyed jerusalem and its temple
further the world of the new testament could be illuminated by
documents that were written or copied in the age ofjesus and john
the baptist

in the mormon community as I1 mentioned before there has yet
to appear a full scale scholarly work on these texts to be sure we are
deeply indebted to dr hugh nibley for his introductory studies in

athe2the21be story isis repeated for instanceinstance inm burrows deadreadeadseadedddead sea scrolls ppap 3 28 more light on the deadreadeadseadead sedsea
scrolls ppap 3 36 lasor dead sea scrolls and the new testament ppap 28 43 mar athanasius yeshueyeshua
samuel treasure of quaranqumran my story of the dead sea scrolls philadelphia westminster 1966
ppap 141 68 trever untold story of quaranqumran ppap 10101loilol1 13 and dead sea scrolls A personal account
ppap 96 110 yadinyadmbadin message odtheof therpm scrolls ppap 15 30 firsthand accounts appear inm trever yadinyadmbadin and mar
athanasius

Yyadinbadindin has only hinted at this inm his preliminary report which appeared inin english the temple
scroll biblicalarchaeologistbiblical archaeologist 30 december 1967 135 39 reprinted min david noel freedman andjonasandronasand jonas C
greenfield eds new directions inin biblical archaeology garden city doubleday and co 196919691

ppap 139 48 and inin paperback doubleday and co anchor books 197111971 ppap 156 66 1I attended a seminarseminar
meeting on the scrolls taught by dr yadinbadin on 29 october 1969 inin which he described the cloak and dagger
manner by which he personally learlearnedriedlied of the existence of the temple scroll yadinbadin has published a hebrew
edition of this scroll with extensiveextensive commentary but the english edition isis still awaited further reading on
the temple scroll can be found inin the following five essays jacob milgrom the temple scroll biblical
archaeologist 41 september 1978 105 20 sabbath and temple city min the temple scroll bulletin
odtheof rhethe american schools ofoforientalresearchoriental research no 232 fall 1978 ppap 25 27 studies inm the temple scroll
journal of biblical literature 97 december 1978 ppap 501 23 baruch A levine the temple scroll
aspects of its historical provenance and literary character bulletin ofodthethe american schools of oriental
research no 232 fall 1978 ppap 5 23 B E thieringThierthlermg mebaqqer and epirkoposepiskoposmin the light oftheodtheof the temple
scroll journaljournalofbiblicalliteratureofbiblicalofBiblical literature 100loo10019811981 59 74

paulaul kahle inm the cairo geniza the schweich lectures of the british academy 1941 london
oxford university press 1947 claimed that the cairo ben asher codex of the prophets itself dated to
AD 895 but seeJ L reichersteichersTeichers arguments that the cairo codex was copied from moses ben ashersashers copy inm

the ben asher bible manuscripts journal of ofjewishjewish studies 2 1950 51 17 25 many of the biblical
fragments found inin the cairo geniza no doubt come to us from the tenth and eleventh centuriescenturies ADA D moshe
H goshen gottsteinGottstem has recently pointed out that the oldest complete copy of the hebrew bible produced
by the massoretesMasso retes isis the now damaged aleppo codex which was copied by aaron ben moshe ben asher
ca ADA D 900 see the aleppo codex and the rise of the massoreticMasso retic bible text biblicalarchaeologistbiblical archaeologist 42
summer 1979 145 63
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this area 5 indeed such contributions have gone far in whetting our
appetite for more unfortunately however what most LDS readers
have been subjected to is a series of audio materials and printed works
whose quality is at the very best uneven and whose authors possess
few means or skills to study the ancient texts themselves 6 conse-
quentlyquently there exists a clear need for a more sober and balanced study
to provide a counterpoint to claims made for the scrolls claims which
often tend to be sensational

we must keep one difficulty in focus during our discussion the
composers of the various dead sea texts may not have been people
who lived at qumranquaran while some of the documents may have been
composed by members of the community for their group it is by no
means certain which of the texts originated there probably many are
only copies of other texts As theodor gaster notes almost with
overemphasis we do not yet know for certain who wrote the dead
sea scrolls when and where 7

we need to turn now to features of the scrolls which are particu-
larly striking to latter day saints As will be seen most of these
characteristics disclose links with the new testament understand-
ably our interest is heightened by parallels with mormon scripture
in this connection incidentally latter day saint scriptures since the
time of joseph smith have taught us to expect additional discoveries
of ancient texts see 1 ne 1424 26 and doctrine and covenants
937 17 while nephis record mentions other documents and
books that are to appear the doctrine and covenants passage offers a
quotation from a missing record of john along with other selec-
tions these passages have helped to condition latter day saints not to
be surprised at the discovery of texts with biblical associations

A major theme of the scrolls concerns the congregation or the
church awaiting the messiah it is said that the exiled congre-

gation must wait in the desert where persecution has driven its

see among others hugh W nibley the message ofofthejosephtoethetog joseph smith papyri salt lake city utah
deseret book 1975 appendix I1 exposition oftheodtheof the manual of ofdisciplinediscipline ppap 255 62 the dead sea scrolls
and the book of mormon an approach to the book ofmormonof mormon 2dad ed salt lake city deseret book
1964 ppap 135 80 since cumorah salt lake city deseret book 1967 discussions throughout lewis M
rogers also wrote a balanced general article several years ago which I1 believe has largely been ignored by
LDS readers the dead sea scrolls quaranqumran calmly revisited banghambnghambrigham young university studies 2
spring summer 1960 109 28

ginglnin addition to the growing number of tapes directed to an LDSIDS audience one thinks of writtenwritten works
such as 0 preston robinson christs eternal gospergospegospel salt lake city deseret book 1976 ppap 91 106
112 29 and vernon W mattson jr the dead sea scrolls and other important discoveries 2dad eni ed
salt lake city buried record products 1979 ppap 10 36 and appendix A while such studies possess

strengths they also exhibit seriousserious misunderstandings because of their dependence on the vast but uneven
secondary literature on the scrolls

kasterfaster scriptures p 1
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members 8 A similar notion of course appears in revelation 121 6

where a celestial woman the true church gives birth to a male child
who is immediately caught up to heaven in order to be preserved she
then flees to the desert for protection during a period of suffocating
apostasy latter day saints immediately think of the situation of the
book of mormon prophet alma about one hundred and fifty years
prior to the coming of the messiah because ofpersecution alma was
obliged to establish a community at the waters of mormon for spiri-
tual exiles who withdrew from their hostile and evil society in order to
prepare themselves for fuller spiritual blessings mosiah 172 4
181 35

the enigmatic teacher of righteousness of the damascus docu-
ment whose identity remains a matter of speculation 1

9 came in the
role of a prophet founder 10 he appeared as a forerunner of the ex-
pected messianic ageage11 and was both persecuted by representatives of
the current official religion and finally driven to exile 12 it is further
claimed that the teacher of righteousness was inspired by revelation
to do what he did 13 such claims of receiving divine inspiration
fulfilling a prophetic call and functioning as a forerunner find im-
mediate similarities naturally withjohnwitwith johnhjohn the baptist

A third key motif in the scrolls is the idea that the mosaic law was
basically an interim code designed to keep gods people in the strait
and narrow path during the age of wickedness the messiah was to

consultaconsult the commentary on habakkuk xi4XIxia 4 8 on hab 2152 15 and the damascus zadokite text
1I 18 21 inin gaster scriptures ppap 324 67 vermes scrolls ppap 241 429842 98 the existenceexistence of a code for the
camps which were to be established inin the desert owing to persecution during the age of ofwickednesswickedness hints
at the difficult timestimes which the dead sea people had experienced and were expecting to continuecontinue see the
damascus text xii22XII 22 xiv22XIV 22 inin gaster scriptures ppap 86 89 vermes scrolls ppap 114 17

9seeaseeee gaster scriptures ppap 4 6 28 3311 where gaster argues that the teacher of righteousness was not
an actual historical person for a contrary viewview consult vermes scrolls ppap 57 68 inin which he suggests that
the teacher of righteousness was a priest living inin the maccabean age who began his ministry about
155 BC

Ddamascusascus text 19I1 9 13 see also vi10VI 10 11 inin gaster scriptures ppap 67 73 vermes scrolls ppap 97
103 it is interesting to note that the teachers inin the group who succeeded the teacher of righteousness were
described in the same scriptural language which was later applied to john the baptist iei e that ofofisaisa 40340405 3

manual of discipline VIII 14 and IX 19 inin gaster soriscrisoniscripturesptures ppap 61 65 vermes scrolls ppap 85 86 88
in fact thetheree was a prophet expected inin fulfillment of deuteronomy 181818 18 who would precede the coming
messiahs gaster scriptures p 6 and manual of discipline IX 11 also the damascus text VI 10 11 inin
gaster scriptures ppap 63 73 vermes scrolls ppap 87 103

damascus text XIX 33 xx1XX 1 or inin another numbering system B 133I1 33 B 111liililII11 1 the numberingprobnumbering prob-
lemle arisesarises because of the existence of two variant versionsversions of thetextthe text and because the leaves of the manuscripts
inin the original edition were published out of their correct order inin solomon schechter fragments ofaodaof a
zudaZadazumazadokitekite work cambridge at the university press 1910 one versionversion only was preserved inin fragmentary
form at the dead sea the two more complete texts were found by schechter inin the geniza of the ben ezra
synagogue inin old cairo inin 1896 they date from the tenth and twelfth centuries AD and xii2XIIxiii 211 XIII 1 inin
gaster scriptures ppap 77 86 vermes scrolls ppap 106 114 15

comm on habakkuk VIIIviii88 13 ix9IX 9 10 and x9xaX 9 13 on hab 252 5 6 8bab 12 13 comm on
psalm 37 iv8IViva 8 9 on Ps 3732573237 32 33 inm gaster scriptures ppap 322 24 329 vermes scrolls ppap 240 41
2451245

damascus text iloiiollo1101.10I1 10 11 and comm on psalm 37 III111 15 17 on Ps 37235723572537 23 24 inin gaster scriptures
ppap 67 328 vermes scrolls ppap 97 245
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bring a new law which would inaugurate a new order 14 the qumranquaran
community of essenes15 felt very strongly that they must abide the
conditions of the mosaic law living it as carefully as possible until the
coming of the messiah when we turn to the new testament it is
clear that jesus and his disciples changed and reinterpreted the
mosaic law after all jesus was its fulfillment see matt 517 18
plainly for early christians the messiahjesusmessiah jesus had come had fulfilled
the law and had brought a new higher law to replace the mosaic
code correspondingly the doctrine that the mosaic law was simply
an interim system which the coming messiah would change to a
higher and fuller concept also finds prominent profile in the book of
mormon for instance see 2 nephi 2524 27

the people of qumranquaran held all things in common when per-
sons became officially affiliated with the community they deeded all
of their property to the congregation 16 while this happened for-
mally among the essenesespenes only at the end of a two year probationary

manual ofdisciplineofdiscipline ix9EC 9 11 damascus text xii22XII 22 xiii2XIII 2 xiii20XIII 20 XIV 1 xiv18XIV 18 19 xv6XVxvi 6 10
and xix33XIX 33 xxloxlXX 1 see preceding n 11 for the problem of numbering this last passage inin gaster scriptures
ppap 63 86 90 77 vermes scrolls ppap 87 114 17 108 106

15thethe question of whether the dead sea people were espenesessenes has been widely debated I1 accept the
concept that they were essenesespenes first of all I1 am influenced by the circumstantial observations of frank M
cross jr inin the early history of the qumranquaran community inin freedman and greenfield new directions
inin biblical archaeology ppap 708970 89 particularly his statement on p 77

the scholar who would exerciseexercise cautioncaution inin identifying the sect of qumranquaran with the
essenesespenes places himself inin an astonishing position he must suggest seriously that two major
parties formed communisticcommunistic religious communities inin the same district of the desert of the
dead sea and lived together inin effect for two centuriescenturies holding similar bizarre viewsviews
performing similar or rather identical lustrationslustrations ritual meals and ceremoniesceremonies he must
suppose that one carefully described by classical authors disappeared without leaving
building remainsremains or even potsherdspotsherds behind the other systematicsystematicallyOy ignored by the classical
sources left extensiveextensive ruinsruins and indeed a great library

secondly a remark by professorjacobprofessor jacob milgrom inin a lecture delivered at BYU on 5 march 1980 took the issueissue
from one of circumstantial evidence to one of a decisive identification of the people of qumranquaran with the
essenesespenes described by josephus and pliny the elder in discussing the temple scrolls sabbath prohibition by
the espenesessenes ofofjerusalemjerusalem against using the latrine because itit was located more than a sabbath day s journey
from the wallswalkwailswalis dr milgrom said

let me state that precisely on this point we have historical verification of identifying
qumranitesQumranites as essenesespenesEssenes the historian josephus who lived inin the first century while the
temple still stood reports that the essenesespenes ofofjerusalemjerusalem did not defecate on the sabbath
toisthisthintolstyli isis tbefirstfhethe first time I1 have usedthearedusedaref fhethe term espenesessenesfssenes to describe the nectariessectariessectaries of quaranqumranofqumran italics
minemincmine because of the temple scroll we have the support ofanafanof an outside source that indeed
the qumranquaran sect was part of the essene movement for the law of qumranquaran was practiced by
the essenesespenes ofofjerusalemjerusalem moreover josephus tells us that one ofjerusalemsofjerusalemsJerusalems gates was called
the essene gate heretofore itit has never been identified josephus locates itit near a place
called bethsybethso that name too has never been identified but thanks to the temple scroll
both problems have been solved bethsybethso itit turns out isis not a place name it isis hebrew
beth soah or toilet thus the essene gate was not a real gate but an opening inin the city
wallvallvailvali itat the nearest point to their toilets a wicket which they could squeeze through one at a
tunetime this extract from a paper entitled the dead sea temple scroll isis to be
published inin a future volume of the BYU religious studies center s monograph series

manual of discipline 1I 11 13 VIvi1919 comm on psalm 37 III111 10 on Ps 372137 21 22 the interpretation
of the latter isis unclear because of the fragmentary condition oftheodtheof the text inin gaster scriptures ppap 44 56 328
vermes scrolls ppap 72 82 245
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period 17 a similar thing occurred among christchristiansianslans who also were
known to have held all things in common acts 244 432 the dif-
ference however consists in the fact that the christians turned over
their property almost immediately there was no two year waiting
period as at qumranquaran

in matters of organization we find some very interesting paral-
lels to the situation of the early church the primary leadership of
the dead sea community consisted of three priests who comprised
the governing quorum and twelve laymen who comprised the sec-
ond leading quorum of the group 18 this points immediately to a
numerical similarity in the early church in which jesus had selected
three of his twelve apostles to serve as the governing quorum of the
church one observes however that these three apparently re-
mained within the body of the twelve and did not exist outside of
that number turning to qumranquaran again we find that the com-
munity had an officer called an overseer who was almost the direct
equivalent of early christian bishops the greek word for bishop
episcoposepiscopos literally means overseer the responsibility of the
overseer at the dead sea appears to have centered largely in tempo-
ral and practical affairs although it was not limited to that 19 one
finds here interesting parallels to the christian bishops roles and
functions 20

there was a further concern for priesthood matters at qumranquaran 21

not only do we find a good deal said about the priests the direct
descendants of aaron and the levites as distinct from the laymen of
the community 22 but there was additional interest in melchizedeksMelchize deks
priesthood and those who would share his sacred lot that is those
who would bear the same priesthood 23 the rather late christian

manual of discipline vi20VI 20 23 comm on psalm 37 III111 10 on Ps 3721572137 21 22 inm gaster scriptures
ppap 56 328 vermes scrolls ppap 82 2451245

manual of discipline VIII 1 4 inin gaster scriptures p 60 vermes scrolls p 8855

the overseers qualifications are described inin the damascus text xiv7XIVxiva 7 11 inin gaster scriptures
p 88 vermes scrolls p 116 his functions are also outlined chiefly inm the damascus text DCix1616 22
XIIIxiii55 6 7 16 xiv10XTV 10 12 xv6xviXV 6 15 inin gaster scriptures ppap 81 87 88 90 vermes scrolls ppap 111

115 16 108 9
21seesee I11 tim 313 1 7 and titus 171 7 9 the greek term episcoposepiscopos also appears inm acts 202820 28 phil 111 1

and 1 pet 2252 25
21 21consultconsult lasor dead sea scrolls and the new testament ppap 54 57 for a conciseconcise discussion of the

variousvarious officials at qumranquaran whom I1 have not mentioned
qualifications to function as a priest appear inin the damascus text xiv6XIVxiva 6 8 inin gaster scriptures

p 88 Vevertnesvermesrines scrolls p 116 the relationship between priests levites and laymen isis more fully spelled
out for instanceinstance inin the manual of discipline 1.18118I1 18 112311 23 v2vaV 2 3 7 10 20 22 vi8viaVI 8 10 ix7IX 7 8 inm gaster
scriptures ppap 45 47 51 53 55 63 vermes scrolls ppap 72 74 78 81 87

23texttext translation and discussion of the so called melchizedek midrash from cave 11 appear inin M de
jonge and A S van der woude 1111qQ melchizedek and the new testament new testament studies 12

lulyjulyouly 1966 301 26 and ininjhinjJ A fitzmyer further light on melchizedek from qumranquaran cave 11II journal
ofofbiblicalbiblical literature 86 march 1967 25 41 see alsojamesaisoalso james A sanders cave 11 surprises and the ques-
tiontion ofcanonof canon inin freedman and greenfield new directions inin biblical archaeology ppap 113 30 especially
ppap 113 15
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understanding that jesus would be the last high priest of the mel-
chizedekchizedek order see hebrews 724 marginal reading no 5 in most
king james version translations is based on an erroneous inter-
pretationpre tation of the greek word aparabatonaparabaton which does not mean in-
transmissible but means unchangeable when referring tojesusto jesus
priesthood because the essenesespenes of the dead sea obviously expected
other priests to arise after the order of melchizedek and because their
melchizedek text bears a close connection to the ideas expressed in the
epistle to the hebrews the notion that jesus was to be the last high
priest cannot be sustained by an appeal to this scroll which was being
read byjewsbyzewsby jews contemporary with jesus and paul in addition no con-
temporaneous greco roman source ever uses the term aparabatonaparabaton
with the meaning intransmissible it always means unchange-
able

the temple formed the absolutely central focus of life for the
essenesespenesEssenes a concept particularly visible in their festivals and ordi-
nances their festivals both renewed time and sought to renew the
blessings of god to his people24people24 for instance the feast of taber-
nacles the new year and the day of atonement 25 naturally these
festivals were properly celebrated at the temple because the essenesespenes
believed that the temples priesthood was corrupt26corruptt2626 and that the
calendar used by the jerusalem priests was wrong 27 they refused to
celebrate the great renewal covenants at the temple itself apparently
commemorating them instead in their own community although
without burnt offerings 28 the essenesespenesEssenes basic ideal for living was
to live as if they were priests dwelling in the temple itself by this
means they sought to make their community a virtual temple

for an informative discussion on renewing timetime by performing sacred ritesrites see mircea eliade cosmos

and history the myth ofeternalof eternal return new york harper and brothers torchbookTorchbook 19519599 ppap 49 92
paperback

these celebrations among others form a major concern of the temple scroll see Y yadinbadin the
temple scroll p 137 reprinted inin freedman and greenfield new directions inin biblical archaeology
ppap 160 62 and milgrom the temple scroll ppap 107 8 112 16

26thethe teacher of righteousness the communitys founder withdrew from jerusalem because he was
persecuted by an unnamed wicked priest for numerous references see comm on habakkuk viii8VIII 8

xii10XII 10 on hab 252 5 17 also the damascus text 113171.1317113I1 131713 17 and comm on isaiah B 11.2112112II11 2 10 on
isa yliyil5115 11 14 24 252 inin gastergasa scriptures ppap 322 25 67 303 4 vermes scrolls ppap 240 42429722797 227 28128

27 27consultconsult the summary and bibliographical references inin lasor dead sea scrolls and the new
testament ppap 72 201 5

that the qumranquaran sect offered sacrifices at their settlement has not been confirmed by archaeological
data ibid ppap 66 70 josephus maintained that the espenesessenes did sacrifice away from the temple antiquaantiquiAn tiqui
ties XVIII 1 5 19 for a discussion oftheodtheof the passage neejohnseejohnsee john strugnell flaviousjosephusflaviousjosephus and the essenesespenes

antiquities XVIII 18 22 journaljournalofbiblicalofbiblicalofBiblical literature 1177 1958 106 15
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whether or not they were priests or levites 29 in this connection we
should also note that the dead sea group practiced lustral washings
which were not only for physical cleanliness but especially for spiritual
cleansing 30 some scholars have suggested that these washings bear a
historical relationship to early christian baptisms but make such
claims without clear proof 31 additionally we know that they wore
garments of white linen on special occasions to symbolize the level of
purity necessary to dwell in the temple 32 further they believed that
the holy city jerusalem was to be absolutely pure and free from
taint 33 all these concerns of course formed part of the program to
make the essenesespenes a holy people prepared to receive the messiah when
he came one can very quickly recall that not onlyjesusonly jesus but also his
disciples continued to look to the temple as a place of strength
commemorating there the great holidays established among the an-
cient israelites 34 there was something about celebrating ordinances
at the temple which gave these ordinances an everlasting spiritual
meaning

the compass of scripture among the people of the dead sea was
much broader than that among the rabbis except for the book of
esther of which no trace has been found in the qumranquaran caves the
people of qumranquaran employed as scripture all the old testament books
plus the thirteen or fifteen books that make up the old testament
apocrypha moreover they utilized a number of works known as
pseudepigrapha including jubileesJubilees the assumption of moses and
1 enoch 35 on the other hand the rabbinic canon consisted of only

21mmanualaliallual of discipline ix5DC 5 6 inin gaster sciescyescripturesprunes p 63 vermes scrolls p 87 this ideal
interestingly was also held by the phariseesPharisees seejacobsee jacob neusner fellowship inin injudaismjudaism london vallentine
mitchell & co 1963 ppap 11 2211 notably his observation on p 14 two biblical precepts contended inin the
pharisaic ethics first that allA israel isis to be a kingdom of priests and a holy people and this was understood
to mean at the very least a people ritually pure and holy and second that every individual jew everywhere
was himself to be as ritually fit as a priest to perform the sacrificial act inin the temple

manual3omanualromanual of discipline 1114111.4III111ili 4 11 IViv2121 22 V 13 14 damascus text X 10 13 inin gaster scriptures
ppap 47 48 50 53 82 83 vermes scrolls ppap 74 75 77 79 111 12

3forifor a discussion of difficulties involved inin claiming that essene baptisms were the same as those
performed by john the baptist and disciples ofjesusof jesus see lasor dead sea scrolls and the new testament
ppap 149 51

32thethe white linen garments are noted by josephus thethejewishjewish war 1183118II11 8 3 5 123 32
33templetempie scroll cols 35 45 51 see yadinyadmbadin the temple scroll p 139 reprinted inin freedman and

greenfield new directions inin biblical archaeology p 165 milgrom the temple scroll ppap 108
111 12 sabbath and temple city ppap 26 27 also see the damascus text xi18XI 18 xii2XIIxiii 2 inin gaster
scriptures ppap 84 85 vermes scrolls ppap 113

porfor instancejohninstanceinstance john 2132152 13 16 727 2 10 acts 212 1 14 46 3 1 201620 16 one also notesjesusnotes jesus positive feelings
about the temple inin matt 5235 23 24 211321 13 parallels mark 111711 17 luke 194619 46 2316251623 16 21

35 35besidesbesides fragments of these and other texts the book ofjubileesofjubileesJubilees isis cited as scripture for instanceinstance inin the
damascus text xvi2XVIxvii 2 4 inin gaster scriptures p 90 vermes scrolls p 109 see also H L ginzberggmzbergGm zberg
the dead sea manuscript finds new light on aretzeretz yisraelinyisraemYisraelin the greco roman period inin moshe davis

ed israel its role inin civilization new york harper and brothers 1956 ppap 39 57 english translations
of the pseudepigrapha appear inin R H charles ed apocrypha undand andfseudepigraphapseudepigrapha odtheoftheof fhethefae old testament
2 vols oxford clarendon press 1913 dr james charlesworth isis currently editing an expanded collection
of pseudepigraphical texts which are to be published by anchor books inin the near future
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the thirty nine books of the old testament which are still published
in all standard protestant bibles the rabbis included none of the
books which make up the old testament apocrypha and pseudepi-
grapha it is noteworthy that early christians like the essenesespenes but
unlike the rabbis had a much broader concept of scripture one
notes for instance that the epistle ofofjudejude verses 14 15 quotes
from 1 enoch 19 this latter work has not been included either in
the old testament or in the old testament apocrypha moreover
jude quotes enoch in the way that one customarily cites scripture
this illustrates that the earliest christians understood the canon of
scripture to be much broader than that which we have inherited from
the rabbis

I1 should make one further note about the concept of scripture at
qumranquaran there can be no doubt that many of the dead sea scrolls
were thought to be composed in a living scriptural milieu the au-
thors plainly saw themselves as writing new scripture 36 there was no
notion that the spirit of inspiration underlying scripture had ceased
for them the canon of scripture was expanding the same idea is
found among the christians who at an early date collected the epis-
tles of paul along with other christian texts such as the gospels and
read them side by side with the old testament books inherited from
the synagogue

that the qumranitesQumranites threatened by the roman army 37 would
seal up their precious records for a future age is a notion prescribed in
daniel 124 as well as other apocalyptic works 38 one observes
however that there were a variety of circumstances involved in the
burial of the scrolls for example we know that the texts of cave 1

were very carefully hidden the mouth of the cave was painstakingly
walled up except for the upper hole through which the young bedouin
boy threw the fortuitous rock thus beginning the process of dis-
covery the scrolls of cave 4 apparently were hastily dumped in the
cave and then covered with a layer of dirt in order to hide them from
prying eyes in this instance those who hid the scrolls were obviously
in a hurry the texts from cave 11 seem to have belonged to a single

this point for example can be maintained for the temple scroll the authors technique of altering
gods words in scriptural quotations from third person to first person must not be thought of as cavalier but
as inspiredspiredin at least from the authors viewpoint

one can surmise that in AD 68 when the roman legions swept down thejordanthe jordan valley on their way to
besiege jerusalem the espenesessenes at qumranquaran must have known that neither they nor their records would survive
therefore they buried them excavations have borne this out see josephus account in jewish wearwarpar
iv74 9.19191gi 419 90 and roland de vaux archaeology and the dead sea scrolls london oxford
university press 197311973

compare revelation 52 104 the assumption of moses found in fragmentary form at qumranquaran con-
tains the recipe for preserving and hiding precious manuscripts until the last days ilg111616 18
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individual who lived there and had collected a private library the
fact that the records were hidden usually with care illustrates that
their copiers and keepers esteemed them to be among the most
precious of their possessions latter day saints naturally find an im-
mediate similarity to the burial of valuable records joseph smith
stated that he was given charge of a precious record from the past a
record buried for preservation until a later age 39

in the discussion on common property I1 have suggested that dif-
ferencesferences existed between the people of the dead sea and the earliest
christians differences which in many cases were critically important
one can neither claim nor imply that the people of the dead sea
were pre christians who somehow became linked to the movement
whichjesuswhich jesus led with this in mind let us now examine a few things
which clearly differentiate the dead sea people from jesus and his
followers

in the first place the period of initiation differed radically for
the early christians it could be a matter of only hours 40 for the peo-
ple ofofqumranqumranquaran full fellowship came only after a two year initiatory
period 41 the difference is so striking in this instance that one would
have great difficulty demonstrating a link on this level between
qumranquaran and the earliest christianity

A second question concerns whether eitheriesuseitherelther jesus orjohnforjohnorjohn the bap-
tist was at any time associated with the dead sea sect to date
nothing from the scrolls would clearly indicate that jesus and john
were affiliates or even sympathetic A number of scholars have
argued that john the baptist may have had some connection with the
people of qumranquaran 42 but evidence one way or another is largely lack-
ing in the case ofjesusofjesus however there is no question that he could
not have been associated with the people at qumranquaran the evidence
of this derives from the eating customs of these people and the oaths
which they swore upon admission that they would have no dealings
with gentiles or with otherjewsother jews 43 this not only extended to com-
mercial dealings which would include purchase and sale of food but

pearlpeari of great price joseph smith history 1341 34 morm 666 6

acts40acts 2372572 3715571537 1545 161416 14 15 25 33
manual of discipline vi20VI 20 23 comm on psalm 37 III111 10 on Ps 372137 21 22 inin gastergasier scriptures

ppap 56 328 vermes scrolls ppap 82 245
42seesee for instanceinstance the statement ofofjofaJ DaniDandanldanieloudaniloudanilofilouelouliou dead sea scrolls and primitive christianity p 16

the discovery of the manuscripts has inm an undeniable way confirmed the baptists contacts with the monks
ofqumranofqumranquaran

43 damascus43damascus text xii8XIIxiii 8 1111 XIII 14 16 inin gaster scriptures ppap 85 87 vermes scrolls ppap 114 15
among the earliest to allege an association ofofjesusjesus with the qumranitesQumranites were A powell davies the meaning
odtheof rhethe deafdeaddeadreadeadseasegsea scrolls new york new american library 1956 and charles francis potter the lost years
ofofjesusbefusjesus revealed greenwich conn fawcet 1958 not only isis such a position untenable because ofaof a lack
of any evidence but also these works are clearly sensationalistic inin character as lasor has so aptly noted dead
sea scrolls and the new testament ppap 17 19
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karilynnemarilynneKarilynnellynne and julianne stand in the entrance to cave 1 note above the rounded
holehoiee through which the discoverer entered excavatorsexcavatoryExcava tors later cleared all but a lower
portion of the wallwaliwaii which sealed the mainmaln entrance
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also included the forbidding of eating anything which had not been
prepared by oneself or by another member of the sect 44 since accord-
ing to new testament accounts jesus ate frequently with people who
obviously had no connection with the qumranitesQumranites such as phariseesPharisees
and publicanspublicans it is obvious that he had never sworn to abide by the
qurnranqumranquaran rules in this matter on the other hand however one could
argue that forjohnfor john the baptist the possibilities remain open his diet
consisted of honey and locusts foods which obviously were available
in the wild and would not necessarily have been purchased from
another jew thus johns diet did not really violate the spirit of the
oaths which governed food matters at qumranquaran the problem re-
mains however that the evidence is at best circumstantial nothing
plainly ties john to qumranquaran 45

the people of qumranquaran did not proselyte while some of their
group lived and worked among otherjewishother jewish people 46 the main body
of the community withdrew to the shores of the dead sea where they
formed a turned in society which waited for newcomers 47 those

44josephus informs us of the tremendous oaths sworn by the essenesespenes regarding foods in discussing the
fate of any person expelled from the community he notes that being bound by their oaths and usages he isis

not at liberty to partake of other mens food and so falls to eating grass and wastes away and dies of starva-
tiontion lewishjewish ivarwaripar trans H st J thackeray inin the loeb classical library 1188II11 8 8 14514311451143

451bethe arguments for a connectionconnection between john the baptist and the quaranqumran community can be
summarized thus ijohnajohn1ljohnjohn lived inin the wilderness luke 1801 80 323 2 and the essenesespenes used the word

desert itoto describe their homeland 2 john came from a devout family of priests and the people of
qumranquaran were both devoted to the law and deeply concerned about priesthood matters 3 john lived inin an
ascetic manner and the quaranqumran sect largely rejected pleasures of this life opting for a solitary and austere
existenceexistence 4 john indicted the jewish people for sinsin and corruption a sentimentsentiment reflected inin the scrolls

5 john s missionmission was described as preparing the way of the lord isa 40340540 3 a well attested notionnotion inin the
scrolls and wjohns6 johns6johns baptism bears resemblances to the ablutions mentioned inin the texts the replies arearc the
following 1 itit isis impossible to demonstrate that the greek word used by luke for desert eremosermos refers
to the neighborhood of qumranquaran the term wilderness can refer to all or any part of the geographical area
lying between the jerusalem hebron road and the dead sea 2 itit isis difficult to imagine that johns
family or john himself for that matter would be inclined to associateassociate with a group so critical of the tem-
ples priesthood nn 26 and 2277 of which zachariaschanaszacharlasZa was a practicing and supportive member luke 1 5 9

3 on the matter of asceticismasceticism johns diet isis more rigorous than that of the qumranitesQumranites see matt 343 4
11 18 4 johns condemnation of wickedness finds similarities with teachings of earlier prophets and not
just with those of the scrolls 5 for john preparing the way consisted of calling people to repentance
whereas for the essenesespenes itit meant withdrawal to the desert inm an effort to become both ritually and ethically
pure by avoiding contact with outsiders 6 johns baptism served as an initiationinitiation and was performed once
only while the ablutions of qumranquaran were both initiatory and were employed frequently as purifactorypurifactory
washings the problem remainsremains nothing decisively links john to qumranquaran had john been affiliated with
qumranquaran and then abandoned his community tiesties he would have been subject at least to the disciplinary
measures spelled out inin the manual of discipline VII 18 25 min gaster scriptures ppap 59 60 vermes
soroscroscrollss ppap 84 85 see summariessummaries inin burrows more light on the deadreadeadseadedddead sfasea scrolls ppap 56 63 and lasor
dead sea scrolls and the new testament ppap 142 5533

46josephus indicates that essenesespenes did live among other jews seeseejewishjewish war 1184II11 8 4 124 mention of
several camps existing during the era of wickedness implies that espenesessenes did not all live inm one place
damascus text xii22XII 22 XIIIuii22 xiii20XIII 20 xiv3xivaXTV 3 etc inin gaster scriscripturesp tures ppap 8866 88 vermes scscrollsrodlrolls

ppap 114 16

47the injunction to bring all those who have offered themselves to do gods statutes intointo a covenant of
steadfast love manual of discipline 1I 7 8 inm gaster scriptures p 44 vermes scrolls p 72 translation
from burrows dead sea scrolls p 33717 1 may refer to proselyting activity but itit may also simply refer to the
ceremonial act of initiating new members into the congregation the ceremony for which follows this passage
josephus mentions that one major means employed by the community for maintaining their numbers was
adopting children jewish war 1182118.21182II11 8 2 120
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affiliated with the qumranquaran group had apparently become dissatisfied
with life elsewhere and withdrew to the desert because they felt the
need to live a higher order before the messiah came compare this
posture of separation to the christians attitude of reaching out
proselyting others to their point of view jesus charged his disciples to
spread his message to all the world matt 2818 20 their mis-
sionary response illustrates clearly their attitude toward remaining a
part of society and toward trying to influence that society in a
righteous way it is worth noting here that the phariseesPharis ees were also
a proselyting group who sought to win converts to their way of life
in this regard both phariseesPharisees and christians differed from the
essenesespenesEssenes

in matters of organization too the early christians stood signifi-
cantly apart from the people of qumranquaran while as we noted above
both groups had a council of three associated with a council of twelve
one important detail makes all the difference for the dead sea peo-
ple the leading council of three consisted only of priests 48 these
men had to be able to prove their genealogical descent from aaron
no laymen were to be permitted to become part of this select group
for jesus followers on the other hand the matter was quite differ-
ent jesus three chief apostles peter james and john were all
laymen the privilege of belonging to the presiding council of three
was not restricted to those alone who were aaronitesAaronites by birth
whereas that definitely was so among the people of qumranquaran to be
sure essene laymen could serve in the council of twelve but they
could not advance to the presiding council of three

another crucial difference has to do with the view of charity held
by the people of qumranquaran their concept was that the lame deaf
halt idiots etc remained in the care of the angels therefore the
essenesespenes saw no need to admit them to the community 49 among the
christians however there was deep concern for the unfortunate
rather than saying the angels would take charge of those who suf-
fered physical and mental impairment christians sought following
jesus lead to ease the lives of the less fortunate 50 one has only to
think of the interest in thejerusalemtheierusalem widows shown in the book of acts5iacts51

manual4manualemanual of discipline VIv1va 8 9 VIII 1 4 IX 7 8 inm gaster scriptures ppap 5555 60 63 vermes scrolls
ppap 81 85 87

ruieeuie49rulerule of the congregation 11II 3 9 damascus text XV end inin gaster soytscripturesp tunestures ppap 441 90 vermes
scrolls ppap 120 21 109 the latter passage s meaning isis not fully clear because itit exists only inin fragmentary
form vermes understands its sense as I1 have noted whereas gaster does not

5050jesusjesus acts of compassion were many including healings his instructions to the rich young ruler
matt 191619 16 21 etc and his injunctions to love even enemiesenemies ege g matt 5385 38 47

51actsacts 616 1 7 see also 2452 45 and 4344544 5435343534 35
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and pauls concern for the poor saints ininjudeajudea for whom he twice
gathered sizeable sums to help alleviate their desperate situation 52

last but not least are the points on whichjesuswhich jesus himself seems to
have differeddfffered rather sharply in his views from those held at qumranquaran
in the first place among essenesespenes no one had the right to worship
unless at least ten persons were gathered with a priest in the name
of the lord 53 jesus on the other hand taught that where two or
three were gathered in his name there the lord would be also matt
1819 20 while this does not appear to be a major item one can-
not diminish its importance in terms of how worship was to be con-
ducted and howinow the community of worship was to be constituted in
a second instance we seem to possess a direct critique by jesus of a
qumranquaran doctrine in matthew 543 47 jesus criticizes the notion
that one should love ones neighbor and hate ones enemy no refer-
ence for this notion has ever been identified in scripture comment-
ators have questioned the origin of this idea which jesus sought to
correct however in the manual of discipline one reads that those
who became initiates in the community were instructed to love the
children of light andaridarld hate the children of darkness 54 the children of
darkness should most likely be understood as nonmembersmembersnon of the
community in terms of known sources this is the only instance in
which this love hate dichotomy is urged upon a group s members
for this reason I1 feel confident in saying that in the sermon on the
mount jesus was criticizing a fundamental tenet taught by the
qumranquaran community

A third difference consists injesusin jesus acceptance of the temples or-
dinancesdinances and festivals 55 contrasting sharply with the total rejection of
the temple s festivals and officials by those at qumranquaran one key issue
for essenesespenes seems to lie in the calendar the priests at the jerusalem
temple operated according to a lunar calendar the priests at qumranquaran
according to a solar time measurement 56 thus celebration of

the first occasion acts 112711275011273030 for the second collection acts 2417 rom 1526 1 cor 161 4
2 cor 8 and 9 gal 210

manual of discipline vi3via 7 damascus text xiii1 7 in gaster scriptures ppap 54 55 86 87
vermes scrolls ppap 81 115 josephus also mentions ten persons as an organizational unit among essenesespenes
jewish war 118.91189 146

54 manual54manual ofdisciplineofdiscipline 19 11 ix21dc21 23 in gaster scriptures ppap 44 65 vermes scrolls ppap 72 88
while many priests opposed jesus and sought his death he seems clearly to have accepted the ordi-

nances performed at the temple participating regularly in the festivals held there see for instance
john 213 16 72 10 acts 21 14 46 3311 2016 jesus positive feelings about the temple are also noted in
matt 523 24 2113 parallels mark 1117 luke 1946 2316 21

preferencereference3reference in the damascus text xvi2xviixvi214 in gaster scriptures p 90 vermes scrolls p 109 to
the book oftheodtheof the divisions oftheodtheof the times into theirjubileestheir jubileesJubilcesees and weeks most likely refers to the time keeping

system employed by the community ie that which appears in the book ofofjubileesjubileesJubilees and 1 enoch translation
is gasters by that reckoning each year consisted of 364 days 1 I1 enoch 7413 in three years there are
1092 days and in five years 1820 days the lunar calendar by contrast took 354 days to run its course see
lasorslabors summary dead sea scrolls and the new testament ppap 72 201 5
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mutual festivals almost always varied by a few days clearly implying
one group viewed the other as apostate I1 emphasize that a few days
difference was important festivals were understood to have ever-
lasting significance because they had been enjoinedenjoined by god the fact
that one body celebrated on a different day from another meant that
the latter group somehow was out of harmony with the universe with
gods people with gods law with god himself in the instance of
the new testament jesus censured neither the temples festivals nor
the days on which they were celebrated in fact jesus not only ac-
cepted them but frequently used them in a subtle way to illustrate his
own teachings 57

in conclusion I1 must urge that there exists no evidence of close
ties between the people of the dead sea and the earliest christians
including jesus 58 in fact significant differences between the two
groups appear to be the rule the variations are striking enough to
suggest that early christians while possibly aware of the people of
qumranquaran and their doctrines shared no connection with essenesespenesEssenes
whether historical continuities or doctrinal similarities

while I1 have brought us to a largely negative conclusion I1 do not
wish to leave it that way I1 have already mentioned that the discovery
of the scrolls has thrown a bright beam of light not only on the age of
jesus and john the baptist but also on our rich biblical heritage
many things which earlier were seen only dimly remotely have been
brought into clearer view but as with most discoveries even though
a number of questions are answered and a number of dark corners are
illuminated further questions are posed which simply cannot and
should not be answered until further light is shed from a different
quarter whether the painstaking work of the historical researcher the
archaeologists trowel or the direct word of the lord

compareycompare for instance jesus timely appearance at the temple on the last day of the feast of the
tabernacles jesus proclaiming if any man thirst let him come unto me and drink john 737 when

1 the celebrants were commemorating ancient israels years in the wilderness when they were so dependent
on god for water 2 the priests after carrying water for seven days from the pool of siloam to the sacrificial
area of the temple ceased drawing water on the eighth day a sabbath mishnah sukkahsukkau 4.141 9 on the
eighth day as being panpart of the feast and thus the last day see num 2935 lev 2336 39 nehaeh 818 and
3 the worshippers looked forward to the day when zechariah 148 would be fulfilled and it shall be in

that day that living waters shall go out from jerusalem half of them toward the former eastern or dead sea
and half of them toward the hinder western sea all of the prophecies of zechariah chapters 9 14 are to
be understood against the backdrop of the feast of the tabernacles zech 1416

1I have not exhausted the differences between jesus teachings and those of the scrolls for instance
jesus taught that the law did not hinder a person from rescuing an unwary animal that had fallen into a pit on
the sabbath matt 12121111 luke 145 whereas the dead sea code expressly forbade such action damascus
text m13XI 13 14 in gaster scriptures p 84 vermes scrolls p 113
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romaunt of the rose
A tapestry of poems by clinton F larson

these poems written by clinton larson and read at the medieval and
renaissance conference at brigham young university bespeak a spirit from
a time gone by yeteveryet ever with us they flow in rings of form and textured
thought reminiscent of days of old when knighthood and the eternal
feminine flamed across the sunlit land in art and song in luxuriant poetry
soaring architecture and violent statecraft rife with selfish purpose and
often misspentmisspendmisspent religion the poems reflect the times they are opulent in
imagery and reference and strict in form and variance they portray the
past the present the future

these poems by clinton larson are intellectually challenging they are
scholarly in that they speak in modes correct and typical of their times the
tercet the sestina the sonnet the sweet new style and more they
speak in styles typical of the times feelings and attitudes decorative
isolation fractional seeing omnipresent evil and good the wonderment of
woman the divine mystery of mary and chivalry and prayer and the
beauty of nature in the awesomeness of space and the ever impending
presence of god and irrevocable judgment

but in our day we do not much read poetry mostly we do not choose
to make the effort poetry demands too much of us we are not willing to
work for the reward it is so easy to accept the dull monotony of the
newspaper and radio or the lethargic mediocrity of television poetry at
least real poetry is seldom considered

poetry is vision condensed by words to form it carries more power in
less space than any other mode of expression it is rich orchestrated power-
ful it will not settle for a one finger piano rendition when its vision is
otherworldlyother worldly symphonic A poem is sometimes like a temple or a cathedral
in which one loses oneself to find a greater knowledge of self or fellows
visible objects may be seen as symbols as comparatives rich in connotation
working subliminally as intricate yet deep expressions of faith and insight
rather than as mere elements of description or location or narration the
poet isis one who sees in every forest glade a garden of eden in every man
and woman an adam and eve he is one who sees in the brilliance of tem-
ple candelabra the beauteous light of christ and in the blue of carpet a
walking in the skies

A poem exists in order and form and often a poets skill may be
measured in his love of words and how he chooses and orders them to reach
out toward those he loves but the poet can only offer vision the reader
must come to him willing to see he must want to understand each allu-
sion he must desire to comprehend each comparative he must put himself
in position to perceive and as he does this his being will open and he will
see and know things he had never before realized

richard G ellsworth
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romaunt de la rose
A tapestry

n its origin near a column
from the invisible seed grace
in its emergence flower of rose

white as marble it came pastel
against the acropolis into the season
of the salvor then matte lucid

into the invisible pretensions of greece
in the land of washed hills and vales
and the discipline of a new society

homer tragic as classic theatre
dispatched it to the ruins of rome
in his imagination his iron personae

providing tragi comic play
across the closed sea from africa
when in medieval lustre it became

the windrosewindrosswindrose in stone pity of memory
soft centuries of translucence chivalry
the mark and standard of the saint

of christ it became florid as a ray
softened as sunrise red risen
to romance of the charity of love

that abounds in lanes of sacristy
the knight of the cross of ely
fled across a glen and saw the rise

of the petals of agincourtdagincourtAgincourt and england
holy against the cross of lorraine
rose of the cross of ephraim petalled

the air through which english yeomen
followed alan of walsingham
to the lantern of the risen sacrament

the transept and nave of his cathedral
echo the petals of light in the aura
and effulgence of memory the stallion
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of england in bedford prances forward
through the carrying weather of mist
among oaks that hold antiquity

henry 11II the protorenaissanceproto renaissance
edging into sense whereupon
the zeal of england tips in and wavers

like farewell the seas become spume
in the empire of virginia as shakespeare
wrests the image from a transparency

that washes down and away remote
in the venue of sky the starcreststarcrest
heavens brim the sequestering caves

of divinestdivinessdivinest passion palingshalings of home
pavilions and mosaics of doctrine
the absolute god the helmsmen

of light zion of our paradise
the temples of ice the aurora
of greenland paling away into green

and a world in which the indigence
of spirit makes the windrosewindrosswin drose forever
immortal oh eternal rose

you are a fantasy too rich
for atmosphere in lacustrine blue
A puritan of that paradise of mind

flame of the immortal zeal petallingretailing
fire that consumes but never burns
and then you are taken in a vase

to a window near windsor to be enlightened
raised in a hand and translated
in that eminence following the daffodil

into the bright amazement of wind
into the romance of the stanza of spirit
and into bequest rose transformed becoming

still into lustre conscience or gleam
voice of light from the threshold
and subtly open vision of the immanence

ofdayspringofdayspring in one s hand
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eleanor of aquitaineAquitaine

ith the absolute decorum of a medieval queenM3 she rules the dukes of her glittering entourage
with the height and angulation in her collage

of images some invidious vassals lean
their careless umbrage short of ire and inveigh
against the unrest that diminishes the day
of her hauteur so consider the haunting scene
in which her gems are fixed in forest emeraldine
far and far away in legend and its samite array
of shadowed myth swift and sudden light may come
to justify her being but how fine antiquity
must have its sway but not in darkness the sum
ofotherher accounts in her surveillance is no iniquity
but a wink that trespassed into being in the calm
of her honor her lyric of myth hushing into a psalm
that we remember
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knight errantry
evening and morning

tars of light alight on crests all crests
hallow christ in our history from excalibur
to the chalice bluing as it holds the sky

sunset gleams from the starburststarburst around us
like a cluster of thorns attends critically
bedimming lights and fetches distant hallows
consigned to glory as metaphors of general
sun it suns the air though sun is gone
slopes of cloud arising like a spell of snow
staid in slowing trades it remembers crests

of tinning blue suspending fields of snow
over snowy murals in the sepulchral silence
of dark loneliness the hint and dint
of his eloquence vanish in terms of his glory
and fluenciesfluencies of the ever flowing shapes
of air lift the aurora over sills of day
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reading spenser

penser prince of the renaissance you kept
your fealty like samite in strands of imagery
that fall from stanzas in the richest vagary
of discipline you are the prince yclept
magnificence who holds the flower that slept
the ages of wonder in the spell or perjury
of someone such as colin or sylvan margery
once again from their bower they have crept
to test the meadow for its dew the song
of nightingales the flowering of vales

of light and if you should come a throng
like them behind you following what pales
before me never my knowing that in your will
the word shall live that you are living still
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cathedral

he subtlety of water is motion under a glasslightglasslight
surface ah sky the motion over air tinsel
of light arrives wind of color trees bluesilverbluesilver
green the causal cliffs in a stand of gravity
the rush of topaz fever of sun in this canyon
what compels that radiance that turn of light
in upon stone the listless intimacy of brown
nearby A crag moves through a vision of blue
like sharp polarity the cathedral is the canyon
far removed in temperate england where canyons
failed except in the mind the buttressed stand
of wall the arch high into grave premonition
the clerestory of light of the ascension blue
the crypts of greystone the river of sound
from a choir deus deus gloria in excelsisexcelsinexcelsis

deo in a loft of stone river of sound
modulated into the voice of organ echoing
vibrato celeste the interpretive soul of man
walks the corridors of its analogies
here alan of walsingham must be and there
A chambered councillor of the king the door
of the cathedral offers the sky as if it were
palette the devising mists and clouds blending
pastels of green and blue across lakefrontlakeftontlakefront
willows motion under the round of air elixir
of lake motion the subtlety where once
calm was sable will quasar in a galaxy
Is motion far light years curving away
into red and infrared canyons of light
and cosmic shade motion and origin the sepulchre
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miltonsmillonsMiltons blindness

ever have you seen him but he remembers
the dark surface of your sleep that like a leaf
lies still on a pavilion of water in the grief
of gethsemane he glances as if in a dream
of centuries that break into surf as they teem

with morning yellow gold blue of azure reef
of sun goldstone crystal cave windsor sheaf
of amber tourmaline diamond and starry stream
more godly is communionscommunions skieysdiey censer waftinghafting
cloudy vales where the winds winnowing is repose
he can be seen in the far canebrake on rafting
light of the lake where the arc of day glows
into silk then at evening but never so much
As in the hint of dawn at evening his lightest touch
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la vita nuovaluova

have seen gravure of the sistine michelangelo
who offered the panoply of heaven in a lucent
room thin light brightly offering the hemisphere
of sky the empyrean blue the overcast of blue
the cloudy instruments of light seraphim circles

for apothegm and then there the sunswsunsesunsweptsunsweptept visage
of omnipotence as if the winds of his speed
had drawn his hair to hover in the nearby air
he reaches to archangel adam with the vividness

of immortality and then in the quick leap of being
adam rises from the very dust in the image
of his origin and so of another origin is eve
becoming adam arising from the being of his sleep
what a creation is she beside him she looks to him
As he reaches for the substance of jehovahsJehovahs wonder
in the tendencies of light and form as he feels
irresolution together together and what is
memory but tinge of origin the touch when all
began color and the prisms the fielding sun
and the paradigms of immortality in everything
they see together they are seal and index
of his certainty it is she hint of eden all
that can be given substance of his origin arrayed
in waves of sun diatoms of diamond diapasons
of waterlightwatertightwaterlight and suddenness of morning in lilacs
and wisteria gardenias lotus of some other world
so far from this the touch nefertitiNeferditlriti of the swan
the features delicate as porcelain the eyes emphatic
As lids of the near horizon and in them azimuth
and atmospheres of light or rebecca of the desert
and the well in the draughts of limpid heaven drawn
from the deeps of the earth the lustre of sallow
gold and the song of her devotion the touch
Is always near at index fingers tip as is she
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the sweet new style

rnautanaut writing in the sweet new style
gave dante reason to write in terms
of the golden triumvir to show
that they were easily the voice
of one dante s paradiso so eventual
among the stars arose into the round

of light the empyrean to round
into itself the aura of the style
that glows like the happy terms
of lovers in vineyards who show
spring the gentle provence voice
of light in their living eventual

if one can see that form is eventual
statement one s worship in the round
of litanies is as dear as the style
that graces others whose simple terms
of living are like the infinitesimal show
of stars and the spiritual voice

that is heard in a quietness as eventual
As ones conscience the eternal round
Is kept as song in the easy style
of beatrice who strolled in terms
of her own gentlegentlgentiee beauty to show
diamond spring as itit stirsstirs the voice

to sing lyric poetry as eventual
As eternity among violets round
about a garden A garlands style
inspires charity in heavens terms
who may know how god might show
the young to sing but by the voice

that wells in poetry the eventual
day is still the same and the round
that is a diadem conveys the style
that he lives by dwelling in terms
of litany the ever new will show
the oldest witness dante s voice

murmurs in the eventual style
of prayer gods terms as the voice

of soul to show the round of our eternity
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herricks julia

0 old at thirteen she has her own room
A change has come over her like a solemn hush
over roses as spring becomes suddenly warm the rush
of color to her cheeks signifying another loom
of feeling that interests her hardly invests
our attention in petals that stray in the air
to alight at her feet though they are certainly there
and now queenly she notices our bequests
of admiration that her eyes are skieysdiey blue
that she wears a trace of rouge a natural gloss
on her lips gems on her fingers that drew
our attention at first and diamonds that toss
their glistening from the lobes of her ears
she is more even now more than she appears
even to me
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belle france

rom marseilles to calais in the domain

IN of diamond spring belle france has lain
like vineyards in the incipience of rain
misty warm unto the pyreneesPyrenees and spain

what is it but wonder of fair aquitaineAquitaine
in the very air hedgerowsHedgerows now abloom
A window open singing from an inner room
porcelaineporcellinePorcelaine and lilacs and radiant perfume

the maze I1 wander in like misting rain
Is pastel and palest blue as in cezanne
the subtle rift of morning is sun and span
of light where the violet and jasmine fan

of white versailles encumbers rain
and opens hue on hue who has known
belle france in her curvatures of stone
that grace the leewardingsleewardings of monotone

under spindrift noon songs of the air
and fair romance have come in illusion
everywhere until in their suffusion
I1 keep them in their bright profusion

As my inner fare 0 fair and melody
As if the horn of roland sings afar
for the emperor charlemagne

clinton F larson

clinton F larson a professor in the english department is poet in residence at brigham young university
these poems were read at a special session of the rocky mountain medieval and renaissance association
8 april 1983 at brigham young university
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cosmic urban symbolism
in the book of mormon

steven L olsen

the book of mormon makes the claim of being the translation of
ancient records of peoples who lived in the western hemisphere from
4000 to 1500 years ago nevertheless from the time of its publica-
tion historians and theologians have largely ignored that claim and
have tried to identify similarities between the book of mormon and
nineteenth century america historian fawn brodie made perhaps
the most concise statement of this approach

any theory of the origin of the book of mormon that spotlights the
prophet and blacks out the stage on which he performed is certain to be
a distortion for the book can best be explained by his respon-
sivenesssiveness to the provincial opinions of his time if his book is

monotonous today it is because the frontier fires are long since dead
and the burning questions that the book answered are ashes 1

despite what specific relevance the book of mormon had for the
burned over district its full significance cannot be reduced to

early nineteenth century american concerns A growing number of
book of mormon scholars is taking seriously the books claim of antiq-
uity students from various professional disciplines have identified
ways in which the content and organization of the book of mormon
depend on influences from a far wider context than brodie and others
have been willing to acknowledge 2 this article examines a basic

steven L olsen is a phd candidate in anthropology at the university of chicago and is currently living in
salt lake city and researching mormon history and culture

fawn M brodie no man knows my history the life ofjosephof josepgjosephjoseth smith 2dad ed rev and eni new
york knopf 1977 p 69 cf ppap 34344949 see also whitney R cross the burned over district the social
and intellectual history of enthusiastic religion in western new york 1800 1850 new york harper
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aspect of the book of mormon which is viewed more adequately from
the perspective of ancient civilizations rather than that of the
american frontier

COSMIC URBAN SYMBOLISM

ancient world civilizations believed that the perceived order of
territorial environment in its natural and built up features
revealed the structure of a sacred universe the epitome of this sym-
bolic order was a capital city or ceremonial center in those religions
which held that human order was brought into being at the creation
of the world there was a pervasive tendency to dramatize the cos-
mogony by constructing on earth a reduced version of the cosmos
usually in the form of a state capital 3

characteristic of complex societies throughout the ancient world
this phenomenon referred to as cosmic urban symbolism appeared
first in the near east some five thousand years ago while by no
means universal in ancient civilizations cosmic urban symbolism has
been documented in south and east asia the mediterranean area
africa 4 and in the new world zone of aboriginal complex societies
that in pre hispanic times extended from central mexico to peru 5

despite its significance for and pervasiveness in the premodernpre modern
world cosmic urban symbolism was virtually neglected as a topic of
study by american and european scholars until the present century 6

the existence of cosmic urban symbolism was unknown in europe
and america at the time the book of mormon was published

the specific features of this model of spatial organization vary
from culture to culture but can be generally expressed in terms of
three principles centripetalcentripetalityity cardinality and inductance cen
tripetality is the notion that terrestrial space was created from and
ordered by an existentially centered point 7 this center or navel
of the earth was considered to be the point of contact between
heaven and earth the most elevated place on earth and the point at

3paulspaulapaul wheatley the city as symbol edinburgh T & A constable 1969 p 10
yoseph rykwert the idea ofaodaof a town the social anthropology of urban form inin rome italy and the

ancient worldprincetonworld princeton NJ princeton university press 1978 numan denis fustelaustel de coulanges the
ancient city garden city NYN Y doubleday ndn d and paul wheatley thethe significance of oftraditionaltraditional
yoruba symbolism comparative studies inin society andhistoryand history 12 1970 393 423

5paulapaulaul wheatley the suspended pelt reflections on a discarded model of spatial structure inin
donald R deskinsdeskinsjrjr george kishkishjohnKishJohnjohn D nystuenNys tueniuen and gunnar olsson eds geographic humanism
analysis and social action AhaocenturyHaohalfhaaf century of ofgeographygeography at michigan michigan geographical publications
no 17 1977 54 and paul wheatley pivot odtheof ramtherpm four quarters chicago aldine publishing co 1971
ppap 225 57

gpaulaul wheatley review ofjosephof joseph rykwert the idea ofaodaof a town annals odtheoftheof rhethe association of
american geographers 68 1978 426

wheatley the suspended pelt p 53
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which the creation of the earth began 8 the construction of a temple
or other holy sanctuary celebrated the sacredness of the axis mundi
rituals and other observances were performed in these holy places to
preserve the parallelism of the macrocosmos heaven and the micro-
cosmos earth 9 natural political or social catastrophe often suc-
ceeded in dislocating the axis mundi when this occurred the holy
ofofholiesholies was likely relocated to another site declared auspicious by the
ritual leader of the group 10

cardinality required that the land or ritually habitable terri-
tory be ordered according to the cardinal compass directions begin-
ning at the ceremonial center peripheral settlements became imi-
tations of the center dominated by cardinally oriented streets and
buildings in addition the land and the cosmos were divided by
the cardinal axes into four segments or quarters this structural
dependence of the periphery upon the center was also expressed in
a functional dependence moral economic and political of the
hinterland upon the capital

inductance the third principle of cosmic urban symbolism links
the territorial order to all aspects of life in the land in these soci-
eties the moral order of the cosmos was binding upon all inhabitants
of the land often in the form of a communal covenant and was re-
flected in social and historical consciousness as well as in territorial
organization in this context social responsibility implied not
merely passive adherence to a primary ethical norm but rather a
positive commitment to spatial and temporal patterns of terrestrial
organization that simulated the order of the macrocosmos 12

these three principles of spatial organization were applicable at
each of the main levels of human experience namely the global level
in so far as it was comprehended by the societies concerned the

state level the level of the capital city the level of the temple housing
the palladium of the kingdom and so on down to the level of the
tomb 13 the limited data contained in the book of mormon does
not permit a complete investigation of this phenomenon at each of
its manifested levels nevertheless the principles of cosmic urban

seesseeasee ajA J wensinckwensmckwensickWenWens sinckmck the idea oftheodtheof the western semites concerning the navel oftheodtheof the earth Verhandell
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mircea eliade the myth odtheoftheof the eternalretarneternal returnRetarn trans willardrwillardwillardaWillardRR trask princetonprmceton princeton university
press 1954 ppap 6 27

lo lowheatleywheatley city as symbol p 38 n 90
lWheatleywheatley the suspended pelt p 53

ibid2ibidbibid p 52 inductance isis a term borrowed from electronics and refers to the process of generating
sympathetic forces among a set of associated circuitscircuits in the present context itit refers to the complementarity
of the territorial and social orders inin those societies expressing cosmiccosmic urban symbolism

ibid13ibid p 53
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symsymbolismbolismbolish account for many ideas and events in the book of mormon
which are otherwise unexplainable within a nineteenth century ameri-
can context

centripetalitycentripetal11yCENTRIPETALITY IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

one of the recurring themes in the book of mormon is the estab-
lishmentlishment and maintenance of a centralized social and territorial order
the book of mormon narrative opens in old jerusalem during the
reign ofofzedekiahzedekiah with the minor prophet lehi preaching that the city
of the jews is about to be destroyed because of the wickedness of its
inhabitants the citizens respond by trying to kill lehi conse-
quentlyquent ly he flees with his family into the wilderness they do not
leave however without first receiving the promise of being guided
by god to another land of promise a land choice above all other
lands to establish another axis mundi

having abandoned their traditional though profaned sanctu-
ary lehisgehis company constructs a temporary axis in the wilderness
lehisgehis tent that lehi dwelt in a tent is mentioned fourteen times
in the desert narrative and appears at critical events in the historical
sequence after lehi reported his dream of the tree of life and
after nephi reported his vision of the promised land 1 ne 811 14
after lehisgehis sons acquired the hebrew scriptures from a corrupt reli-
gious leader in jerusalem and after additional refugees from jerusalem
joined lehisgehis company 1 ne 4 71 5 and on the occasion of essen-
tial observances of the mosaic law 1 ne 26 7 67 9 722 lehisgehis
tent thus secured contact with the heavens despite the nomadic ex-
istence of his following and allowed him and his people to continue
in confidence toward the promised land 14

the image of the center as a holy mountain was also established
early in and maintained throughout the book of mormon 15 in rela-
tion to the wilderness jerusalem was always up while the wilder-
ness in relation to tojerusalemjerusalem was either down or into 1 ne 3 7

passim once in the promised land the people always went S tupup P

to the temple and to the lands of our first inheritance jacob 221111

mosiah 118 21 11 72 4 207 281 293 alma 178 202
2420 2623 finally the elevated status of the kingdom of god
was emphasized in millennial imagery and ecstatic experiences such
as nephis vision of the promised land 1 ne 1121 177 16

the tent as an axis mundi in hebrew thought is explored briefly in R E clements god and temple
philadelphia portress press 1965 ppap 28 39

see wensinckWensinck navel of the earth ppap 1101 10

cf ether 3 2 ne 122 3 145 1818 2012 219
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in the nearly thousand year period that this civilization occupied
the promised land four successive centers were established lehi
nephi zarahemlaZarahemla and bountiful except for the land of lehi in
which lehisdehlsgehis tent served as the axis mundi a temple was established
at each center ritual officials were appointed to perform the pre-
scriptionsscriptions of the mosaic law with major observances such as renew-
al ceremonies 17 occurring at the temple important sermons were
also delivered to the community from the temple 2 ne 510 16
mosiah 25 jacob 2 5 3 ne 12 17

each succeeding center became more complex than the previous
lehisgehis tent constituted the axis in the land of lehi with the society
founded upon lehisgehis patriarchal authority in the land of nephi
kingship was instituted with nephi serving as the first king sub-
sequent kings were called second nephi third nephi and so on
jacob 111 18 the ultimate authority in the society at this time

rested with the prophet king although many urban functions ex-
isted in the land of nephi including commerce and redistribution
politics and defense ritual and residence the focus of the society
as judged from the narrative was the temple 19 even though the
nephite occupation of the land of nephi lasted from three to four
hundred years the narrative of this period consists almost entirely
of sermons and prophecies delivered from the temple or elaborations
of those sermons from scriptures or other prophecy 2 ne 6 10
jacob 2 6 2 ne 12 30 virtually none of the daily life of the peo-
ple during this period is reported 20

although cities existed in the land of nephi they were appar-
ently not the focus of the social order to the extent that they became
during the nearly two hundred years ofnephite history at zarahemlaZarahemla
the temple at zarahemlaZarahemla was important in the narrative but less so
than the capital city itself containing the headquarters of the major
social institutions church government and military reform move-
ments began at zarahemlaZarahemla missionary parties and settlement ex-
peditionspeditions departed from zarahemlaZarahemla alma 5511 hel 514 alma 177
omni 127 29 mosiah 9 in addition when the people of the

snibley7 nibley7nibley approach to the book ofofmormonmormon ppap 243 56

of nephis reluctance to become king 2 ne 518 see pustel de coulanges the ancient city
p 179

9thisathisthis does not imply that the ceremonial centers did not exercise secular functions as well but
raherrather these were subsumed into an allAaliail pervading religious context wheatley pivot ofodtherhetherke bourfourfoar
quarters p 225

2071therere was a poorly developed sense of public life in the earliest form of ceremonial centers and
opportunities for civic communalism were restricted virtually to limited participation in ceremonial festivals
and marketing excursions wheatley city as symbol p 21 this characteristic of course changed as
society evolved see wheatley pivot of the four quarters ppap 311 16 and austelfustel de coulanges the
ancient city ppap 224 343
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land were threatened by invasion they did gather together their
families and provisions unto one place to dwell in one land and
in one body at zarahemlaZarah emla the center of their lands to prepare
their defense 3 ne 3 4 by contrast zarahemlaZarahemla when weakened
by dissent and internal conflict jeopardized the security of the entire
kingdom alma 59 62

in one final example of centripetalcentripetalityity at zarahemlaZarahemla the nephite
society had been weakened by dissent and was left vulnerable to inva-
sion by the lamanitesLamanites who were led by a nephite dissenter the
lamanitesLamanites directly attacked and captured zarahemlaZarahemla this action
completely surprised the nephitesNephites for they had supposed that the
lamanitesLamanites durst not come into the heart of their lands to attack that
great city zarahemlaZarah emla not content with possessing the center of
the land the lamanitesLamanites took courage to go forth against all
the land nevertheless having plunged into the midst of
the nephitesNephites insomuch that they were in the power of the nephitesNephites
the lamanitesLamanites were surrounded by the nephite armies and held cap-
tive until they relinquished control of zarahemlaZarahemla at that time the
nephite leader released them and caused that the lamanitesLamanites
should depart out of the land in peace as if control of the capital
were the only object in the nephite counteroffensive hel 1

the importance of an urban identity for the nephitesNephites is further
seen in the cultural stereotype of their enemies the lamanitesLamanites the
nephitesNephites people of the land viewed those upon whom the curse
of the land had fallen as being

led by their evil nature that they became wild and ferocious and a
blood thirsty people full of idolatry and filthiness feeding upon beasts
of prey dwelling in tents and wandering about in the wilderness with a
short skin girdle about their loins and their heads shaven and their skill
was in the bow and in the cimeterdimetercimeter and the ax and many of them did
eat nothing save it was raw meat and they were continually seeking to
destroy us enos 120 21

the principal ecclesiastical mission to redeem the lamanitesLamanites
however found the opposite that a highly structured urban society
similar to that of the nephitesNephites had been established among the
lamanitesLamanites that love and faith existed among them often superior to
that of the nephitesNephites and that many accepted the word of god more
readily than many nephitesNephites had done alma 17 28 22

21seesee also 2 ne 5205 20 25 alma 171417 141514 15 222822 28 for the nephite self evaluation see I11 ne 182318 23 25
2 ne 575 7 19 enos 1211 21

21cfcf jacob 353 5 6 hel 616 1
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the city in the book of mormon was the unit of territorial con-
trol the generator of effective space 23 the capital city whether
nephi zarahemlaZarahemla or bountiful was with its temple the axis mundi
for all the land furthermore each subordinate city controlled its im-
mediate surroundings and residence throughout the land occurred
with the city dominating that part of the territory the polity
therefore consisted of a confederation of city states related to one
another through the supreme capital 24 in every case in the book of
mormon the city and the land it controlled have the same name and
are often considered equivalent mosiah 71 alma 533 in the
language of the book of mormon now it was the custom of the
people of nephi to call their lands and their cities and their villages
yea even all their small villages after the name of him who first
possessed them alma 87

the significance of the city for the nephitesNephites was manifest at
all levels of their society in times of peace and stability one of
the characteristic social activities was urban renewal or expansion
mosiah 2319 20 276 7 alma 5013 23 63 hel 3 4 3 ne 64 8

4 ne 7 9 morm 17 ether 104 on the other hand the prin-
ciple objectives of warfare were the defense or capture of cities al-
though the design of the nephitesNephites was to support their lands and
their houses and their wives and their children that they
might preserve their rights and their privileges yea and also their
liberty that they might worship god according to their desires
alma 439 25 the means for preserving their society was in defend-

ing their cities which was equivalent to controlling their lands and
assuring their welfare alma 5123 28 5613 15

whenever lamanitesLamanites captured nephite cities the capture was at-
tributedtributed to nephite wickedness and was successful only after intense
fighting and the loss of many lives and it came to pass that he
ammoronAmmoron the lamanite general did command that his people

should maintain those cities which they had taken by the shedding
of blood for they had not taken any cities save they had lost much
blood alma 524 26 at the loss of a major city the nephite
generals who were also considered prophets 3 ne 319 doubted
and marveled because of the wickedness of the people and this
because of the success of the lamanitesLamanites over them alma 5911 12 27

by contrast when the nephitesNephites were righteous they were able to

23 23wheatleywheatley pivot ofodtherhethe four quarters ppap 386 99
21 ibid21ibid p 398
25cfcf alma 4330
26cecf alma 5613
27cfcf alma 57
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defend their cities without difficulty alma 48 50 3 ne 3 4 and
were able to retake lost cities by strategemstratagemstrategem without losing any lives as
if to reassert their divine right to possess the land alma 5219
5630 57 573 12 581 28 6222 26

at times extreme wickedness among the people of the land
produced natural catastrophe and in such cases the principal unit of
destruction was the city as well as the territory it controlled

behold the whole face of the land was changed because of the
tempest and the whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds and the thunderingsthunderings and the lightnings
and the exceeding great quaking of the whole earth

and many great and notable cities were sunk and many were
burned and many were shaken till the buildings thereof had fallen to
the earth and the inhabitants thereof were slain and the places were
left desolate

and there were some cities which remained but the damage
thereof was exceeding great and there were many of them who were
slain 3 ne 812 15 28211

the final demise of the nephitesNephites came when their wickedness
prevented their establishing an axis mundi anywhere in the promised
land when there was one complete revolution throughout the face
of the land morm 28 and the lamanitesLamanites were about to over-
throw the land morm 423 As a result the nephitesNephites were scat-
tered and driven from their homes and lands and it came to pass
that whatsoever lands we the nephitesNephites had passed by and the in-
habitants thereof were not gathered in were destroyed by the
lamanitesLamanites and their towns and villages and cities were burned with
fire morm 55 without the moral order necessary to establish an
adsaxis mundi the nephitesNephites were driven out of the land of promise into
the land called desolation and were there completely destroyed by
the lamanitesLamanites

in short nephite society exemplifies the quality ofcentripetalityofcentripetalltycentripetal ity
in its settlement processes ritual patterns political organization
warfare and cultural stereotypes the ideal of a centralized urban
society founded on the moral force of religion pervades the book of
mormon narrative in its general as well as specific features the book
of mormon abundantly manifests this characteristic of ancient cere-
monial centers

cardinality IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

an awareness of the principle of cardinality is also fundamental
to a thorough understanding of the book of mormon for example

21cfcf 3 ne 8 9
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settlement expansion was seen to radiate from the center along the
cardinal compass directions

and there began to be much peace again in the land and the peo-
ple began to be very numerous and began to scatter abroad upon the
face of the earth yea on the north and on the south on the east and on
the west building large cities and villages in all quarters of the land
mosiah 276

dividing the land into quarters for defense purposes was also
practiced by the nephitesNephites the war narrative suggests that defending
the four quarters of the land was the responsibility of four nephite
generals although the record reports the activities of only three
teancumTeancum helaman and moroni alma 43 48 passim

in addition the north south axis possessed sacred meaning for the
nephitesNephites wiwithth regard to general topography south was sacred and
north was profane 29 each succeeding relocation of the axis mundi
required because the existing one had degenerated was north of the
preceding center and each successive dislocation of the axis was in-
creasinglycreasingly destructive to the moral structure ofnephite society 30 the
complete destruction of the people of the land occurred in the
northernmost section desolation being the place of annihilation
of the thejareditesjareditcs as well as lying beyond the boundaries of the prom-
ised land alma 22 ether 76 alma 4617 thus the people of
the land were destroyed when their wickedness prevented them
from remaining in the land 31

the north south opposition in the topography of the promised
land also existed on other levels the most general level of this op-
position was between the promised land and desolation the prom-
ised land however was divided between the land of lehi nephi

the land of our first inheritance and the land of mulek mulek in
turn was divided into the land ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia and the land of bounti-
ful which bordered the land of desolation hel 610 3 ne 323
with each paired territory the southernmost land that is the prom-
ised land nephi lehi and zarahemlaZarahemla was the preferred residence
for the people of the land while residence there was possible in
each case destruction of the axis mundi carried the people to a less

19forfor evidence of south as a sacred direction in nonwesternnon western cultures see robert hertz leathanddeathandDeatdeathhanyhandand the
right hand trans rodney and claudia needham glencoe ill111111.lillii the free press 1960 ppap 110- 1111011lloil see
alsaisalsoaiso ojohnjohn L sorenson an ancient american setting for the book of mormon chap 1 ppap 333733 37

31seesee daniel H ludlow A companion to your study odtheoftheof fhethe book ofmormonof mormon salt lakelike city deseret
book 1976 p 383 for a hypothetical geography of the book of mormon confirming these territorial rela-
tionshipstionships

compare this to the biblical injunction ye shall therefore keep all my gods statutes and all
my judgments and do them that the land whither I1 bring you to dwell therein sauespue you not out
lev 2022
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auspicious land to the north east and west have no corresponding
significance in the book of mormon

although the book of mormon contains no information regard-
ing settlement location evidence of cardinality appears at the more
general levels of spatial organization to a degree that leaves no doubt
of its significance for the societies in the book of mormon

inductance IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

inductance is the most inclusive characteristic of cosmic urban
symbolism in the book of mormon the moral foundation of the ter-
ritorialritorial order permeated the social order was binding upon all who
occupied the land and was considered to be an eternal condition of
residence in the promised land

and the lord had sworn in his wrath that whosochoso
should possess this land of promise from that time henceforth and
forever should serve him the true and only god or they should
be swept off when the fulnessfalness of his wrath should come upon them
ether 27 9 32

the basis of this moral order was a covenant inasmuch as ye
shall keep my gods commandments ye shall prosper in the land
but inasmuch as ye will not keep my commandments ye shall be cut
off from my presence 2 ne 120 thus possessing the land of
promise was equivalent to living in the presence of god and being his
chosen people this covenant is repeated many times throughout the
book of mormon and often at critical points in the narrative to jus-
tify the killing of a jewish religious leader and theft of the hebrew
scriptures 1 ne 4 to justify the divine curse which came upon the
lamanitesLamanites 2 ne 520 25 to focus the final blessing of the patriarch
lehi to his posterity 2 ne 1 4 to give the succession of ritual office
and the inheritance of sacred objects its proper moment alma 36 38
to rally the nephitesNephites in defense against the invasion of lamanitesLamanites
alma 45 48 and to explain both the inability of the nephitesNephites to re-

tain their homelandshomelands and the destruction ofofthejareditethe jareditejaredineJaredite predecessors
of the nephitesNephites in the promised land jarom 19 10 omni 15 12

ether 28 9 in short the conditions of the covenant with the land
provided the framework for interpreting a wide variety of events
many of which were of principal importance in the book of mormon

another indication of the significance of this covenant is the fre-
quency with which the terms land or lands appear these words

31cfcf ether 920
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are used 1361 times in the narrative with only three other nouns
appearing more often god 1681 lord 1578 and people
1774 33 the nephite covenant integrated the concepts of god

land and people into the foundation of the nephite social order
which was theocentric in ideology authority institutional arrange-
ment and metaphysics 34 the leaders of the nephite society whether
patriarch king priest judge or general claimed legitimacy through
contact with deity 1 ne 222222 mosiah 221111 2299 3 ne 319 they
in turn prescribed the means whereby their followers could retain
an identity as gods people jacob 2 6 mosiah 2 5 3 ne 12 16
4 ne 17 all social and civic functions were expressions of an all
pervasive religious foundation for the society 35 even the insistence
upon their own existence and the existence of the universe was founded
upon the assertion but there is a god 2 ne 211 16 116ilg11 6 7 36

furthermore for them the ideal social order was communitarian and
egalitarian

and it came to pass in the thirty and sixth year the people were all
converted unto the lord upon all the face of the land both nephitesNephites
and lamanitesLamanites and there werewere no contentions and disputationsdisputatious among
them and every man did deal justly one with another

and they had all things common among them therefore there were
not rich and poor bond and free but they were all made free and par
takers of the heavenly gift 4 ne 2 3 37

efforts were continually made by nephite religious leaders to
minimize the aristocratic tendencies of a theocratic society 38311381 by con-
trast the social order was destroyed when distinctions of wealth and
power emerged

33rR gary shapiro comp an exhaustive concordance odtheoftheof rhethe bookofAodaofofaformonformonmormon doctrine and covenants
and pearl of great price salt lake city hawkes publishing co 1977

31the34 the connection between yahweh israel the land sinai the temple isis primordial it isis grounded inin
a necessity of the divine purpose and isis therefore inseverable W D davies the gospel and the land
early christianity andjewishand jewish territorial doctrine berkeley and los angeles university of california press

1974 p 57 see also gerhard von rad the problem odtheoftheof the hexateuch and other essays trans E W
trueman dicken edinburgh oliver and boyd 1966 ppap 79 93

see alma 43943459 9

31seesee also alma 3044504430 44

31socially3731 socially these ceremonial citiescities were composed of relatively undifferentiated groups that tended to
exhibit relative similarity all individuals were subsumed within a unitary moral system which was
expressed through laws of a primary penal and repressive character wheatley city as symbol p 21

31seesee mosiah 2 in the earlier phases of their development the polities conceived on the basis of this
model were predominantly patrimonial inin character that isis state and court administration were largely coincicouncicoinci-
dent so that government was essentially an extension to political subjects of the rulers patriarchal control over
his extended family derivative features included the lcgitimizationlegitimization of the rulers authority inin terms of the
subjects welfare the conception of administrative duties as personal servicesservices stemming from sentimentssentiments of
obedience and respect and a tendency to transform questions of law and adjudication intointo problems of
administration wheatley the suspended pelt p 59
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theretjhere began to be some disputings among the people and some were
lifted up unto pride and boastings because of their exceeding great
riches yea even unto great persecutions

for there were many merchants in the land and also many lawyers
and many officers

and the people began to be distinguiseddistinguisheddistinguised by ranks according to
their riches and their chances for learning yea some were ignorant
because of their poverty and others did receive great learning because
of their riches and thus there became a great inequality in
all the land insomuch that the church began to be broken up
now the cause of this iniquity of the people was this satan had great
power unto the stirring up of the people to do all manner of iniquity
and to the puffing them up with pride tempting them to seek for
power and authority and riches and the vain things of the world
ane3ne3 ne 610 15153939

the moral order of the territorial and social environments was a
direct reflection of how well the covenant was kept through the
peoples strict adherence to christs teachings and their ability to con-
vert the people upon all the face of the land they were able
to maintain a utopian existence for nearly two hundred years follow-
ing the visit of the resurrected christ among them on the other
hand the periodic necessity to relocate the axis mundi as well as the
ultimate inability of the people to establish an effective center
resulted from their breaking the covenant with the land 4 ne 2

2 ne 51 8 omni 1 13 3 ne 8 10 thus notions of order and
wellbeingwell being in the book of mormon are intricately connected to the
communal covenant with god the sign ofwhich is the promised land

in addition to its effect upon the social order the covenant with
the land influenced the historical consciousness of the nephitesNephites
the model for historical interpretation in the book of mormon is

nephis vision of the promised land and its subsequent expansion
1 ne 11 14 2 ne 25 30 in the first place nephis vision places

the concept of salvation introduced in lehisgehis dream of the tree of
life into a historical and universal context nephi received the vi-
sion in response to his desire to know the things that my father had
seen the vision focuses on the salvation of jews and gentiles
the two main divisions of the human family in the book of mormon
rather than on the individual members of lehisgehis family as

39 the causes of its destruction may be reduced to two one was the change which took place in the
course of time in ideas which in effacing ancient beliefs at the same time caused the social edifice to
crumble which these beliefs had built and could alone sustain the other was a class of men who found
themselves placed outside this city organization and who suffered from it these men had an interest in
destroying it and made war upon it continually austelpustelfustel de coulanges the ancient city p 224 the book
of mormon emphasizes the second cause of the secularization see orson scott card dissent and treason
the ensign 7 september 1977 52 58
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in the dream according to the vision the covenant with the land
would be gods modus operandi of both the salvation of the righ-
teous and the destruction of the wicked furthermore the land
choice above all other lands would provide the foundation for
christs millennial kingdom nephis expanded version of these
events developed the role of the book of mormon the ancient his-
tory of the covenant with the land in realizing gods promises of
salvation 1 ne 111 141 5 2 ne 27 29

secondly the events foretold in the vision and subsequently re-
ported in mormonscormonsMormons abridgment of the nephite records are identical
in sequence and relative importance nephis vision and mormonscormonsMormons
history each give considerable emphasis to christs three day mission
to the land of promise 1 ne 121211 10 2 ne 261 9 53 ne 8 28 by
contrast they show almost no interest in the three generations of
righteousness following christs visit 1 ne 11111111 12 2 ne 269
4 ne 1 20 finally the destruction of the civilization of the book of
mormon is given increased attention in both accounts 1 ne 1213 23
2 ne 2610 11 4 ne 20 morm 622 in short mormon used
nephis vision as a model of interpreting historical events which had
been foreseen in the vision

thirdly the events of the vision including those to occur after
the close of the nephite record namely the gentile occupation of
the promised land the reappearance of the nephite record in the last
days the destruction of the gentile kingdoms the restoration of the
covenant people to their lands of promise and the advent of the
millennium constituted the prophetic tradition of the nephitesNephites

1 ne 1314 2 ne 27 30 each of the events was amply foretold by
nephite prophets conversely that condition which is virtually omit-
ted from nephis vision the utopia following christs visit is like-
wise ignored by nephite prophets only the resurrection of the dead
and the last judgment were foretold by nephite prophets but were
not contained in nephis vision the last judgment however was
part of nephis expanded vision of the promised land given at the
end of his life 2 ne 2911 13 3010 18 in short nephis vision
of the promised land became the pattern of historical consciousness
and prophetic expectation for the people of the book of mormon

eschatology in the book of mormon is strongly affected by the
covenant with the land the gathering the means of realizing the
social and territorial ideals of the nephitesNephites was expressed as the pro-
cess of assembling the covenant people from the four parts of the
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earth to the lands of their inheritance 2 ne 107 8 40 if
repetition is an indication of emphasis one of the strongest messages
of christ to the nephitesNephites was that this is the land of your inheri-
tance and the father hath given it unto you ane3ne3 ne 1513 41 christ
also informed the nephitesNephites that the restoration of the covenant peo-
ple to the lands of their inheritance was the only covenant which the
father had yet to fulfill prior to the millennium 53 ne 15 16 20
the promised land during the millennium would be secured and
ordered by a new axis mundi the new jerusalem to be built by a
coalition ofjews and gentiles constituting all the righteous inhabit-
ants of the promised land in the last days

and they the gentiles shall assist my people the remnant of
jacob and also as many of the house of israel as shall come that they
may build a city which shall be called the new jerusalem

and then shall the power of heaven come down among them and I1

christ also will be in the midst 3 ne 2123 25 42

failure to establish an urbanized society according to the divine pat-
ternteintern would result in a curse upon the land and its people prepare
slaughter for his the evildoers children for the iniquities of their
fathers that they do not rise nor possess the land nor fill the face of
the world with cities 2 ne 2421 43 in addition christ promised
the nephitesNephites that the father would cut off the cities of the land
of the wicked gentiles and throw down all their strongholdsstrongholds

3 ne 2114 2211

conclusion

As can be seen cosmic urban symbolism affects every aspect of
society and culture in the book of mormon from the universal to the
mundane from the immediate to the eternal it provides a broadly
based and compelling connection between the book of mormon and
civilizations of the ancient world A final assessment of this enigma
in american religious history must explain the ability of the book of
mormon not only to relate to specific historical contexts but also to
bridge great gaps of time and space in the human experience

40seesee also 1 ne 181518 15 16 222522 25 3 ne 5245 24 26 16516 5 ether 131113 11

41cfcf 3 ne 161616 16 20 201420 14 29 212221 22
4 see 2 ne 30230502 2 for an explanation of the gentiles relation to the covenant
4 cf isa 142114 21
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the historians corner

edited by ronald W walker

this issue of the historians corner deals with three familiar
and recurring themes in the history of the church the missouri
redress petitions the code names in the doctrine and covenants and
martin harriss testimony but with new information and or docu-
ments for each one

the missouri persecutions are a traditional staple of mormon
historiography in preparation for a forthcoming book clarkdarkoark V
johnson studied over eight hundred petitions written by mormonscormons
seeking redress from their missouri experience dr johnson who is
an associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university submits one of the most graphic of these redress
petitions for publication in BYU studies written by isaac leany it
describes in firsthand detail the turmoil of the times including the
culminating disaster at hauns mill

for over one hundred years the code names found in the doc-
trine and covenants have piqued interest who were the church
leaders whose identities were masked by these pseudonyms slowly
the process of discovery has taken place each of the major editions
of the doctrine and covenants since 1876 has included additional
names with the recent 1981 edition revealing the identities behind
all the code names but four now david J whittaker university
archivist at brigham young university and book review editor for
BYU studies may have written the final chapter to the question
working from a recently discovered listing written by W W phelps
whittaker seems to have solved the enigma of even the last four
uncertain identities in addition whittaker places the entire ques-
tion within its context and historical setting

our final selection testifies that there s still gold in them
thar hills important historical documents awaiting discovery for
collectors and institutions with the penchant to seek them out mor-
mon memorabilia collector brent ashworth shares a recently found
martin harris letter written late in harris s life reaffirming his
witness to the book of mormon and the restoration
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in my inaugural as editor of the corner I1 want to acknowl-
edge warmly a debt to dr james B alienallenailen who for so many years
edited this section so well moreover I1 wish to renew the long-
standing invitation for readers to submit documents short articles
notices of events and other historical potpourri for consideration for
publication in the historians corner

MISSOURI persecutions THE PETITION OF ISAAC LEANY

clarkdarkoark V johnson

As an outgrowth of the mormon war in missouri joseph smith
spent the winter of 1838 39 confined in the jail at liberty missouri
while there he asked the saints to prepare affidavits to secure redress
from the federal government for their losses caused by their recent
maltreatment at the hands ofmobocratsofmobocrats 1 beginning in december
1839 the mormonscormons commenced recording these missouri experiences
and swearing to their authenticity before civil authorities in two coun-
ties in iowa and ten counties in illinois 2 these officials were justices
of the peace clerks of the circuit court and notary publics who pos-
sessed the seals of their respective offices the mormonscormons presented
these legal documents to the federal government on at least three dif-
ferent occasionsoccasions inin a concerted attempt to obtain reparation for their
sufferings in missouri

presently researchers have discovered 823 petitions signed by 683
petitionerspetitioners there are 223 petitions located in the national archives
571 in the library archives of the historical department of the
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 50 in thejournalthe journal history
of the church and 44 published in the history of the church
among the petitions in the national archives and the LDS church
archives are several documents that are not really petitions but are
letters of explanation inquiry intent and reference also approxi-
mately 190 people wrote two or more petitions and there are 48
duplicates most of these are found among the 44 printed in the
history odtheoftheof rhethe church the originals being housed in the LDS church

clark V johnson is an associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young university
joseph smith received three revelations during his internment at liberty missouri these revelations are

published in the doctrine and covenants as section 121 dated 20 march 1839 and sections 122 and 123
dated march 1839 in section 1231125141251123144 the lord instructed joseph to have the saints record all their grievances
against missouri to organize a committee and to present the information to the government doctrine and
covenants salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 19811981.19811.11liii

secscesecsee missouri petitions national archives and LDS church archives
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archives the fact that some are duplicated and that some are not
even petitions accounts for the discrepancy between the number of
documents and the petitions

the document presented here appears to have been signed by
isaac leany3 on 20 april 1838 at quincy illinois although it was not
notarized the document was sent to washington DC describing
the events in missouri from the gallatin election fracas on 6 august
1838 to the LDS expulsion from missouri it focuses on the 30 october
1838 attack at hauns mill in which leany was shot four times
through the body it also lists the names of 21 of the mobbersrobbersmob bers 15

of the men and boys killed at hauns mill and 13 of those wounded
during the massacre

this document clearly exhibits the handwriting of more than one
individual suggesting that laney dictated part or perhaps all of the
statement for one of the scribes it is not clear whether the Ss are
intended to be capitalized for the sake of consistency I1 have
rendered all of these in the lower case except at the beginning of
clauses and proper nouns in all other instances I1 have attempted to
preserve the original spelling and punctuation including insertions
and deletions

concerning his inadequacy in composing the petition laney
said 1 I shall endeavor according to the best of my understanding
to give full satisfaction but I1 am unlurnedunturned & you must excuse my
awkerdness & watch for my meaning & not for my imperfections

it is well known that there has bin a great difficulty existing between the misouriensMisouriens
& the people called mormonscormonsMormons and I1 am well aware that there is many false reports
respecting the matter now in circulation I1 shall ffnowenownow endeavor to become clear of
all prejudice & give to the community a fare account of the barbarous slaughter that
taken place on the loth30 day ofofoctoct 1838 at hawnscawns mille on shoal creek I1 was an eye
witness to the murder that was thare commitedcommitcommuteded I1 was one that escaped being
murdered or wounded but it was through difficultysdifficultys thare was but three or four
besides myself that stood to see the result of the matter that escaped being killed or
wounded in order erderordererdeeeder to set forth the matter to the satisfaction of the inquireinginquireing

what
mind I1 must first show x gave rise to so horrid a scene firstly it was a jealous notion
in the misouriensMisouriens that the mormonscormons had some eavleael disinecisine in gaetheringgaethering themselves
together secondly they thought that the mormonscormons would be apt to all vote the same

31saacisaac leany also spelled laney was born in simpson county kentucky 19 december 1815 and died
31 october 1873 at salt lake city frank esshom pioneers andandprominentmenandprominentProminent men ofutahof ufahutah salt lake city utah
pioneers book publishing co 1913 ppap 95 995
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ticket and many other other notions that ware false & groundless and when the elec-
tion came round the some of the misouriensMisouriens pubpublicldypublicklylickly declared that the mormonscormons
should not be entitled to a vote for they was not entitled to a vote in jackson county
& they should not be thare this was in daviess county the mormonscormons contended that
they ware a free people that they supported the govermentgovernmentgoverment & was in subjectionssubsectionssubjections to
the laws of there country & that they had an equal right to vote this soon bread a
contention between the too partysbartys & soon come to blows it is well known that the
misouriensMisouriens was the agressersagressers that they first began to ensultenault and also first began to
strike with unlawful weapons the misouriensMisouriens soon got tearedtyared of there fun for the
mormonscormons proved too jolly for them as soon as the fray was over and the mormonscormons
left the ground without voteing in order to keep down further desturbancedisturbancedesturbance this
was at gallington the county seat of davessdagess county the news soon came to far
west caldwell county that there had bin a fray in gallington with the mormonscormons &
misouriensmisouriens & that too of the mormonscormons was killed & also that the misouriensMisouriens would
not suffer the mormonscormons to bary there dead this raised a considerable exitementexilementexitement with
the mormonscormons & about onehundredhundredone men went from fare west to gallington to see
about what was going on & to barry the dead and to see if they could not settle
the feersebeerse they found that the report was false about there being any killed the
mormonscormons then endeavored to settle the matter without any further desturbancedisturbancedesturbance they
went to adam black a justice of the peace & ast him if he was willing to stop the fuss
and a all live together in peace he said he was they then ast him to sign his name to
an article that they had drawn to that affect & he refused they had heard that he had
swore that he would raise a company against them & that they should not be allowed
to live in peace amongst them so the mormonscormons pressed on black to sign his name to
the article which was equally as binding on themselves as it was on black or the
misouriensMisouriens hehesthesehebettst refused to sign there paper but said that he would right one
him self & sign it he acordinglyaccordingly done so and both partysbartyspar tys signed the article

it is commonly reported that joseph smyth lead this company to davessdagess county this
report is false it is true he went along but not as a leader he went along in order to use
his enfluence to keep down further difficultysdifficultys but the misouriensMisouriens determed to not
be at peace with the mormonscormons they voisednoised it a broad that smyth had brought a great
company of men & had compelled squier black to sign his name to a certin paper
makeingmareing out that there was something dreadfulldreadfullydreadfull therein contained
now my friend the truth was but little regarded by the misouriensMisouriens but any thing was
said & done to raise an excitement against the mormonscormonsmormons ther were many things that
transpired which I1 shalnotschalnot mention because I1 expect to be breafbreafinin my account &
only mention the leadeingleadeing itemsitems & heads of things that transpired
we will next notice the scrape that taken place at dewit the mormonscormons purchassedpurchassed a
town plot in carroll county at the mouth of grand river 65 miles east of far west &
had made a considerable progress in improveingimproveing the place the citizens of caroll
became displease to see the great emigration from the east to that place so they rose

to
up in open rebellion against the laws of the land & under took x mob the mormonscormons
from ther homes & from there land the mormonscormons was desirous to have the matter
farely envestegated & the dificultydifficulty settled without the shedin of blood they sent a
request to ketsville chariton county desireingdesireing them to come and see wheraher the rong

misouriensMisouriens
laid they used many efforts to settle the matter but all in vain the ifideeiphefindecipherablea
guetheredguethered and made there threts until at lenth the militia was called out but before
this the too party had a little engagement or rather the scoutersshoutersscouters of these too partysbartys
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got engaged & some blood was shed & some lives was lost so the militia came and
placed them selvsdelvs between the too partysbartyspartys jeneral parks was commander the business
of the militia was to enquire into the cause to remove the difficulty & put down
unlawfullunlawfullyunlawfull conduct the fact was easy asertainedascertained that the misouriensMisouriens was in faltfait that
they reguardless of laws had emboddyed themselves to drive the inocent from there
homes the militia new that the misouriensMisouriens had taken an unlawful step but being
filled with the same spirretshirret even the spirrit of mobocracy they was not as ready totototetometo teto
go to work as perhaps they would have bin had they might of found the mormonscormons
the ones to go to work upponappon and instidwinstid of going to work & dispurseing the mob &
putingbuting down such conduckcondack the jeneral came to the mormonscormons see the indecipherable
& toldingtoldiagbolding them that he could not do any thing for them that it was out of his power
to help them that he told for said he if they should get in an engagement that the
greater part of his men would fight against them & that he should be under the
necesitynecessitynecesity of withdrawing his men amediately to keep them from joining the mob this
was q quitetquitetruite encourageingencourage ing to the mob to see the militia as they was calid so ready to
join them so the mob increased in number verry fast biding defyancedefrancedefyance to the law
regardless of republickenism trampleingtramp leing on the libertys our fathers i9 so dearly
baught as soon as the mob thaught there number sufficingsufficintsufficint for the mormonscormons they
sent the mormonscormons word that if they was not gone by such a time which was verry short
that they would come upon them & masacreemasacree them the time rolled round and the
mormonscormons was not gone the mob them sot an other ti time which was verry short for
them to be gone in the mormonscormons saw that perhaps there was ten to one & that they

e
could not stay in peace & that if they undertook to stay the r suitsult would would be
evil that there was over indecipherable ly a band of lawless mobs that the result

on
would be in the shedingscheding of blood accordingly the the time rolled x andd the mob
came against them & the mormonscormons under took to compermisecompermise the matter witthditth the
the conditions of the compermisecompermise was to that the mormonscormons should all be gone in
the space of twelve hours with there familys & by complying with these conditions
they would not come against them nor molest them any more the mob agreede to pay
them for there land which they never done the mormonscormons bundled up & left there in
the twelve hours being compelled to leave a great deal of there property not being
able in so short a time to get teams & to guether there stock there was one poore
woman that was some what afflicted being exposed in moveingmoreing died by the way the
mob being overjoyedover joyed in the success that they had in driveingiveingdr the mormonscormons the great
victory they had gained in driveing these deluded imimpostorsposters & false teachers as they
called them that they guetheredguethered themselves toguetherguetherto to speak of the noble deed
that they had done it was a joyful time with them in deed not realizeingrealize ing the scandle
& disgrace that they had brought upon themselves & there country & not realizeinrealizein
that these people had as good a right to by land & settle on it anin & worship god as
they pleased so far as they did not enfringe on others rights so some of them not
recolectingrecollecting ther name at presant made an a speech on the subject & said we have
gained the victory we have succeeded in driveing the mormonscormons from this place now
the land is just comeing in market in daviess county & they will go & settle thare &

a hoalt it
enter the land & get such x thare that it x will be imposibleimpossibleimposible to get them out from
there & now is our time to stop them so let us take the cannon and follow them
before they get too strong a holt thare we have helped you drive them from here now
come on boys & help us to drive them from daviess or they will take the country in a
short time so they gueuthered up the canon & all the force that they could & went
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on to daviess & located themselves at mill port they took too of the mormonscormons prisonersprisnersprisners
company

as they went this indecipherablefindeeipheiabielwas was headed by lawyers & priests there was sashelaashel
woods a notiblenotable prysbytterian prieast that was a head leader amongst them this man
who professes to be a follower of christ & one that calls on sinners to repent just see
what a sample he has given to the world & his followers I1 shall more fully treat on the
conduct of this man hereafter now my friend you know that it is commonly reported
that the mormonscormons is altogether in faitfalt I1 would have you to clear your self of prejudice
& notice how the mormonscormons hav bin treated for these thing is true and this is the way

mjctiplierablcfindeciphembfei was treated you

that they indecipherable need not suppose that because I1 am a mormon that I1 have
not told the truth about the matter & now my reader this is not all the ill treatment
that we the mormonscormons have reservedreseavedreseaved I1 did not expect when I1 commenced wrighting
to have wrote so much on the subject but seeing that I1 could not gave full satisfaction

first
without x showing the leading cause I1 only expected to wright a few things but see-
ing that a few things will not tell the story I1 shall endeavor according to the best of my
to give full satisfaction my

understanding x but I1 am unlurnedunturned & you must excuse x awkerdness & watch for my
meaning & not for my imperfections for I1 wright this in order that the world may
know the truth of what has taken place in these our ddayaldaysamdaysdays

indecipherable there is one thing that I1 forgot to mention which transpired before
the f mob made there attempt to drive the mormonscormons from dewit that is concern

ty
ing the threats & attempt the mob made on daviess coun there was about three or
four hundred mob came to davis county & went to driveing off the mormonscormons cattle
& hogs & took beegums wagons and many other articles & threatened to masacremassacre
them if they did not leave the county the militia was called out & the mob was
dispersed they then went imediatelyimmediately to dewit and as I1 stated before that the
mormonscormons sent to kietsvilleKietsville chariton county to get them to come and investegateinvestigate the
matter they also sent to the govenor & the govenorsgovernorsgovenors orders was to them you have got
your selves in to difficultysdifficultys & I1 cannot help you you will have to fight your own
battle & help your selves so we see that the govenor was not ready to hear the cryescayes of
the inocent but was ready to see the mob plunder & steal & enfringe on the rights of
the a people whooschoos charectorscharectors have bin empeachedimpeachedempeached & misrepresented to the world it
is well known that this same governor was a mob carrector in the jackson county

tys
fuss there was men here from plattsburgplattsburg & from daviess & from the different coun x
round about & they were all engaged in the driveing the mormonscormons from dewit carroll
county & this is why they could say to the carroll boys we have helped you now come
& help us now my fellow travlorstravlors to eternity I1 have no dout but you have heared
the matter in quite a different light but I1 expect to stand before the bare of an im

god
partial x even the bar of the god of abraham isaac & jacob&jacob thare to give an account
for the deeds done in the boddy aridand realizeingrealize ing this I1 can clearly & boldly say that
this is the way the mormonscormons has bin treated yea & if this was the worst I1 should have
but little grounds for complaining to what I1 have & it is becusebecause of the religion which
they hold too that they are so persecuted the laws of the land guarenteguarenteesguaranteeses to everymanevery man
to worship god according to the dictates of there own concienceconscienceconci ence so far as they do not
in fringe on other mens rights & if the mormonscormons has in from on any ones rights why
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not take them to the law & punish them according to the crime commitedcommitcommuteded & if they
have stoid or robed or murdered punish them & let the inocent go clear but instidwinstid

of this the laws of the land was laid down & mob laws ruled & this kind of law wants
neither judge nor jewry but all that the mob laws of misourie required was to
suspisoion a man to be a mormon & then a pile of black hickryshickeys & this law was put
in force against a great many of the mormonscormons & some that was not mormonscormonsmormons on
suspitionsuspicion fared the same fate many of the mormonscormons was couelycruely whipedwhiled there houses
burned & there property stoid & had to put up with many vexationsvexatious which I1 shall
more fully treat on hereafter
As I1 before stated the mob guetheredguethered there force & there canon and went to mill port
& there began to prepare to make an attactattach on the mormonscormons in daviess they increased
in number verry fast they had generallyjenerallyjene rally called the mormonscormons cowards because they

b
would suffer themselves imposed upon & abused without resenting now the mo was
collecting daylybayly at millportmillpostmillport & makeingmareing prepareaitionprepare aition to burn rob murder & drivdaiv the

ss
mormonscormons from davie whilst the mob was preparing themselves with guns there was a
circumstance took place which puts me in mind of an old story which I1 have often
heard told upon the mormonscormonsmormons when the mormonscormons of mormonscormons was in jackson
county it was reported that they had a large stone fort & that the mormonscormons was take
ing to it a wagon load of coffins which they said was to bury there dead in & the
wagon broke down & the coffins bursted open & they were filled with guns which
they was takeingtakping & burrhurryingying in there forts & in this way there guns was discovered
this report was false but this circumstanccircumstance which was similar was true one of the mob
by the name of john comer was takeingtakping a his wagon load of guns to millportmillpostmillport and
his wagon broke down & he took out his guns which was in boxes instedansted of coffins &
drug them into a thicket & hid them & went to get assistance about fixing his waggon
& whilst he was gone some of the mormonscormons discovered his loading & it being in
there settlement got a company of mormonscormons to watch the wagon & guns until ther
owner should come & see what was there calculation at length there came too men
john comer and a nether man with him the mormonscormons informed them that they had
found a wagon & some boxes of guns out in the thicket close by & that they wanted
to get them to hall them to farewestFarewest for them these men discovered that the
mormonscormons was inin earnest they accordingly obeyed there request the mormonscormons kept

I1

these men & guns a few days untin the jineraeinera came with the militia & they gave up
the guns & prisoners to them there was 44 united states yawgurs there was many
that taken place from time to time which 1I ildshilshiilid144I1 shall not mention but leave it for

was
them to set forth who are more capable & who afeare eye witnesseswitnesses to the outrages that
has bin committed

I1 shall now precdeprecede to give an account of the bloody butchery that taken place at a
tthh

blacksmyblacksmy shop at hawnscawns mille on shoal creek on the 30t30thh day of oct .1838183818381858 the
mob party increased fromgrom time to time & committed outrages after outrages until at
lenthtenth the mormonscormons not willing to bare it no longer they said to the jeneral what must
they do was they not to have no protection must they stand and see there property
stolen there familys abused there houses burned there cattle drove off & nothing to
be done for them then jeneral donathan said to them go & defend your selves &
drive the mob from daviess county drive them to hell breathing out an oath against
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them the mormonscormons then went out supposing that they was legalyfegaly ortherized & find-
ing that the mob had burned six or seven of there houses & was carving on at a great
hand stealing & driveing off there stoc so the mormonscormons went to work determined to
rout them or dy in the attempt they soon got the mob in the notion of f leaveingleaveningleaveing
daviess county so a a great portion of them fled in to livingston a joining county &
told that the mormonscormons was burning there houses steeling & plundering & it was soon

that
blown to the four winds that the mormonscormons was doing every thing x was bad now the
citzenscithenscitzens of livingston & the mob that had left daviess began to steel cattle from the
mormonscormons that lived in the neighbourhoodneighbourhood of hawnscawns mille & also to go threw the
neighbourhoodneighbourhood & take there guns from them they came twice & drove off cattle &
an other time they came & took several guns they also as we heard said that they
would burn our mill down & we new that they was not too good to do it & nowingbowing
that it was our only chance to get on going for we dare not to go to there milles so
about thirty of us went to guard them from burning it down & while we was guarding
the mill we held a council to now what plan we should fall upon to accomplish a trea-
ty or to come on some conditions of peace it was voted that a letter should be written
& sent to them imediatelyimmediately desireingdesireing thtit to know what there determinations was for

t
they had imboddyed themselves several days before we had & we hearedheated thaeyteaey was
comeing on us we had appointed to take them the letter & just before he started
they came a mesagedesage from them desireingdesireing too or three of our leading men to go &

meet the too or three of there leading men & see if they compermisecompermise the matter this
was the verry thing that we wanted so in the presancecresancepresance of there mesinger we elected
thre men to go compermisecomper mise with them we also in the presancecresancepresance of there mesinger
unanimously J agreed to abide the treaty that our men should make with them our
thre men then started fourth with to the place that they desired them to come to &
thare they met with twelve or fourteen armed men so the too partysbartys began to
counsel the matter & soon found that the difficulty that was between them was easy
removed that it was in consequence of false reports that had igit occasioned them to
guether themselves to guether they had heared that the mormonscormons intended to come
& burn dow there houses they settled the difficulty without mutch trouble the
misouriensMisouriens was not willing to countunancecountenance such conduct as this steeling party was gil
ty of nor be called of that party so they would not associaiat with them but agreed to
use there fluenceenfluenceinfluenceen to get them to come & compermisecompermise with us also & we was useingussing
every effort that lay in our power to get on peasiblefeasiblepeasible terms with them when we
thought that we had got the difficultysdifficultys settled with the greater part of them & was
likely to suceede in getinggating it
about the time that the church commenced moving from the state there was a
committe appointed to receive donations in cash & property and put into waggansdaggans
teems & for the purpose of removeingRemoveing the poor they had bin very buspybusylybumpy employed
for about two months & had got the poor all away except between thirty & forty
families & arrangements going on as fast as they could be entered into when out came
from davise county a company of men armed with win bouman at their head came
into far west and there told their buisnessguisnessbuis ness & there was told by WMwili slade & a man by
the name of glues neither of them belonging to the church that the committe were
doing all they could the mormonscormons were doing all of them getting away fast as they
could but all would not do they came over to the committe house & there gave us
our orders & that was that we must all be out of the county by the next fridy night
which was giving us six dayes for to do that that requirdrequard a month & then what was
to done the comittecolitte amediately commenced hiring teems & sending the families to
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ginneyisGinne yis grove with as little of their affects as they could get along with & live &
amediately there came in a heyeyhayey rain & fifteen families then witheoutwitheout any manner of
a shelter & sutch a storm it was the creeks raised so high that they became impasableimpacable
& the roads intolerable & in the attempattempt to obey the commands of a mob there was
one yoke of oxen drowndbrownd & then we had to give up and run the risk of their threats
but the lord blocked up their way of coming to us as well as ours of getting out
then the time passed on for about 8 or 10 dayes long & the committe had got the
principle part of the poor out & this said bogart raised a company of men & came
to the committe house a place this comittecolitte had to do their buisnessguisnessBuisness & there they
commenced operations breaking in the windows of the hous tables shacks & evry
thing they could lay their hands on & then there was only two of the committe left
vis daniel shearer & elias smith & drove them from their buisnessguisnessBuisness si they were
obliged to leave the town & take with them what they could & leave the rest of the
property to the mob forror in the lane of a couple of men that had just moovedmooned inte the
place & what the names of this last mob was whitiker odle raglin bogart &

in the intermediate time between these two mobs there were a number of teems
came up from illinois for purpose of taking away famillies & while staying over
night there was one for of their horses stole belonging to a man by the name of
burton & a week after two of our people went back for the purpose of transacting
some bussnessbassnessbussness & found one of those horses in the possession of a man by the name of
kearns the very man that we suspected had stole the span & we found afterwards to
our satisfaction that he thlentheen kerns had traded the other one away for an indian
poney & then sold the poney to one of our people sam parker

th Ath
while I1 was liveinglaveing near hawnscawns mills on sho shoal creek momu and about the 25 0or 26

of
of october 1838 1I was informed that a company mob of twenty in number under
nehemiah cumstockcomstockCumstock had been to the mill and leveled pieces at those present demand-
ing all ther guns one man gave up his rifle another who had his gun in hand refused
and started off two of the mob followed and snapedshaped their guns at him twice or three
times each one of these men I1 was told was hiram cumstockcomstockCumstock the other name I1 never
learned though the man whom they were trying to shoot made his of4 way off and
gave word to the neighbor who met the next day at the mill to hear the story from the
different families who informed us that the mob had sworn the burning of the
neighbourhoodneighbour hood and mill with the other hard threats such as killing hiram abbot
who would not give up his gun we also learned that thare was another company
of men lying below us at house of mr memc crosky & knowing that either of those

5
compani was far superior to ours in numbers some of the neighbours wanted to leave
their homes and run off but haveinghaleing only about seven waggonswiggons to twenty three or
four families we had to stay and defend our selves and as I1 recollect it was on the
twentieighth of the month we concluded to offer them terms of peace but before our
mesengersmessengersmesengers state had started thare came one from the company below us with a
request that we would send three men to the house of oliver walker to make a treaty

send
with three men which they would to the same house david evans jacob myers
seignior and anthony blackburn was chosen to meet them and on going to walkers
they met ten men with each a rifle instead of three without arms however peace
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prevailed and a treaty was soon made and agreed a pon I1 suppose to the satisfaction
next day

of both sides and on A two of our men went back again those two were evans and
ames ames they was told that the other company had sent a mesenger to cumstockcomstockCumstock
and his company with word of the treaty between us and them and also told them
that we wanted to treat with them they said that cumstocksCumstocks company was not only
mad with us but mad them with them for making any kind of a treaty with us evans
sent them word that he wanted nothing but peace and would not fight them without
offering them terms of peace I1 cannot tell whether orof not they got the word or not but
well I1 remember that on the thirtyeththirtieththirtyeth of october about three 0 clock in the afternoon
cumstocksCumstocks whole army of two hundred and fifty men came apon us our company was
about thirtyseventhirtyseven in number being joined by a company of families traveling to the
other side of that county and the adjoining counties stopedscoped thare to get grinding at
the mill curnstockscumstocksCumCurnstocks company formed a kind of broken line at the distance of about
seventyfiveseventyfive yards situating their horses in front for a kind of breastwork commenced a

out
fire with A passing a word meantime capt evans advanced toward them and called
aloud for quarters untill they fired I1 spposeappose between fifty and a hundred rounds with
out any answer then we could do nomore than fire afew shots while the women and
children made their escape teterste the mob still advancing came within about four
or five rods when I1 made my espapeescape by flight being shot four times through the body
and once across each arm being about the last man off the ground now I1 am well
aware that this is an incredible story to tell that a man being shot four times through
body made his escape by flight but I1 have the scars to show ten in number one ball
entering my body through the inside corner of my left shoulder blade came out just

a
below about two and A half or three inches below my collar bone and as far as three
inches on the right of the midle of my breast another entered through the muscle
under the hind part of my left arm and passed through my body and came out under
the middle of my right arm another passed through the my left hip on the inside or
through the uperaper end of my hip bone another through my right hip hit the bone just
about the joint glanced out through the skin and rolled down my drawers leg in to
my boot these four balls made eight visible wounds with two others one across each
arm are all the wounds in my flesh I111I1 cannot tell how many bullet holes was in my
clothing thare was twentyseventwentyseven in my shirt but to my story haveinghaleing made my own
escape and hid my self I1 listened at them shooting the wound

ed
which could not

escape I1 was informed that one of these murderers followed old father mcbridemebride in his
retreat and and cut him down with an old sythe while he was pleading for mercy this
was seen by mrs ames and two other ladies who were secreted under the creek bank
waren smith and his son was also shot a seccond time being unable to retreat after
their first wounds jacob fouts and wm champlin reined their selves dead and lay
still untill their pockets were robed and after they supposed the wounded all were all
dead they robed the houses took the horses from the mill and out of the stables and
two waggonswiggons from the mill and off they went for the night but on the first or seccond
of nov they returned and camped at the mill robed that plundered the
neighbourhoodneighbour hood taking off such things as they pleased mob law being established

and
the in this band of robers murderers A thieves was wrrrwnrwarr man & esq N
cumstockcomstockCumstock esq howard maupin jesse maupin james and stephan reynolds called
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runnels hiram cumstockcomstockCumstock a young man named glase erasmus severe jacob rodgers
robert white george miller sardis smith elijah trosper prospher
these men came on painted black trimmed of with red rags and ribbands screaming
like so many demons enough to disgrace a heathen forest much more a land of liberty
after some spent in this manner captain went to richmond to draw pay for his service
I1 was told that instead of pay they gave him a cursing and threatened him with justice
throwing the murder and robery in his teeth and orders to return the stolen property
them a this made cumstockcomstockCumstock mad and on his way home he passed the mill and
stuck up an advertisement stating that the stolen property should be brought to his
house and could be had by paying him for taking care of hit some of the property was
got and I1 have seen some of the horses that was worked near to death and rode nearly
down but some of the best of them could not be found for asmallasdall reward and one of
the mob was going round trying to buy the chance of such they being about the best
that was taken

the names of the murdered wounded this I1 will sup-
portbenjamin lewis tarlton lewis in any court

john york jacob fouts of justice
john lee jacob myers
john byers jacob hawn th
wm napier jacob potts april the 20
warren smith isaac leany 1839
austin hammer W m yocum quincy
simon cox nathan night illinois
levi merick Z walker
elias benner charles jimison
george richards alma smith a little isaac

campbell mary steadwell I1 boy leany
josiah fuller
thomas mcbride hiram abbot
sardis smith a little boy charles merick a boy

mortally wounded

substituted NAMES IN THE PUBLISHED revelations
OF JOSEPH SMITH

david J whittaker

introduction
until 1981 editions of the doctrine and covenants contained

seven revelations with pseudonyms of individuals and places thus
cloaking original identities these substituted names occur in all

david J whittaker is university archivist for brigham young university
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editions of the dacd&c from 1835 on although the practice of bracket-
ing the real names next to the substituted names began with the 1876
edition by the 1921 edition almost all the real names had been iden-
tified in the 1981 edition the code names were removed from the
text in all but four cases and the identity of one of these four is sug-
gested in a textual note it is the purpose of this essay to review the
history of these substituted names and based on a recently discovered
document to reveal the identities of the remaining three names

historical SETTING

the seven printed revelations which contained the substituted
names were received by joseph smith between 1832 and 1834 this
period of just over two years was a hectic time for the infant church
in january 1832 joseph smith was officially sustained for the first
time by a conference vote as president of the high priesthood with
his selection of two counselors in march the first presiding quorum of
the church was established church membership grew from six
members in april 1830 to fifteen hundred in january 1832 by the
end of the decade the membership was about ten thousand in
february 1831 joseph smith moved from new york to ohio where
the headquarters of the church remained in kirtland from 1831 to
1838 here he received the bulk of the revelations contained in the
dacd&c these formative years were exciting times for the church 1 in
addition to the establishment of a more formal church government
new doctrines and programs were given to those who gathered with
the faithful in kirtland nevertheless by 1832 a growing climate of
hostility was manifesting itself against the mormonscormonsMormons for example
the circulation of the ezra booth letters in late 1831 had aroused
public opinion against joseph smith and his followers 2

in the context of this growing hostility the decision was made to
conceal the true identities of various early leaders particularly those
responsible for the economic matters of the church since there were
numerous problems connected with the early attempts to establish
the law of consecration and stewardship especially as it related

it isis beyond the purpose of this paper to recount inm detail the ohio period inin mormon history good
accounts of these early years include max H parkin the nature and cause of internal and external conflict
of the mormonscormons inm ohio between 1830 and 1838 MAM A thesis brighambnghambangham young university 1966 max H
parkin kirtland a stronghold for the kingdom inm F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M
edwards eds the restoration movement essays inin mormon history lawrence kans coronado press
1973 ppap 63 98 and D michael quinn echoes and Foreshadowforeshadowingsforeshadowmgsings the distinctiveness of the mormon
community sunstone 3 march april 1978 12 17

thehe ezra booth letters and their impact on the church inin ohio are discussed inin parkin internal and
external conflict ppap 101 20
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to property holding 3 it was natural to hide the identity of those as-
signed specific temporal duties

THE revelations

the published revelations which contained the substituted
names include sections 78 82 92 96 103 104 and 105 an exami-
nation of these seven sections or revelations containing the pseudo-
nyms reveals that all of them were concerned with the united firm
also called the united order or with other church related properties 4

thus section 78 the first section to use code names deals with the
establishment of a storehouse for the poor section 82 with the man-
agement of the properties for the poor 92 with frederick G williams
who was instructed as a member of the first presidency to become a
member of the united firm 96 with the purchasing of properties 103
with the restoration of lost lands in jackson county missouri 104
with the stewardshipssteward ships of those who were members of the united firm
and 105 with zions camp and the redemption ofofzionzion in missouri

the earliest of these revelations is dated 1 march 18325 and the
last is dated 22june22 june 1834 none of them appears in the 1833 book of
commandments the first published collection of joseph smiths
revelations all but two 103 and 105 were printed in the 1835
doctrine and covenants 6 and all seven appear in the published edi-
tions of the dac from 1844 to 1869 until the 1876 edition the
next edition after 1869 the pseudonyms alone were printed in these
sections but with the 1876 edition the real names were published in
parentheses following the code names 7 this practice continued
through the 1921 edition the last edition prior to 1981 in the new
edition the pseudonyms with four exceptions have been removed
from the text 8

the theory and the early attempts to practice the law of consecrationconsecration and stewardship are presented inin
leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city of god community &
cooperation among the cormonsmormons salt lake city deseret book co 1976 ppap 15 40 these attempts as

part of the larger economiceconomic picture are presented inin parkin internal and external conflict ppap 200 12
on the united firm or united order both terms are used inin the early documedocumentsntsants see lyndon W cook

the revelations odtheof the prophetjosepbprotherprophet joseph smith provo utah seventysSev entys mission bookstore 1981 ppap 167 68
194 210 12

the kirtland revelation book MS inin the historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives gives I11 march 1832 as the date for
dac 78

the 1835 edition of the dac containscontains sectionssections 78 as sectionsection 75 82 as 86 92 as 93 96 as 96 and
104 as 98 the 1844 edition containscontains all seven sections 78 as sectionsection 76 82 as 87 92 as 94 96 as 97
103 as 101 104 as 99 and 105 as 102

moreore detailed textual information can be found inin robert J woodford the historical development
of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols phophdph D dissertation brigham young university 1974

theme background of the 1981 edition isis presented inin an essay by robert J matthews inin the last issueissue of
bigham young university studies the new publications of the standard works 1979 19811981 22 fall
198238719825871982 387587 424
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it is clear that the pseudonyms were not part of the original
revelations for in the cases where original manuscripts are extant the
code names are absent 9 thus the names were inserted after the
revelations were given and recorded but before they were made
available to the reading public

ORSON PRATT AND THE pseudonyms

the first attempt in LDS literature to explain the substituted
names was made by orson pratt pratt had been assigned to publish
a periodical in washington DC to defend the church following
the public announcement in 1852 of the doctrine of plural marriage
on his way east orson learned of the growing success of charles B
thompson an apostate who was organizing his own church 10 while
in st louis orson wrote brigham young telling his leader of these
schemes and especially of thompsonsThompsons claims of receiving revelation
from baneemyBaneemy it was thompsonsThompsons use of this code name that
concerned orson he reminded brigham young that baneemyBaneemy
was

one of the fictitious names whichiosephwhich joseph substituted for the real names
in certain revelations in the book of covenants

when the kirtland edition of the book of cov was arranged for
the printer it was considered best to substitute fictitious names for the
real names contained in certain revelations relative to a stewardship or
firm & this was done that their creditors in cainhannochCainhannoch new york
should not take advantage of this church firm but now as the firm no
longer exists and the members of it are mostly dead either temporally
or spiritually would it not be wisdom to publish inin our next edition the
real names of places things & persons as they are contained in the
original manuscripts this will not only expose charles B thompsonsThomp sons
organization but will be a great satisfaction to the saints the sections
containing these fictitious names are as follows 76 94 0 97 0 102 in
the 1869 ed of the dacd&c to which 87 and 101 should be added to
pratts list if you should think proper to have the real names restored
I1 should be pleased to have brother bullock or some one copy from the
original manuscript the real names & send them by letter to me
washington city the most of these names I1 recollect but some I1 have
forgotten

9seeaseeee for example the comments of orson pratt the seer 2 march 1854 228 the unidentified names
inin dac 82 have remained a mystery inin large measure because the original manuscript of this revelation isis not
extant

1oforfor information on charles B thompson see russell R rich brigham young university leadership
week those who would be leaders offshootsOffshoots ofofmormonismmormomsmMormonism provo extension publications adult
education and extension services and delta phi brigham young university 1959 ppap 29 30 russell R
rich little known schismaschisms odtheof rhethe restoration 3dad ed provoprovoprove extension publications division of continu-
ing education of brigham young university 1967 ppap 21 27 dale L morgan A bibliography of the
churches of the dispersion western humanities review 5 winter 1950 51 114 15 and C R marks

monona county iowa mormonscormonsMormons annals oflowaorlowaof iowniowalown 3dad series 7 april 1906 321 46
orson pratt to brigham young 20 november 1852 brigham young collection church archives
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it is clear that thompsonsThompsons activities continued to bother orson
and he attached the following postscript to his next letter to brigham
young

charles B thompson or the baneemyBane emy ites are making great many
converts at the bluffs and elsewhere he is deceiving the people by
using the fictitious name of baneemyBaneemy in the book of covenants I1

wrote to you at st louis to send to me the real names contained in the
manuscript & I1 would publish them in the next edition of the book of
covenants and this will put a stop to this imposturesimpostures I1 can recollect
most of the real names but not all 12

brigham young responded to orsonsoarsons concerns about charles
thompson in june 18185318555 3

with regard to the fictitious names in the book of covenants please act
in the matter as you may be moved upon by the spirit at the same time
the use C B thompson is making of them to deceive the people would
not influence me the weight of a feather in printing or not printing the
true names for I1 do not conceive how it could be possible for any per-
sons who can be deceived by thompson to become good saints 13

thus president young dispensed with the matter but the situa-
tion continued to bother orson pratt having been assigned by
brigham young to prepare the fourth european edition of the doc-
trine and covenants for publication orson probably felt that he
could deal with the situation by placing the real names in the 1854
edition however he was forced to abandon the effort he explains
this in another letter to brigham young

I1 have not altered the fictitious names in the book of covenants for
too much

the original ones as it would interfere A with the stereotype plates 14

because he could not make the changes which brigham young
had approved in his 1 june 18185318555 3 letter orson decided to publish an
article on the matter in the seer although it was a short essay it was
the first attempt to publicly reveal the true identities of the pseudo-
nyms orson carefully explained to his readers that the substituted
names did not represent ancient people or places

all these names have reference to modemmodern persons places and things of
our day indeed when these revelations were first received by the
prophet joseph the real names were given and it was not until
months and in regard to some of them even years had passed away

orson pratt to brigham young 31 december 1852 brigham young collection church archives
brigham young to orson pratt I1 june 1853 brigham young collection church archives
orson pratt to brigham young 10 september 1853 brigham young collection church archives
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before the names were altered and others bearing an ancient ap-
pearancepearance were substituted

we often had access to the manuscripts when boarding with the
prophet and it was our delight to read them over and over again before
they were printed and so highly were they esteemed by us that we
committed some to memory and a few we copied for the purpose of
reference in our absence on missions and also to read them to the saints
for their edification these copies are still in our possession when at
length the time arrived to print the manuscripts it was thought best not
to publish them all on account of our enemies who were seeking every
means to destroy the prophet and the church on account however of
the great anxiety of the church to see them in print it was concluded
through the suggestions of the spirit that by altering the real names
given in the manuscripts and substituting fictitious ones in their stead
they might thus safely appear in print without endangering the welfare
of the individuals whose real names were contained therein it was by
this means that several revelations were permitted to appear in print in
the first edition that otherwise would have been withheld from the
knowledge of the saints perhaps for many long years or at least until
more favorable circumstances would have permitted them to be made
public 15

orson made it clear that joseph smith made the substitutions
through inspiration for to tamper with divinely revealed texts with-
out inspiration was a serious matter he concluded his explanation by
revealing the real names from memory and listing the five pseudo-
nyms whose real names he could not remember alsamagsam mahalaleel
horah shalemanassehShalemanasseh and melemsonmalemsonMelemson this same essay was reprinted
in england 16 and for over twenty years it was the only published
source on these code names

however orson was not satisfied after he was again assigned to
help prepare another edition of the doctrine and covenants he
moved to insert the real names into the appropriate sections he
mentioned the substituted names in a published address of 1873 17

orsonsoarsons behind the scenes work on the 1876 edition of the dacd&c is
revealed in the following notation from the historians office journal

has been
elder orson pratt engaged at times for several days in recopying
and arranging the order in which the revelations are to be inserted in the
187611876 edition of the book of doctrine and covenants now in the

B
hands of the printer by the counsel of president A young elder pratt

explanation of substituted names in the covenants the seer 12 march 1854 228
explanation of substituted names in the covenants the latter day saints millennial star 16

18 march 1854 171 73
17 discourse by orson pratt 16 august 1873 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 26 volsvokvois london latter day saints

book depot 1854 86 reprint ed 1967 16156
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has divided the various revelations into verses and arranged them for
printing according to the order of date in which they were revealed
elder pratt has also in a few cases restored the original names as they
were first given in the manuscripts enclosing them in parenthesis
immediately following the fictitious names that were for a wisewise pur-
pose substituted in the preceding editions 18

in the 1876 edition the code names were placed beside the real
names this remained the practice until the 1981 edition in which
the pseudonyms are omitted leaving only the real names except for
those that could not be identified the unidentified names in the
1981 edition with only one exception are the same names orson
pratt could not remember in 1854 19

THE substituted NAMES

the accompanying chart lists the twenty four substituted names
the sections in which they appear in the dac and their identifica-
tion by both orson pratt and william W phelps this author re-
cently found the phelps list in the brigham young collection in the
historical department of the church it is an undated one page
manuscript probably composed in 1863 about the same time that
in a letter to brigham young W W phelps explained his own
pseudonym in section 82 20

according to the phelps list all the men who can be identified as
belonging to the united firm with the exception ofjesse gause were
given pseudonyms the exclusion of gause is significant if he had
not been excommunicated in december 1832 21 he probably would
have been given a code name for the 1835 printing of the dac but
instead he was replaced by frederick G williams in the first presi-
dency and it was williams who was given a code name

the phelps list is important because it finally reveals the iden-
tity of the remaining substituted names his listing confirms the
reference in the history of the church that alam was edward
partridge 22 and it reveals the actual names of the remaining three

historian s office journal 15 january 1875 3370357033 70 church archives also cited inin woodford
historical development of the dac 1761 76

while mormon authors other than orson pratt have tried to explain the use of the code names none
has offered information on the unidentified names see for example B H roberts s editorial note inin
history odtheoftheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news
1932 51 12551 255 n joseph fielding smith church history andmodernundand modemModern revelation 12 vols salt lake city
deseret book co 1953 130615061 506306 and max parkin internal and external conflict p 52

2owilliamwilliam W phelps to brigham young 12 october 1863 brigham young collection church archives
210non gause see robert woodford jesse gause counselor to the prophet brigham young univer-

sity studies 15 spring 1975 362 64 and more fully the essay by D michael quinnqumndumn forthcoming inin BYU
studies

22histoiyhistory ofodtherhethe church 13631 363
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pseudonyms in the doctrine and covenants

section in identity per identity per meanings suggested
pseudonym the 1921 orson prattpratti william W by william W

edition of phelps2 phelps
the dacd&c

enoch 78 82 92 joseph
96 104 smith jr

gazelamgazelak 78 82 104 joseph joseph the light of the lord6lorda
smith jr smith jr

baurakbadrak ale 103 105 joseph joseph blessed of god7goda
smith jr smith jr

ahashdah 78 82 96 newel K newel K A close watcher
104 whitney whitney

alam 82 edward everlasting helmet
Partridge 4

pelagoramPelagoram 78 82 104104 sidney rigdon
mahalaleel 82 algernon S he shined from god

gilbert
olihahelihah 82 103 oliver cowdery oliver cowdery god have mercy
horah 82 john whitmer A conceiver
Mahemson 82 104 martin harris he turns back
shalemanassehShale manasseh 82 william W A tried broken pillars

phelps
shinehahShinehah 82 96 104 kirtland kirtland stake

105
talents 104 dollars
cainhannochCainhannoch 104 new york
shederlaomach 92 103 F G williams F G williams unbound sheaf
zombre 96 104 john johnson john johnson slow to hear
seth 96 joseph
tahhanesTahhanes 104 the tannery
laneshineLaneshine 104 printing office printing office printing office
house at kirtland

ozondah 104 store storehouse store house
at kirtland

shule 104 ashery ashery at ashery
kirtland

shinelahShinelah 104 print
shinelaneShinelane 104 printing
baneemy 105 sidney rigdon mine elders my sons

the seer 2 march 1854 229 also in latter day saints millennial star 16 18 march 1854 173
explanation & c 1 p MS by william W phelps undated about 1863 MS d 1234 box 41 fd 4

brigham young collection incoming correspondence church archives the accompanying meanings are also on the
manuscript there are about two lines of material written in the deseret alphabet and signed by william W phelps
at the bottom of this manuscript

alsoaiso in a letter of orson pratt to brigham young 20 november 1852 church archives
see also history odtheoftheof taetherae church 1363
phelps5phelpsfphelps also refers to his code name in william W phelps to brigham young 12 october 1863 church archives
inglngin a sermon orson said joseph was called gazelamgazelakGazelam being a person to whom the lord had given the urimurisnurian and

thummimThummim discourse by orson pratt 16 august 1873 journal ofdircoursesofdiscoursesof Discourses 16156 orson was probably thinking
of the reference in alma 3723372557253 72 3

orsonoison pratt said that baurakbadrak ale was a hebrew word meaning god bless you ibid
whisthis meaning contradicts another statement phelps made to brigham young in which he specifically stated that

shalemasseh meant an elevated ruler or prince in zion william W phelps to brigham young 12 october
1863 church archives
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individuals unidentified in the 1981 edition of the dac mahalaleel
was algernon sidney gilbert horah was john whitmer and shale
manasseh was william W phelps 23 W W phelps would surely
have known his own code name and since the remaining namesalsonamesname alsosalsoaisoshiso

occur in the same revelation as phelpssphelphsPhelpss it is safe to assume that he
was in a position also to know their real identities

one question still remains unanswered what was the source of
the code names it is possible that they were simply invented but it
appears more likely that most of these names came from the hebrew
studies of early mormon leaders 24 orson pratt specifically inter-
preted baurakbadrak ale as a hebrew word and a recent study of these
pseudonyms while admittedly speculative does suggest possible
hebrew meanings for these words 25 it must be remembered that
these early mormonscormons were just beginning their hebrew studies and
perhaps a closer search of their texts and dictionaries might reveal the
actual source of these pseudonyms the phelps list does however
contain a list of meanings for many of the code words as shown on
the chart on page 111

most importantly the phelps list reveals the identities of the four
substituted names included in the 1981 edition of the doctrine and
covenants and we therefore now know the identities of all of the
men for whom pseudonyms had been substituted in earlier editions
of the doctrine and covenants

MARTIN HARRISS 1873 LETTER TO WALTER CONRAD

EDITORS introduction

be it known unto all nations kindreds tongues and people unto
whom this work shall come that we through the grace of god the

algernonaigernon sidney gilbert operated the gilbert whitney store inin missouri john whitmer was one of
the eight witnesseswitnesses of the book of mormon william W phelps a prominent church leader edited the eve
ning andmorningundand morning star edward partridge was the first bishop of the church all were members of the united
or literary firms cook revelations of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith ppap 84 25 87 54

24seesee louis C zucker joseph smith as a student of hebrew dialogue A journal of mormon
thought 3 summer 1968 41 55 this isis the only attempt inin IDS literature to deal specifically with the
possible origins of these pseudonyms see especially ppap 48 50 mormon leaders were again forced to use
code names inin the 1880s due to the antipolygamyanti polygamy crusade in a similar fashion many of these pseudonyms
were not known until recent years see gustive 0 larson the americanization ofutahof ulshutahulsa for statehood
san marino calif huntington library 1971 p 120 for a listest of the cohabcocab code from the journal of

moses franklin farnsworthFarnswonh unlike the codes of the 1830s the codes of the 1880s were more contemporary or
were drawn directly from the bible

paul nolan hyde the pseudonym revelations an historical and linguistic approach unpub-
lished essay prepared for the church education system symposium bnghambrighambangham young university august
1981 copy inin my possession
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father and our lordjesusLorlord dJesusjesus christ have seen the plates which contain this
record and we also know that they have been translated by the
gift and power of god for his voice hath declared it unto us wherefore
we know of a surety that the work is true and we declare with
words of soberness that an angel of god came down from heaven and
he brought and laid before our eyes that we beheld and saw the plates
and the engravings thereon and we know that it is by the grace of god
the father and our lord jesus christ that we beheld and bear record
that these things are true

so states the declaration signed by martin harris oliver
cowdery and david whitmer and published in the book of mormon
a declaration which has come to be known as the testimony of
three witnesses

in the following letter to walter conrad martin harris sr re-
affirms this testimony the letter written in 1873 forty four years
after harriss original witness and just two and one half years before
his death is the last known signed affirmation by him of his experi-
ence with the gold plates of the book of mormon although martin
harris sr left the church within a decade of this vision he never
denied his testimony that an angel of the lord showed him the gold
plates and the voice of the lord bore divine witness of them

martin harris was born on 18 may 1783 in easttownEasttown saratoga
county new york later his family moved to palmyra wayne county
where he met the prophet joseph smith in the fall of 1827 during
the time joseph smith was translating the book of mormon from the
gold plates martin harris served as his first scribe recording what the
prophet dictated in 1830 martin harris mortgaged and later sold his
farm to raise 3000 needed to pay the bill for the first printing of the
book of mormon

but when the saints moved from kirtland ohio to missouri
martin remained behind cutting himself off from the body of the
church it was not until 1870 that martin harris migrated to utah
and was rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre a member of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter
day saints

from the time he first saw the plates until his death on 10 july
1875 in clarkston cache county utah martin harris continued to
bear testimony of the book of mormon his last audible words
were something about the three witnesses of the book of
mormon I11

martin harris jr to george A smith 9 july 1875 as cited in andrew jenson latter day saint
biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson historical co 1901 36 1271
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ACQUIRING THE manuscript

brent ashworth

early in the spring of 1982 1I acquired the 1873 martin harris sr
letter A collector friend of mine had purchased it from another col-
lector who had acquired it from an old utah collection of stamped
covers which had been assembled over a period of many years when
I1 first acquired the harris letter neither the person I1 acquired it from
nor I1 were certain of its authenticity it became immediately obvious
to me that the handwriting of the body of the letter was quite dif-
ferent from the signature I1 spent much time in the ensuing nine
months trying to satisfy myself of the letter s authenticity I1
discovered that the handwriting of the body of my letter matched
very closely handwriting in a couple of letters in LDS church archives
addressed to brigham young from martin harris jr since martin
harris sr would have been eighty nine years old at the time the let-
ter was drafted and since he was living with his son martin jr at the
time it seemed to make sense that he would use his son as a scribe

next I1 was faced with the task of authenticating the signature
itself one of my problems was that there is very little original mate-
rial signed by martin harris sr another thing that added to my
confusion over the signature was the portraits contained in B H
robertss comprehensive history odtheof rhethe church and reprinted in sev-
eral other histories of the book of mormon although these engrav-
ings have a purported signature of each witness under each portrait it
is apparent that roberts and others had been using the signature of
martin harris jr rather than the elder harriss signature

by early fall of 1982 1I obtained through the assistance ofofbyuBYU
professor richard L anderson a copy of an application for a military
pension which martin harris sr had filed in 1871 the witnessed
signature on the application appeared to me to be almost identical to
that on the 1873 letter

in order to obtain expert confirmation of the signature I1 gave a
copy of the letter to LDS historian dean jessee one of the hand-
writing experts of the church the friday before the october 1982
general conference of the church I1 called dean to get his analysis of
the handwriting and signature of the letter he indicated that he had
done a preliminary study which agreed with my supposition that the
son had acted as scribe also the pension application signature agreed
very favorably with the signature on the 1873 letter
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A couple of events occurred during general conference weekend
which prompted me to contact the church the following monday
4 october 1982 first on sunday 3 october I1 was moved by elder
boyd K packers conference address in which he announced that the
brethren had agreed to add a subtitle another testament ofjesus
christ to the book of mormon I1 felt that ididedidI1 did have a letter which
substantiated that new subtitle a letter which would be of benefit to
the mission of the church at this particular time the following
monday after consulting with family members my wife and I1 de-
cided to contact elder G homer durham the managing director of
the church historical department elder durham seemed very inter-
ested as was president gordon B hinckley when later that day I1
showed them the harris letter the decision was made that monday
afternoon by the historical department personnel to call a news con-
ference for the following morning 5 october at which the letter and
its contents were announced

I1 think the real significance of the 1873 martin harris letter lies in
the fact that it is presently the only known signed statement of martin
harris restating his witness to the book of mormon
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courtesy ofofbrentbrent ashworthashuorth

martin harris sr letter to walter conrad
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smithfield

cache co utah
jan 13th 1873

brother walter conrad
dear sir your favor

of the 7thath instdinst has been purusedperused with much
pleasure and I1 am pleased to reply it is truly
gratifying to hear of the continual increase of
influence manifested by the book of mormon and
as you have entreated me to write my witness
of said book and have graciously enclosed a
stamp for the same I1 now solemnly state
that as I1 was praying unto the lord that I1

might behold the ancient record lo10 there
appeared to view a holy angel and before him
a table and upon the table the holy spectacles
or urimarim and thummimThummim and other ancient relics

of the nephitesNephites and lo10 the angel did take up
the plates and turn them over so as we could
plainly see the engravings thereon and lo10

there came a voice from heaven saying 1 I am
the lord and that the plates were translated
by god and not by men and also that we
should bear record of it to all the world and
thus the vision was taken from us

and now dear brother I1 would that you
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might look upon my countenance and know that
I1 lie not neither was I1 deceived but it pleases
the lord that I1 must be content to write
these few lines yours in the gospel of christ

martin harris

mr walterconradwalterwaiter conrad
20th ward

salt lake city
UT
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the stewards

and he said unto those who were with
him and among all these

there were many of the noble and great ones
we will go down abraham 322 24

no tresspasstresspass theirs while treading mountains which
they organized from elements ordained
to bear their feet beyond the seventh trump
elements now allowinglyallowingly profaned
by other feet to merit cleansing grace
they walk more slowly in the morning light
intent on every herb and bearing seed
and touch each other with far more delight
their eyes which measure lovingly the sky
while lying back in fields of waiting grass
reflect their far identities as those
whose love will fire the elements to glass

karen marguerite moloney

karen marguerite moloney a librarian and college instructor in creative writing and business communica-
tions is a poet living in whittier calif
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book reviews

PETERSONPEIERSON LEVI S the canyons of grace urbana university of
illinois press 1982 135 ppap 11.951195 hardbound 4954.95495 paperback

reviewed by eugene england an associate professor of english brigham young
university

good literature is informed and energized by conflict levi
peterson finds ways to give fictional voice in believable and revealing
actions to the deep religious conflict some mormonscormons experience
obedience to the ordering of divine grace versus integrity to the
independence of human grace in doing so he makes the nature and
power of his characters various versions of mormon theology its
stern demands and compelling visions clearer to others as well as to
mormonscormons themselves but in the main his protagonists are attractive
human beings in spite otheir being mormon not because of it we
still must wait for a writer to capture consistently the deep ravishment
of sincere mormon faith the comprehensible joy as well as utterable
anxiety gods presence can bring petersons book breaks extremely
valuable ground and may well be the best collection of mormon
stories yet but we can anticipate better from him and others

in the first story the confessions of augustine the narrator
experiences the ancient conflict of flesh and spirit in his own mormon
terms

joseph smith said that in the beginning there was inchoate matter
and there were intelligences one of these intelligences was superior
and he became god he organized matter and made stars suns and
worlds he gave spiritual bodies to other intelligences and they became
his children in the pre existence then to give them a perfect being
like his own he prepared a mortal existence for them to test who
would obey him and who would not

it is inchoate matter that troubles me it is coeval with god it
does not owe its being to him it has an obduracy an impulse of its
own a will to be other than what god wills how do I1 otherwise ac-
count for myself at eighteen P 9

in what becomes the pattern for all the stories fremont dunham
revels for a time like augustine in his wild heart and in the literal
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wilderness that are parts of the universe still for him untamed by
god but divine grace intrudes on that illusion when a companion
is killed by a falling tree fremont has an illumination that the
mountains were not wild and vacant that god was everywhere
p 15 this is confirmed even more devastatingly when after de-

ciding to marry a non mormon girl he has been sleeping with he sud-
denly feels a change inside a light had gone out p 21 and no
longer loves her yet marries her and tries but ends up in a divorce
then a new marriage in the faith and life as an orthodox mormon
but a slight touch of irony reveals the cost of such abject surrender to
the narrators version of divine grace

the love of god is obedience like augustine I1 know that god will not
be scorned if it suits him he will feed me tragedy on the instant he
will shatter me I1 will be put into the fiery furnace and whatever
is base and impure in me will be burned away and I1 will be the pure
metal that god desires me to be P 25

saved at least changed by grace in a moral universe is the
pattern it is the pattern we know from franz kafka and flannery
0connoroconnor but without kafkas absurd dreamlike rationality and also
without oconnors joy in the irrational intrusion of grace petersons
world is sensual ordered lovely with only occasional grotesques
with both the inchoate universe and gods awful grace largely hid-
den he can give us this world in a newlinesfewlinesfewgew linesiines here the description of a
saw its terror just under the surface of ordered beauty

balanced on its arbor it was as high as a man A hundred filed offset
teeth gleamed on its circumference when the muffled diesel behind it
worked and the broad rubber belt whirredwhirled on pulleys the great blade
sang with an almost imperceptible timbre like crystal that has been
lightly struck in motion the teeth blurred into the iridescence of
hummingbird wings at the elevation of the sawyers finger the car-
riage man ratcheted a log into position and suddenly it hurtled into the
saw the teeth shrieked the sawdust spurted and irresistibly a plank
fell away P 10

peterson can also give us in a few lines what seems to his pro-
tagonists clearly a more attractive though not necessarily more true
alternative to divine grace the beauty of human grace paul in

road to damascus is like christ s apostle converted by a vision
but this paul grieves over the iron necessity of yielding before his vi-
sion he reflects on his mormon wifescifes disappointment that he has not
accepted baptism despite his faithfulness to human responsibilities

wasnt he a good enough father hold me little amy would say
and he would heft her into the air saying will do so sparrow and
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then he would squeeze her little bare feet and put her onto the wagon
to go with him wherever it was he had to go P 39

and paul is given petersons own love of wilderness and regret at
its loss theres nothing like the mountains under a summer sun
he says as he relinquishes those mountains after his vision p 5566 but
petersons maturity as an artist is revealed in his capture of pauls
longing for god as moving as his bitter grief at finally succumbing

sometimes regina caressed his neck kissed his forehead and looked
upon him with her bright face her brows lifted musingly her glance a
caress of health and peace her soft hands and tranquil eyes tempted
him quickened his longing roused him to believe if only for an
instant that somewhere was an everlasting home it was far away but
surely somewhere beyond the western mountains and then again
beyond those mysterious purple peaks so far beyond them was a golden
kingdom bright with unending sunshine and filled with utter joy it
was the place where god was P 40

it is easy to overrate one story the christianizing of coburn
heights because it is the first piece of serious humor to appear in
mormondom in a long time and as a new bishop I1 find it a mar-
velous antidote to the sentimental do goodismgoodyism and moral arrogance
that can afflict anyone called to ecclesiastical authority every
priesthood leader minister and rabbi should read it for caution and
instruction peterson here focuses on that dimension of his theme
that has to do with the unpredictability of divine grace both its
resistance to the demands of moral imperialism and yet its ultimate
helplessness before human agency

rendella kranpitz a compound of sherwood anderson rural
grotesque and new york bagladybagladibaglady arrives in an affluent east bench
salt lake mormon ward by an act of grace inheriting a house she
commits various assaults on the sensibilities of ward members

when that choir sang last time you could have laid me out square
for being on a goat farm p 80 and her bishop threatens to excom-
municatemunicate her for contentiousness but the stake president sher-
man colligan takes her on as a special project a supreme test of his
leadership and the power of the gospel an opportunity for his
wealthy members to prove themselves worthy of their inheritances

he had risen to a vice presidency in a savings and loan company in the
city he took courses in motivation and management he had a lust for
challenge resistance and obstacles his thick chest and broad
shoulders suggested solidity drive the ability to move and to make
move yet his fine face beamed with kindness and good sense the
man of arms within him was tamed to christian purposes he was tuned
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entirely to the pastoral services of his calling he forgave the sinful
comforted the bereaved sustained the wavering he prayed for himself
and his people a proper testing a sufficient trial to keep them alert
spiritually fecund resistant to the softening which comes with abun-
dance and blessings P 84

however some of that inchoate matter is there in rendella and
she foils the president at every turn with peterson taking opportunity
to satirize hilariously everyone from the high ranking mormon
liberals scandalized by rendellasRendellas aggressive fundamentalist politics
to the prototypical mormon right wing third party candidate she
supports

rendella finally seems cowed by the presidents persistence but
then she defies and defiles him in an act of transcendent offensiveness
and an assertion of intractable agency and he remains though
deeply shaken it seemed as if nothing in the world was very impor-
tant unhumbled still uneducated about the ontological weight of
his opposition the danger of presuming too much about gods pur-
poses and the extent of his own limitations

he reminded himself that sherman colligan never quit there was no
reason why he should lose his nerve because of a frail demented little
woman there was a godly purpose for the affliction which had come to
him and his stake there had to be his testimony his sanity depended
upon it rendella kranpitz was obviously not a run of the mill test an
ordinary everyday trial she was an epic probe an examination of
heroic proportions P 101

yes it is tempting to overrate that story and on second
thought perhaps it would be a mistake for new bishops and ministers
to read it they need a certain impervious optimism even to survive
the last sentence of the story undercutsundercuts the climax with a weak joke
and there are technical flaws elsewhere peterson remember this is
his first book has not yet attained the leanness the disciplined exclu-
sions of oconnor and there are occasional seams in the fabric of
illusional reality it is the task of fiction to create on the other hand
he is mastering his craft steadily A close study of his revisions of

road to damascus which first appeared in dialogue winter
1978 is a fine lesson in rewriting the new version is much less
harsh more subtle in its use of the central metaphor of the stunted
pine balanced in its evocation of pauls central conflict and of the
attractions ofofreginaofresinaregina and her god

the final story canyons of grace is petersons most
challenging the protagonist arabella gurney thirty and single
uses a summer excavating an anasazi site in utahs canyon country to
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find courage both to act out her rebellion and finally to be saved
by grace she decides to accept the invitation to move inintoto the
tent of franklin a member of the anthropology team an unques-
tioning believer in science with a kind of secular innocence
an enviable ability to suppose that whatever he did was good
p 104 but arabella inescapably though reluctantly mormon

finds she does not have that ability to escape guilt after being
accosted in a nearby town by reuben millring a self proclaimed

prophet who ordains her to be his plural wife and implies he
knows of her intended sin she smells damnation on herself and
recognizes her immeasurable despicable cowardice p 115113 on a
long hike with franklin out to a remote canyon full ofpetroglyphsofpetroglyphspetroglyphy
she tells him of her decision not to sleep with him 1 I really do
believe in god and im afraid p 117 but in the canyon
itself after he proposes she reverses herself and after giving herself
to franklin she did not doubt her damnation but for the mo-
ment pushing aside her anxiety she chose to exult in her courage to
relish the taste ofotherher daring p 120

arabella lives with franklin with a sense of foreboding and
when she is kidnapped by a disciple of reuben millring acquiesces
for a time to millring s demands one of your babies is going to be
the prophet of this church some day p 128 peterson captures the
full horror of the lebaron type of ruthless schismatic a horror which
finally moves arabella despite her guilty need for selfseif degradation
to escape to the canyons and a purely human rebirth we last see her
having killed her vengeful god in reuben left only with her
mortality

the wilderness bore her no grudge was still willing to bless her she
was alive and the universe was holy she would mourn for reuben
who was dead and for all the others who could not bear to know of their
ultimate extinction As for herself she had decided to be courageous

an ephemeral predator upon a minor planet she went forward
free and filled with grace P 135

that last line balancing all that arabella has lost against what she
has gained is poignantly ironic we have moved in the course of
the book from a life bound up in absolute surrender to an unusual
view of divine grace to a life bound up in absolute surrender to the
limits of human grace and for many readers arabella s choice will
seem far from the real essence of freedom or courage

but lest anyone suppose peterson approves of sin or identifies
with arabella in her purely human grace I1 recommend as a gloss on
this story his marvelous personal essay A mormon and wilderness
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sunstone december 1979 there he explores his feeling and con-
victionsvictions about both the divine grace expressed in the faith and lives of
his ancestors and the human grace contained in his love ofwilderness
his chief exhibit is his mother who converses daily with god lives
the commandments and lets her compassion for the sinful override
her moral indignation in petersons description ofotherher genealogical
work her need to unite the human family to disown time and space
search out dead parents and lost descendants turn hearts to fathers
and to children he provides the most tender and intelligent evoca-
tion of the spirit of elijah I1 have read about his mother he writes

she has no words no fine distinctions no recognition of possible
disparities between her heavenly faith and her love for this earth
p 72 the canyons of grace suggests its author has not yet found

in his work such an integration of divine and human grace but
yearns for it

SMITH HYRUM M illIII111liililili and SCOTT G KENNEY from prophet
to son advice ofjosepajosephofjoseph F smith to his missionary sons salt lake
city deseret book co 1981 132152132ppappp 6956.95695

reviewed by donald Q cannon professor of church history and doctrine brigham
young university

after examining from prophet to son my first impression was to
give a copy to my son who is a prospective missionary and to mail
another copy to another son already on a mission in tahiti the
message of this book is quite as much directed to today s missionaries
as it was to the missionary sons ofofjosephjoseph F smith near the turn of the
century

from prophet to son consists of carefully selected extracts from
hundreds of letters joseph F smith wrote to his twelve sons as they
served as missionaries for the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints following the introduction which contains a summary of the
missionary experiences ofjoseph F smith the letter extracts are ar-
ranged chronologically as they were written to each of the twelve sons
each extract is preceded by a subject heading and a short paragraph
which summarizes its contents and circumstances for example the
letter to hyrum M dated 31 july 1896 bears the heading con-
fidence and courtesy the lead paragraph tells of an encounter be-
tween hyrum and a methodist minister in the extract from the let-
ter hyrum is advised on how to handle such situations and is told
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CC objectionable facts should always be clothed in as mild and unobjunobjec-
tionable

ec
tionable language as possible p 45

the fatherly advice often containing gems of wisdom is im-
pressive evidence of joseph F smiths stature as a spiritual leader
consider the following examples

it is energy which has developed greatness in men more than
natural talent P 32

we must always remember that we are not laboring for the ap-
plause of men P 67

experience is better possessed than to be gained ie it is like the
hurt of a bruise it feels better after it quits hurting P 81

do not permit yourself to be drawn into any manner of extreme
P 90

presidentjosephpresident joseph F smith is regarded by some as one of the seminal
minds of mormon theology having defined some of the major areas
of twentieth century LIDSLDSliisllis theology the letters in this book provide
some glimpses of the strength and range of his mind especially per-
taining to theological matters some of the doctrinal subjects con-
tained in his letters include jesus christ the spirit world guardian
angels the holy ghost free agency the book of mormon satan the
sacrament death seeking the spirit sacrifice tithing and the power
of the gospel the scope of this review will permit only two examples
of his theological insights

no man can aim higher than to seek to possess himself of the
characteristics ofiesusofjesus of nazareth he was and is the grandest type of
manhoodman hood who was ever clothed in flesh and blood on this earth the
man who succeeds in reaching nearest to his attributes and perfection
will get nearest to god appp 35 36

you ask can a man do any wrong without first being tempted of
satan all men have their agency the spirit of satan leads to error and
darkness and wrong doing if a man does wrong it is because he yields
to the spirit of evil thereby exercising his agency if he does good it is
in accordance with the spirit that is of god and he uses his agency in
that as well P 70

the letters exchanged byjosephby joseph F smith and his sons are also a
window through which we may catch a glimpse of missionary work at
the turn of the century from them it is apparent that latter day
saint missionaries especially in england were subject to persecution
generally in the form of harassment in street meetings opposition
from clergymen of other faiths and the circulation of malicious
rumors about polygamy when his missionary sons suffered from
homesickness joseph F smith reminded them of president heberjheberd
grants words work work work in those days missionaries
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assumed leadership roles in mission branches and conferences dis-
trictstricts consequently they spent much of their time in administrative
roles rather than in preaching the gospel another interesting prac-
tice consisted ofpassing out tracts to people on the streets often with-
out disclosing the missionaries identity as elders of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints president smith cautioned his sons
against spending too much time sightseeing having fun and playing
jokes often reminding them of the seriousness of their calling

it is regrettable that the scope of the book is not broader that
this work is limited to his letters to his missionary sons seriously limits
the reader s insight into the mind ofjoseph F smith

while the volume is basically attractive and appealing there are
some weaknesses in format it would be much easier for the reader to
see where the explanatory paragraph preceding each extract ends and
where the extract itself begins if they were in different type styles or if
one were in italics also related to format is the matter of providing
only extracts of the letters rather than the entire letter for the serious
student the complete document would be infinitely more desirable
and useful yet on balance smith and kenney have produced a
worthwhile book that is at once attractive readable and informative

ERRATUM

permission to use the poem the blessing byjamesby james wright in the last issue of
BYU studies vol 22 fall 1982 was incorrectly cited the poem appeared in
edward L harts the transformation of love ppap 481 82 the citation
should have read 1961 byjamesby james wright reprinted from the brunchbranch will
not break by permission of wesleyan university press this poem first appeared
in poetpoetryy 97 october 1960 march 1961 343

subscribers NOTICE

subscription is 100010.001000 for four numbers siga1900lige190019.00 for eight numbers and 270027.002700
for twelve numbers single numbers are 4004004.00 the rate to bona fide students and
missionaries is 8008.00800 for four numbers all subscriptions begin with the current issue
unless subscriber requests otherwise send subscriptions to brigham young universi-
ty press business office 205 UPB brigham young university provo utah 84602

if youre moving PLEASE let us know four weeks before changing your address
A change of address postcard available at all post offices sent in advance will aid
us in getting your journal to you promptly your courteous compliance with this
request will help us to solve a serious and costly problem
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